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PREFACE.

This is the first English edition of this ancient Russian

epic.

It is intended as a handbook to the increasing number

of students of the Russian language, and to reveal to the

general public one of the treasures of Russian medieval

literature.

The editor has to express his gratitude to many friends

without whose encouragement and advice it could never have

appeared; and, in especial to Miss J. CURRIE who has drawn

the map, as well as to Professor A. P. GOUDY for his

illuminative suggestions.

L. A. M.
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SCHEME OP TRANSLITERATION.

(

r-

A-

(I

c ye or e [e as in Italian]

IK z [s in leuure].

8 z

i,i,v i as in Italian: but short.

n) [n Spanish, or gn Italian].

[always short].

P

s) [s in sibilant].

) [fy in don't-ycr know].

[as in Italian].

[German ch\

ts

\ch in Cfcurch]

[sh in j^all]

[like shch in fresh-cheese]

te [when sounded in Old Russian =9 or e in German Rose

y [i in will]

mute]

[ye in yes]

[e in *11]

['w
1
in 'tfse

1 but shorter]

ya



INTRODUCTION.

I. THE HISTORY OF THE MANUSCRIPT.

The history of the manuscript of the S16vo has been often stated.

In 1795 Count Musin-PuSkin, a distinguished arcaeologist, bought from

the archimandrite of the Spaso-Yaroslavski monastery a bound volume of

manuscripts, amongst which was the original of this text. In 1800 he

published the editio princeps under the title of a 'A heroic song of the

foray against the Polovtsy of the hereditary Prince of Ndvgorod-Severski,

/<rof SvyatoslavicV There were 1200 copies printed, a few of which

survived the fire of Moscow in the year 1812 in which the original MS.

and most of the printed copies perished.

Thus this printed book of 1800 was the only original, until Pekarski

discovered a second modern copy amongst the papers of the Empress
Catherine II, an account of which appears infra.

The editio princeps contains the text with a modern Russian trans-

lation, historical and other notes, an abstract of the action of the poem,
and a preface giving the facts of the discovery. The text is printed as

continuous prose, and there is a long list of errata at the end of the

volume. The preface provides no sufficient detail as to the style, con-

ditions or date of the lost original; nor to what extent, if any, the editors

had adhered and followed it literally, or emended the orthography in con-

formity with the standards either of Russian or Church-Slavonic. From all

accounts, Musin-PuSkin was an ardent collector, but an indifferent critic;

and, from contemporary evidence it has been gathered that only six of

the learned men of the time ever had the opportunity of seeing this

vanished MS.: amongst them Bantys-Kamenski, A. F. Malinovski, A. I.

Ermolaev, N. M. Karamzm, R. F. Timkovski and G. N. Boltin.f

In the preface Musin-PuSkin says: "The original MS. is in^very
ancient handwriting. It belongs to the editor who, through his' own
endeavours and help received from experts in the Russian language has,

in the course of some years brought this translation to the degree of

clearness desired, and is now at the request of his friends publishing it to

the world at large. But, in despite of all this, there remain some passages
which are unintelligible ; so, I beg my kindly readers to submit their

suggestions to me...."

f Malfnovski stated (teste Dubenski) that the MS. was of the end
of the XIV century: ErmoMev that it was of the middle of the XV:
Kalaidovic. (who did not see it) pronounced for the XVI century. At all

events it was not the contemporary copy.
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Since that date there has been a deluge of editions and criticisms,

as a glance at the bibliography will show. Evidently Musin-PuSkin

underrated the interest of his casual purchase.

It appears from the criticisms of Barsov and Tikhonravov, as well

as from contemporary statements, that the lost MS. was in a sixteenth

century hand unpunctuated and with the words undivided, and Barsov

impugns the handwriting of Musin-Puskin as a contributory cause of error.

For some years controversy raged on the genuineness of the poem;
but the drift of opinion confirmed authenticity. This poem was flashed

on the world very soon after MacPherson had roused all the scepticism

of London with his Ossian ; but the historical exactitude of the S16vo,

the fact that it had been vouched by a few but notable and responsible

persons soon allayed the doubts.

No other ancient copy has been traced. Petriis'evic' very plausibly

opines that the reason of the rarity is that the author was a layman with a

strong inclination towards Pagan superstitions : as is plain from the

constant references of Slavonic deities and that, for this reason, the

poem was anathematized by the Church, which in medieval Russia, even

more than in the rest of Europe was the sole custodian of written records

and the art of writing.
u
.ZjBOgBjpte

" or double faith lingered on

throughout the hastily converted immensities of the Russian Continent

for a very long time; and certainly this poem betrays no religious horror

of the gods of olden time.

The .poem must have been written and completed after 1185 and

before 1187; and probably suffered in various transcriptions leading up to

the XVI century original, which fell into Musin-PuSkin's hands. Indeed

I suspect that this lost text must have been in two hands ; otherwise I

cannot explain the variants in the terminations OMt OML eTT> CTB etc., the

relative clarity of some parts and the utter corruption of others, e.g. the

passages referring to Svyatop61k and Tugorkan, the digression on Vseslav

of Polotsk ; a cursor}' glance at my emended text will reveal how the

corrections abound at certain points and cease at others. Other in-

dications of this are slighter ; e.g. Vladimir is spelled in modern Russian

style with -mir towards the end, in older fashion -mer in the beginning :

and again the modern Russian genitives in aro and dative plurals in ox*

occur at the end, but not in the beginning ; and this suppositious second

copyist seems to have been the more careless of the two.

However, in 1864, Pekarski, whilst burrowing among the private

archives of Catherine II, lighted on six folios of manuscript, consisting

of chronological and historical notes, many of them in autograph. The

Empress was a keen student of medieval Russia, and, as appears from

the autobiography of Musin-Pusldn, very much interested in his collections

of original records. She graciously allowed the Count to lend her some

of his treasures, and, in return gave him access to papers in her own

cabinet, asking him to elucidate manuscripts she found hard to decipher.
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It follows that he must have been her chief informant on ancient

Russian history: a fact confirmed by the discovery of a second copy
of the S16vo from the lost friginal, together with a special abstract of its

contents, special notes, and a new manuscript translation into modern
Russian for her use, She evidently conned this with great attention, as

some of her pencil notes on the margins go to prove. This text is known
as the ApXHBHMft cnncoKt the Archive copy, and is designated

" E "

[EieaTepHHHHCKift] in this edition, the printed text of 1800 being called II

[MycHH'b-nyraKHH'b]. In the same folio the Empress inserted in her

own hand a number of genealogies of the princes of Kfev.

The variants in these two copies are important and significant.

First, the vocalization of E is generally more in accordance with Russian

than Church Slav usage; in the second place, in a number of corrupt

passages, E supplies a better reading; in fact I take it that in E we are

spared the additional mistakes of the printing house, and I have adopted
it as the original in this book, incorporating the corrected readings of E.

in Simonis edition of it (1890). The explanatory documents the

translation, commentary etc. also differ very slightly. Thus Yaroslavna

is made out to be the wife of Vladfmir fgorevi?, instead of fgofs ; the

abstract is shorter and more concise; the grammatical forms especially

in regard to the rather indiscriminate use of terminal T> and B regular,

though still pointing to an original confusion in the lost MS. The
numerals in E. are marked with the modern Arabic symbols, not with

the old Slav letters with numerical values, a difference of some

considerable critical value in one passage at least, where E. reads 3oaHH

for TpOflHH; this possibly proving some connection between the incom-

prehensible word TpOflHT) and the numeral 3, confused with the Russian

letter 3. In other cases, where words occur, probably derived from

Eastern sources, already unintelligible to the sixteenth century copyist

[e.g. KapHanJKJi-H, /jHBHija] E. gives us a better, if more difficult reading;

probably leaving the original as it stood, uninterpreted.

Obviously, in all these uncertainties and this hopeless field of

conjecture, it would be ridiculous to attempt to fix on an author. But,

as stated in the historical section of this Introduction, the date of

composition is fixed by the eclipse of the sun, by the reference to

Yaroslav of Galicia as alive, and by the appeal for help to contemporary

princes, and must have been in 1185 and 1186; in the latter year the

jubilant conclusion celebrating Igor's escape (uncontemplated in the first

two parts of the poem) was added to the first draft.

Furthermore, the author must have been an eye-witness ; for

his account of the battle confirms and corroborates the tales of the

Chronicles, supplying other detail ; he had strong sympathies with the

faction of the Olgovic'i and the independent house of Polotsk, and shows

little kindliness towards the branch ofthe ruling family ofwhom Vladimir 1 1
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was the greatest and the best. Lastly, the author has a strong and

markedly individual style, avoiding exaggeration and grotesque figures

[such as are found in the folk-tales, e.g. as extraordinary magic, many
headed monsters etc.] ; and is also free from the loose and inchoate

profuseness of the Ballads, with their rather sploshy and irregular metre.

Lastly, to hazard a guess, the headings in the Ipatfevski Chronicle

for the years succeeding the events of 1185, often fall into a poetical

style, not altogether dissimilar ; and as the writer of the S16vo shows

accurate acquaintance with the records of the past and often repeats

almost verbatim the expressions used in these Chronicles, it is not

improbable that he may have been associated with the production of

them.

This Introduction is intended to generalize and collect impressions,

for the proof of which the reader may be referred to the notes on the

text, where instances of such echoes of the Chronicles, and the reading of

MSS. will be found set out at length.

But, it is veiy unfortunate that the original authority for this poem
is so deficient and faulty.

II. (1) THE GEOGRAPHY OF RUSSIA.

It would be useful to set out seriatim a few elementary geo-

graphical facts before attempting to enter on an abstract of Russian

history to illustrate the references in the S16vo.

Russia in Europe now comprises 1,997,000 square miles, a territory

just less than seventeen times that of the United Kingdom. But medieval

Russia, i.e. the country effectively occopied and nationalized, roughly

comprized only the present Governments of Volhynia, Kfev, Cernigov,

Smolensk, with outposts in Minsk and Vitebsk; farther North, N6vgorod
had established a free domain, which had little or no share in the current of

Russian history, until it was merged in the Moscovite Empire by Ivdn III

in the year 1478. Moscow and Northern Russia were only gradually

colonized from the South in the course of the XII and XIII centuries.

On a rough calculation this essential Russia occupied no less an

area than 90257 square miles, an expanse of not very much smaller than

that of the entirety of the British islands.

Russia is a country of great waterways, none of which empty into

any of the great seas. The Dnestr flows through Poland and Galicia

into the Black Sea at Odessa, the Dnepr, with its numerous affluents

flows through central Russia, and reaches the same land-locked sea at

Kherson; the Don and the Volga are still farther East, and the latter

finds its outlet in that huge rsalt-water lake, the Caspian.

Medieval Russia only benefited by the Dnepr, which formed the

great commercial road between the Baltic and the Black Sea.
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But the homeland of Russian civilization suffered under great

disadvantages. The immense flat stretch of North-Eastern Europe has

no great mountains nor any natural frontiers, and medieval Russia in

particular was an undefined land, open to aggression from all sides,

On the South she was cut off from the Black Sea and the estuary

of the Dnepr at Cerkisy, f one hundred miles south of Pereyaslavl'.

From Cerkdsy the Russian frontier ran more or less parallel with

the coast of the Black Sea, and the land to the South was occupied by
hostile nornads. To the East the rivers Suld and SeTm formed another

shifting boundary; and the Turanian tribes held undisputed sway up to

the farthest North, to the shores of the White Sea.

On the West, there was an uncertain line of demarcation in what

is now Austrian Galicia and Eastern Poland, a region always contested

for by the Roman Catholic Poles against the Orthodox Russians.

On the North, the Lithuanians and Esths, and other savage races,

which had not yet attained to civic life, barred the way to the Baltic ;

when they were conquered, it was by the German knights of Brandenburg.
Thus the Russians, in addition to being an inland state, had none

of the security of a frontier formed by mountain-ranges (such as the

Carpathians, which sheltered the Hungarians, nor that of one formed by
one of the great rivers.

This indefensible position was held by the Russians of Kfev, who

bore all the brunt of the Turanian assaults in the confused migrations of

the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries. Their realm, minute as it is in

comparison with modern Russia, was a vast field to defend. These

geographical factors are of the utmost importance, if the division and

anarchy of Russian history is to be understood, and, to a certain extent,

condoned. Thus, taking distances as the crow flies, from N6vgorod to

Pskov is two hundred miles, from Pskov to Polotsk, (the fief of the

Krivici and an independent branch of the reigning family) 300 miles,

from Cernigov to Minsk 325, from ernfgov to Kfev (the two capitals of

medieval Russia) one hundred miles, from Kfev to Pereyaslavl' 75, from

the junction of the rivers Donets and Don to Kfev 500, and from Vladfmir

Suzdalski, (the first capital of the Northern branch of the family who

were to gain sovereignty over all Russia) 600 miles.

This tedious list of figures might be prolonged : but they must be

emphasized : otherwise the abuses of the medieval Russian polity will

remain inexplicable on any theory of human folly. These great flaws,

were the incessant subdivision of territory amongst the sons of the reign-

ing house; the retention of lateral descendibility instead oflineal [OT^HHLI,

^t^HHti], with all of its attendant risks civil war, disputed rights and the

temptaion to establish independent domains : it was because the rights

of minors could not be effectually guarded, because children could not

f about 150 miles from the sea coast: and 300 by the Dngpr.
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undertake the heavy military duties that so very . swiftly wore out the

warlike generations of the Russians.

One or two really great rulers succeeded in the frightful task of

establishing central authority and maintaining these vague and shifting

boundaries.

The Russians themselves at this time called themselves collectively

Pycfc. It was a word with an import like that of
*

EXXa? of old
; an

honorific, rather than a territorial designation ;
wherever the Russian

went was Pycb ;
he built cities, established the Christian worship ; and,

segregated from contact with the West by his position and parted from

the decaying Eastern Empire, (to which he owed his civilization) by
barbarian marauders who beset the lines of communication by land,

(whilst he had no access by sea), he upheld his culture and spread it

abroad, colonized and permeated the Finnish territories to the North and

the Turanian to the South, and everywhere carried his country with him.

That he had great lacks and faults, is very evident. The Russian

had no genius for organization ; stupendous as the work was, the later

p-iinces showed no power of adaptation. Their separatist tendencies

betrayed them into every dishonourable course, alliance with the savage

tent-dwellers who were shaking the foundations of their state, treachery

amongst themselves, unwillingness to co-operate. All through Russian

history down to the final defeat by the Tatars in the year 1224, it was

only the house that happened to hold the throne at Kfev that fought

against the myriad foes from beyond the steppes ; and, when the Tatars

were established for their two hundred years of rule, subjugation brought
the most disgusting servility and meanness in its train.

The S16vo was written only some fifty years before the great

disaster of 1224; it is literally and narrowly historical; and it portrays the

merits of the Russians, to whom it fell to beat off the Asiatic invaders of

Europe, their high ideal, as well as their lapses from it.

This history must now be reviewed in brief outline.

(2) A SUMMARY OF RUSSIAN HISTORY*UP TO THE
MONGOL CONQUEST.

1. THE OLD TRADITION.

The old Russian Chroniclers from whose copious accounts this

abstract has partly been drawn, in right medieval fashion start their

tale from the Flood. A few chapters leads them on to the legendary

beginnings of Russia, and a version of the first migrations of the Slavs.

Originally, so says Nestor, the Slavs dwelt on the Danube in the country
of the Hungarians and Bolgars and took their national nomenclatures

from the rivers by which they settled; such were the Moravians and the

Polocane from the Morava and the Polota,'(an affluent of the Dvind).
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The progenitors of the Slavs were three brothers, Kyf, Sek and

Khoriv and their sister Lybed f, the eponymous founders of the Polyane
of Kfev, the Cechs and Croatians.

They lived in anarchy without rulers; so they sent an embassy to

the Varangians (the Northmen who were then sweeping all of Europe
down to Constantinople) in the year 848 in these terms: "Our country is

good and large and fruitful, but there is no good governance in it, because

we have no elders; so come and be our princes in our land and rule

over us."

Such is the traditional story.

2. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SLAVS.

The Slavs in the tenth century were organized in clans or tribes

;
of these the IIojiflHe settled on the middle of the Dnepr, the

in. the forests watered by the Southern affluents of the Prfpet';

to the West ofthese last-named on the river Bug the BoJiUHflHe or JJ,yji1i6fci

opposite to the HojiaHe on the Eastern bank of the Dnepr the CtBepane
on the Desna and the Suld; on the So2 (a tributary of the Dnpr the

Pa/rHMHHH and to the East of the Pa^HMHHH on the upper Oka the

BaTHHH. The RPHBHHH settled in the plain where the Dnepr, the Western

Dvina and the Volga meet; and South-West of these last, in the marshy
wooded country on the Western Dvina and Prfpet' the JJperoBHHH, to

the North of the AperoBHHH on the Western Dvina a branch of the

KpiiBHMH viz. the IIoJiOHaHe ;
and lastly on the river Volkov by Lake

Ilmen the CJIOB^HG of N6vgorod.
The IIoaaH6 formed the basis of the subsequent principality of

Kfev: the JJpeBJiane Of that of PereyaslavP : the 4y^*^" formed the

principality of Volhynia: the name of the CtBepane was perpetuated in

the city N6vgorod SeVersky ; the BJITHHH formed the independent state

of Vyatka, whilst the HojiOHane under the house of Polotsk were also to

establish themselves as separate entity. The Slavs at Novgorod realized

the great mercantile state, whose history was to be so different from that

of the rest of Russia, a free Hanseatic community only suppressed by the

Moscovite rulers in 1478.

3. THE SLAV STATE.

But, as yet, there was no unitary state, only a mass of Slav tribes

roving within ill-defined bounds. Those in the South paid tribute to the

Khozars, a race of Turkish origin, but unlike the barbarous Asiatic hordes

who had preceded them and were to follow on their trail. The Khozars

very soon abandoned nomadic habits, whereas the last invaders, the

f a river on which K(ev lies.
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Mongols, during their sway of two hundred years never attained to this

much of civilization, nor ever took to building cities.

In the VIII century under the influence of Jewish and Arabic

immigrants the dynasty ofthe Kagans, (the despots of the Khozars) became
converts to Judaism. The Khozar capital, called 1 til, was on the lower

Volga, and grew into commercial importance.

This subjection of the Slavs to the Khozars was not altogether

disadvantageous; the road was open for exchange between the Caspian
and the Black Sea, the Dnepr and the Volkhov with the Volga.

This transitory Empire of the Khozars enabled cities to spring up
in Slav Russia; such as Kfev, Cernfgov, Smolensk, Lyiibec' and

N6vgorod. The principal and all-important commercial highway was from

Lake Ilmen, the Dnepr, the tributaries of which linked up this Eastern

Empire with the waters of the DnSstr and the Vistula. This waterway
from the Dnepr to the Black Sea is what the old Russian Chronicles call

the ** road from the Varangians to the Greeks."

However, towards the beginning of the ninth century this empire
was decaying, and the Vikings of Scandinavia were making their appear-
ance. A new epoch begins, and Russia, under Northern pressure, is to

emerge as a nation.

4. THE NORSE INVASION.

The cataclasmic eruption from Scandinavia, which remodelled so

much of Europe from England to Sicily, transformed the face of the

Russian land. As in England, in France, in Italy and in the Eastern

Empire these alien elements were quickly absorbed into the native po-

pulation; they were few, but they established dynasties. In Western

Europe the Northmen founded chivalry ; they came as buccaneers, and

stayed to virilize and enrich.

In Russia it might be said that they came with a sword in the

right hand and the merchants' scales in the left. The incursions began
in the ninth century; the Northmen hired out their military services to

the market cities on the Dnepr which the Kagans (probably pressed in

the rear by the Pecenegs (HcrfaviKiTai) could no longer protect. Out of

these cities the Northmen carved principalities for themselves. They
came as armed merchants.

In this part of the Continent they were called Vaerings; in Russian

Bapflrb in Greek Bapayyoi. As the Varangian guards ofConstantinople,

they afterwards became the mainstay of the state.

In the early chronicles of Russia, all of their names are still pure

Scandinavian: Thorvardr Tpyeopi., Hrorekr PiopHKT>, Helgi Ojiert,

Ingvar Hnrimpb or Hropt, Hoskuldr OcKOJib^-B, Dyri JJiipT*, Sikniutr

CHHeycT>, Rognvaldr PorBO.io.HT>, etc. In Slav Russia, where the land

was fat, but there was no good governance, these princes invaders became
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the kings, konungar, or in the Slav form KHHSH. The land which until

then had no name was then called Russia, Pycb after the word Rus, with

which the Finns (who then peopled all central Russia) formerly de-

signated the Scandinavians, and to this day designate the Swedes.

In establishing their own sovereignty, these new rulers released

Russia from subservience to the Asiatic Khozars. Their descendants

were to have the ceaseless task of beating off the successive swarms from

Turania.

5. THE SCANDINAVIAN PRINCES.
s

Russian history proper, i. e. the history of the state bearing this

name, with a dynasty enthroned at Kfev, begins with the three brothers

RuriK, Truvor and Sineus, or in Norse, Hrorekr, Thorvardr and Sikniutr.

Probably Rurik only followed in the wake of other Norse processors; but

in the year 862 he mvaded Russia, occupied N6vgorod, and sailed down

the rivers to Ki'ev. He retained N6vgorod for himself, assigning to Sineus

Belo Ozero, and to Truvor Izborsk. On their death these military out-

posts reverted to Rurik.

Throughout medieval Russian history there is the same eagerness

displayed to gain possession of Kfev. Kfev was the natural mart for the

trade of the Volkhov and the Western Dvina; and the master of Kfev had

the control of Russian trade. All the other cities depended economically

on the good will of Kfev, which soon grew into a rich town with very

numerous churches and eight markets. It was the wealth of Kfev that

enabled the successors of Rurik to maintain the struggle against the

hordes of Asia for three hundred years, despite disaffection within and

disturbance without.

Kfev was left in the possession of Askold and Dir, whilst Rurik

consolidated his power in the North. Rurik died in the year 879, leaving

one son Igor, a minor, for whom Oleg acted as regent.

Olg was the real founder of the Russian state. In 882 he enticed

his kinsmen Askold and Dir out of Kfev (which they had released from

the Khozar yoke) by means of a treacherous invitation to join him on a

trading expedition to Constantinople, and took the opportunity to rid

himself of these rivals. He hastened to make Kfev his capital. During
his long regency (879912) Oleg subdued the whole of Slav RUSSIA
took Smolensk and reduced the Drevlyane, SeVeryane and Radimic'i to

subjection.

He also created lor Russia its first international standing as an

independent state, in 911 concluding the first commercial treaty with the

Greeks, as the outcome of a raid on Constantinople in which the Russian

ships sailed into the harbour and ravaged the environs.

This treaty, of which the text has come down in the Russian

Chronicles, is ofprime importance. It was drafted in Greek and Russian,
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curiously, not in Norse, the word Russia Pycb for the first time appearing

on the world's stage in a diplomatic document. Trading rights were

secured to accredited envoys or merchants at a certain time of the year; a

place outside the walls of Constantinople was assigned for their residence,

and regulations mutually advantageous laid down for the conduct of the

commerce. It was attested by the Greeks on their Christian oath, the

Russians by their gods Perun and Volos.

In the region of Igor (912 945) the Pecenegi, a nomad Turanian

race who had been besetting the Khozars, and attacking Southern Russia

were becoming a serious menace; they had cut off the road of Eastern

commerce on the Caspian, and in 968 made their first great inroad under

a leader whom the Chroniclers call Pretic*. They established themselves

firmly on the shores of the Black Sea South of Kfev in the territory

vacated by the Magyars who had migrated to Hungary and harassed

Russia, until in another tribe, a more formidable foe came on the scene,

the Polovtsy who accomplished what Russia failed in, the subjugation of

the Pecenegs. After the Polovsk invasion, the Peenegs seem to have

been merged with the Russian states and to have served as auxiliaries.

One other outstanding event of fgof's reign was his raid on

Constantinople in 941. The Greeks were unprepared and involved in

difficulties elswhere as well; they armed a number of old ships with the
1 Greek Fire '

(tubes that belched out flame) and attacked the light boats

of the Russians with this superior defensive weapon of civilization; the

Russians in panic leaped into the sea, and a remnant struggled home

discomfited. The war had arisen in consequence of commercial disputes;

and the treaty obtained after the defeat was less favourable to Russia

than the one negotiated by Oleg in 911. In this treaty of 945 a number

of the Russian signatories are Christian.

In all there were six expeditions against Constantinople, all resulting

in commercial treaties: for the key-note of the policy of Russia down to

the death of Yaroslav I was the maintenance of trade with the Eastern

Empire. To this end the Scandinavian princes of Russia kept up a

formidable fleet and engaged in frontier wars to keep the highways clear

of Asiatic foes.

fgof also was engaged in ceaseless campaigns against his vassal

tribes; on one expedition against the Drevlyane in 945 he was killed,

leaving his queen (Mga surviving him, as regent for his son, a minor,

Svyatoslav I.

(Mga is one of the notable figures in Russian history. In the year

945, when visiting Constantinople, she was baptized; and, as the first convert

of the royal house, was canonized.

Nestor, the old Russian chronicler, pronounces this obituary in

969: " She was the Precursor of the Christian land, like the morning-star

before the sun, like the dawn before the light, like the moon at night."
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For the whole of the nominal reign of Svyatoslav I (945 972) she

was the real ruler of Russia; for, after his minority was over, Svyatoslav I,

the knight-errant of Early Russia, the Richard Coeur-de-lion of his

country, was ever on the war-path in distant parts, East and West. Her
administration was vigorous, far-seeing, if barbarous. She revenged her-

self on the Drevlyane who had slain her husband fgof, by inviting them

to a festival and burying them alive, a measure of rough justice, easily to

be parallelled in Western Europe at this time. She regularized the

tributes, built trading centres, fortified the trade-routes on the rivers by

erecting cities [ropOT> rpa^i> Norse gardr~\ and carried on the work of

Oteg, the regent for fgof. She deserves an honourable place among the

great women sovereigns of the world.

Her son, Svyatoslav I, though the first to bear a Slav name, was a

true Northman, eager to extend his way to the South, and, casting

envious eyes on the impregnable city of the Bosporus. He was assisted

by Sveneld(or S\ einaldr)as his general. His hardihood was marked even

in this hard age ofphysical endurance.
'

Wrapt in a bear-skin, Svyatoslav

usually slept on the ground, his head reclining on the saddle; his diet was

coarse and frugal...* so says Gibbon, quoting from Byzantine authority.

In the years 964 967 Svyatoslav dealt the death-blow to the

Khozars of the Volga, finally releasing Russia from all tribute; and so

effective was this campaign that in fifty years this race disappears from

memory, and little or nothing was left of its former greatness. During
these years Svyatoslav also made forays on the waters of the Oka and

the middle Volga, and spread the terror of Russian arms down to the

mouth of the Danube. These achievements are extraordinary, to any-

one who will read the map and use the scale. He also finally quelled

the Vyatici.

Svyatoslav's campaigns in the North and East were almost the

last assertion of Kfevite authority over the Northerly districts whence the

house of Rurik had sprung. After his death N6vgorod and Vyatka were

mostly left themselves, to develop into free republics, in touch with the

Hanseatic league and very largely out of political communion with the

remainder of Russia. The term Pycb in the Chronicles is often limited

geographically to the country surrounding Kfev and ernfgov and does

not seem to cover the Northerly states of Novgorod, Siizdal' and Vyatka,

which were so many hundreds of miles away.

But Svyatoslav cherished greater ambitions. He wanted to gain

the Danube for Russia and to expel the Bolgars [then a Turanian tribe, not

yet assimilated in speech with the Slavs] and those intruders, the Peenegs
whose access had been cleared by the downfall of the Khozars. Con-

stantinople was very willing to see the vigour of her dangerous neighbour

expended on the subjugation of these barbarians, and in 968 invited

Svyatoslav to undertake this new campaign. But, after a first attack,
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which proued successful, in the course of which he had established a

fortress at Pereyaslavets on the Danube (probably near Marcianople and

below Silistria), Svyatoslav decided on pulling these chestnuts out of the

fire for himself and Russia; and thus, when their ally was becoming
obnoxious, Constantinople suborned the Pec'eneg allies of the Russians

to rise, and attack Kfev and seize the rapids of the lower Dnpr, so cutting

off the trade-route to the Black Sea. Svyatoslav, who had been defeated

this time at Dristr (or Silistria) hurried back to face the new enemy, but

on his way back was beaten and slain. His had was cut offand his skull

used by the savage Peenegs as a drinking-vessel.

But the death of this heroic figure passed almost unnoticed in

Russia, which had during all of the reign been left to itself, whilst the

monarch was away on his remote schemes of conquest.

Svyatoslav left three sons, Yarop61k and Oleg, legitimate by a

Scandinavian mother, and a third son, illegitimate, Vladfmir, by a Slav

serf Malusa. They were all three under age, and the first partition was

made to provide them all with territory, Yaropolk the eldest being

assigned the capital, Kfey, Oleg the region of the Drevlyane (the land

watered by the Pripet' and neighbouring streams) and Vladimir the North

with the capital city of N6vgorod. Civil war soon ensued; and Vladfmir,

who, under the tutorship of his maternal uncle, Dobrynya, had been

partly educated in Scandinavia, and had thence brought with him a fresh

batch of Pagan Norsemen, in 980 assassinated Yaropolk, who had already

dispossessed and killed Oleg in 977.

A new epoch may be said to begin with the accession ofVladfmir I.

The period of expansion and consolidation was over ; the Scandinavian

ascendancy was at the end; Russia was to become Christian and Slavonic.

6. VLADIMIR I.

Vladfmir was the first prince of Russia, by birth partly of Slav

blood. He owed his accesssion to the throne at Kfev to Norsemen;

possibly it was facilitated by the distrust aroused by his brother Yaropolk's

leanings towards Christianity. At any rate Vladfmir, who was to be

sainted as the Constantine of Russia, commenced his reign by re-instating

Paganism with all the zeal of the proselytizer. He set up idols on a hill

in Kiev, facing the Palace, to Perun the god of thunder, to Khors the

Sungod, to Dazbog the god of the sky, to Strfbog, the god of the winds,

Semorgl and Mokos
;
and he offered human sacrifice. It may be re-

marked that of these deities next to nothing is known save their names

as recited in this list ; that it is improbable that the Slavs, who were

nature-worshippers, had ever set up statues to their gods ; and, lastly,

that human immolations had never taken place in Russia, unless the

account in Euripides of the Tauric Artemis can be cited in this

connection.
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Whether this sudden State establishment of heathendom would

have accomplished its end may be doubted ; for Russia was by now per-

meated with Christian doctrine. But the last flicker of Pagandom in

Russia was very vigorous, for it was the act of a strong and self-willed

ruler.

This happened in the year 980. Eight years elapsed, and the

politic ruler found occasion to reverse the direction of this religious zeal.

He had been to Constantinople, and wished to ally himselfto the Empire

by marrying Anna, the Emperor's sister. Also, his Varangians from

Scandinavia, through whom he had gained single sovereignty, were be-

coming oppressive to their master ; and Vladfmir was glad to dismiss

them to the service of his Byzantine ally, recommending him to relegate

these unruly champions to the provinces, and safeguard himself against

their superfluous energies. This act marks the end of Scandinavian

government in Russia.

As early as the year 866 a bishop had been appointed for Kfevand

a church built for him; before that date, Saints Cyril and Method, the

apostles of Russia, had worked amongst the Western Slavs and in the

Tauric Chersonnese, for the purpose of evangelization inventing the

Cyrillic alphabet (as Ulfilas had done for the Goths); further, the conversion

of Olga in 945 must have been propagative.

The price of Anna was the baptism of her intended husband; the

political advantage of favouring the powerful Pagan party at Kfev had

now ceased.

In 988 Vladfmir ordered the conversion of Russia, cast his idols

down with a contumely only comparable to their peremptory erection;

thus, he tied Perun to the tail of a horse, had him flagellated and drowned

in the Dnpr, seeing that he was safely carried beyond the rapids on

that stream. The Chronicles add a pleasing legend that Vladfmir

assembled a council of Boyars, and examined into the desirabilities of the

German i.e. the Roman
,
the Jewish i.e the practices ofthe Khozars,

and the Greek profession. Only in the Greek faith was the supreme

beauty to be found.

The citizens were baptized in droves on pain of the royal displeasure.

Vladfmir acquired Korsun, the capital of the Chersonesse (or Crimea) which

he had been besieging and also, as security for this important conquest,

(by means of which he could protect his Black Sea commerce) the hand

of the Greek princess.

Henceforth Russia was Holy Russia; her Christianity conferred

on her perennial struggle against the Pagan nomads the fervour of a

crusade. In her isolation the new faith lent her strength, endurance and

purpose.
The baptism of Russia and the expulsion of the Varangians are the

two epoch-making events of Vladfmir's reign.
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In the year 993 Vladimir was engaged in a frontier foray against
the Croatians, and on his return had to encounter the Pec"enegs not far

from the river Sula; he defeated them at Trubez near Pereyaslavl'. This

battle was decided, according to the Chronicle, by single combat between

a Peeneg Goliath and a Russian David. The Polovsk peril was very

imminent, for Vladfmir thought fit to construct a network offortresses on

the DnSpr and its affluents.

Vladfmir, in the popular ballads of Russia, became the Charlemagne
at whose court the heroes met and the Tatar Pagan foes were invariably

overcome.

Amongst his military feats may be mentioned the reunion of

Polotsk with Russia, which had become independent under one R6gvolod;
and his war with Poland, as a result of which he retained Galicia for

Russia.

After his conversion he founded many churches and an ecclesi-

astical college at Kiev and showed great piety, which combined with

uxoriousness on a very lavish scale.

The North of Russia he had little leisure to watch; and Paganism
maintained itself much longer there, corresponding with the political

severance which distance made unavoidable and time was to confirm.

He died in the year 1015, leaving eleven sons, by various connec-

tions; the twelfth, Svyatop61k I was his brother Yarop61k's son; Vladfmir

married Yaropolk's wi'dow.

He partitioned out principalities to his sons ; these grants were

called y;r1wiH, (udfcly).

7. THE LAND SYSTEM.

In the feudal age the only form of capital was land. In those

smaller Western European countries which had been conquered by Teuton

tribes and administered by traditions of Roman law, the tenure of land

was soon organized on a system of defined services, and was always

lineally descendible. The only variance between different countries was

the effective power and the rights of the sovereign, who was in theory the

supreme and ultimate owner of all the land.

None of these antecedents obtained in Russia. The Norsemen had

descended on Russia spasmodically, gradually, rather more like the

Saxons who overwhelmed Celtic Britain and had already acquired vested

interests, before any unitary state arose.

Secondly, the victorious princes rewarded their faithful followers

with principalities, with an eye to the defensive value of such holdings

and the fitness of the individual for the post. The grants were personal;

they were not descendable to the sons, who might be minors or otherwise

incompetent or undesirable. These gants were called
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On the death of such territorial prince, the post, with its responsi-
bilities generally passed to his next brother; a course of lateral succession,

by which the throne of Kfev also devolved.

The natural outcome of this system was civil strife and a great

mortality in brothers. Russia, which in the first place was too vast to

hold together, showed a tendency (that increased with the prolific families

of these princes) to shale off, so to speak, into factions which were ever

subdividing themselves. As each fragment broke off, it became a private

estate and heritable; an yjffejrb which had been held by a father was

called an OTHHHa; and in the second generation a ^^HHa [oreuyb father;

j&AT> grandfather]. In such minor principalities, the course of descent

was lateral as for Russia in general, with the all important distinctions,

that the descendants of the particular brother received their father's

estates.

Thus at the death ofSvyatoslav I, the three yyvfeJiu were N6vgorod,
the Drevlyan country, and Kfev ; on Vladimir's death, Izyaslav held

Polotsk (which was independent from this date onwards), Svyatoslav had

Tur6v; Yaroslav had N6vgorod; Boris Rost6v; and so on.

Later on, when Cernfgov became the OTHHHa of the (Slgovift,

similar descendible tenures arose inside this principality such as Novgorod
S^verski. similarly, too, in every other part of Russia. There was no

notion of fealty or allegiance ; the grand prince of Kiev was merely

primus interpares; all OTHHHH and ^t^HHU were held as allods.

Very much later, in the centralized state of Great Russia (with its

capital at Moscow), a feudal system of land held by military tenure came

into existence; such grants were called iKWfccTbe.

The primitive y^lwiu, being personal grants for the defence of

certain outposts, presupposed the indivisibility of Russia, and generally

went in rotation, the eldest brother being assigned the central position of

Kfev, the next one that of Cernfgov; and as each post became vacated

these officers of state, as they may be considered, were all in turn promoted.
A regular scheme of lateral succession was adumbrated by the will

of Yaroslav I, when Russia was partitioned amongst his five sons in the

foMowing order, Kfev, Cernfgov, Pereyaslavl', Smolensk and Vladfmir

Volynsk.
This provisional arrangement, with all its inconveniences and

jealousies, secured some little method in Russia and came to be regarded

as something like a fundamental law.

If a brother predeceased the holder of the throne at Kiev, his

descendants had no claim to any part of his y^tJil. which, so to speak,

escheated to the next brother. These landless princes were called HSFOH,

and their just claims for compensation were a fruitful source of civil war.

Thus, the absence of a central monarch and feudal overlord, the

perpetuation of lateral succession, the constant creation of landless pre-
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tenders were all causes predisposing to anarchy and the eflfacement of a

common patriotism: for the owners of descendible estates were concerned

for themselves: and the yalwifcHtie KHHSH were too insecure. After the

death of Yaroslav I, Russia steadily declined from unity and efficiency.

8. YAROSLAV I.

Vladfmir I left twelve sons surviving. The immediate business

was to thin their ranks.

Svyatopolk of Turov (a town on the Pripet' about ISO miles from

Kfev) at once proclaimed himself grand prince and despatched his

brothers Borfs of Rost6v and Gleb of Mrirom and SvyatoslaV, prince

among the Drevlydne.

Svyatopolk bears a very bad name in the annals of Russia, for

bloodthirstiness and tyranny. In the Zad6n&na (the Moscovite plagiarism

on the S16vo) he is constantly mentioned as the prototype of an evil

prince.

Svyatop61k was married to a Polish princess and had already

revolted against his father. YaroslaV with the Norsemen of N6vgorod
marched to Kfev and expelled Svyatopolk, who recovered Kfev soon after

with the aid of Polish troops. This foreign occupation rendered him

even more detested, and soon after their departure, he was beaten by
YaroslaV in 1019 and died on his way to Poland.

The reign of YaroslaV the Wise [My^pwft] lasted until 1054; up to

1036 Mstfslav of Tmutarakdft obliged him to adhere to a partition of

Russia; from 1036 1054 Russia was for the last time a unitary state.

YaroslaVs enduring reputation rests on his fortification of the

boundaries by building cities and on his codification of Russian law

[PyccKaa npaB.ua], the erection of cathedrals (e.g. Saint Sophia at

N6vgorod); generally speaking on his work as a consolidator.

In 1020 he defeated Svyatopolk with great carnage on the Alta [or

Jlbia]; an event worth marking as the first time when a Russian prince

appeared in the field leading the Pecenegs, nomad enemies against the

Prince of Kfev. Polotsk became the permanent possession or the house

of Izyaslav; this marked the first definitive scission.

In 1022 Mstfslav of Tmutarakdn defeated the Kasog chieftain

Redelya in single combat, (a heroic episode for which see line 19 of the

text, and the note on it).

YaroslaV tried to provide against the anarchy of the partitions by

decreeing in his will the division stated in the previous section. It was

a vain attempt.

His death marks the passing of Russia's unity. In that same year,

too, a more formidable foe began to assail the borders of Russia; the

Polovtsy under their leader Bolus or Blus. The Pec"enegs were now

conquered, but by a more energetic Turanian race that harassed Russia,

until the Mongols in 1224 subdued them and the Russians alike.
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9. THE YAROSLAVICI.

YaroslaV I may have hoped that this written instructions would

prevent a recrudescence of the dynastic struggles, in which he had been

victorious. But the immense territory from N6vgorod to Kfev was too

vast for one hand to govern; and, if it were subdivided, there was no

means of enforcing proper subordination. The story, down to 1224 is

one of continuous disintegration, at the best abated for a while by some

great prince.

The reign of Izyaslav I was marked by internal dissension and

incursions from without. He was an unpopular ruler, but during he first

years of his reign the pressure of the Polovsk invasion curbed the brotherly

factions.

In 1054 or 1055 the P61ovtsy under Bolus [or Blus or Bus] made

a first appearance on the marches of Russia, and VseVolod of Pereydslavl',

the third brother, bought them off [oxBopH MHpi>]; "and they returned

again whence they had come."

But the methods of an Ethelred the Unready are always ineffective;

in 1061 the P61ovtsy for the first time invaded Russian soil; Vsevolod set

out on the second of February of this year and was defeated. " This was

the first disaster [S-LJIO] from the Pagan and godless enemy. Their prince

was Iskal [or Sokal]."

The danger was momentarily passed, and internal trouble began.

Vsesl.iv Bryiic'islavic' of Polotsk followed his father's example in 1021 and

seized and sacked the wealthy city of C6vgorod, which had been assigned

by Yaroslav I to Izyaslav. Izyaslav with his son Svyatopolk, and his

brother Vsevolod marched to Minsk and took bloody revenge, "slaying
men and women, and seized the children as booty [^*TH B^aina Ha

mmbi] i-e - enslaved them."

Vseslav encountered them on the Nemfga, was beaten, and with

his two sons treacherously imprisoned at Kfev. This battle was fought
in deep snow and was very bloody; the Chronicles are concise and

detailed at this period. No doubt, the political motive may have been

jealousy of the independence of Polotsk.

In 1067 the P61ovtsy invaded Russia anew in great force and

again defeated the three brothers IzyaslaV, SvyatoslaV and Vsevolod on
the Alta [or Jlbia]. The citizens of Kfev demanded arms for self-defence;

Izyaslav would not accede; they rose against him, acclaimed Vseslav as

Grand-prince, a position he held for nine months, when he fled surrepti-

tiously on hearing of Izyaslav's approach with Polish troops.

Svyatop61k Izyasldvic* carried the war into Polotsk, which he

captured for Kiev; Vseslav recovered his inheritance [^-fe^HHa] in 1071

from Svyatop61k Izyasldvic".
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In 1071 the P61ovtsy reappeared at Rost6vets near Neyatin [or

HejKaTHjn>;? the river Hea in the Government of Kostroma an affluent

of the Un2a in the former territory of the Meri].

Meanwhile Izyasldv was quarrelling with his brothers. In 1078

Oleg Svyatoslavic" (after whom the house of the (Mgovift was named) had

to flee to Tmutarakari, and Gleb, his brother, (whom the Chronicles

eulogize as a merciful prince) was murdered.

Svyatoslav and Vsevolod had again expelled Izyaslav from Kiev

in 1073; Svyatoslav died in 1076, after assuming the title of grand-prince

ofKfev; from 1076 to 1078 Izyasldv with Polish troops held Kiev.

Svyatopolk Izyaslavic" had possessed himself of the lands of Gleb

Svyatoslavi.

This injustice had to be punished, but the method adopted was a

terrible precedent.

In 1078 Gleg Svyatoslavtf and Boris Vyaceslavi? headed the

Pagan P61ovtsy against Russia, to recover their rights. Vsevolod sided

with Izyaslav. At the battle of the NeXatin plain [HeHcarmia HHBR]
Vsevolod and the Russians were defeated ; Boris and Izyaslav were slain.

In the following year, another Svyatoslavic", Roman led the P61ovtsy
once more against VseVolod to the Voina near Pereyaslavl'. Vsevolod

bribed the enemy off; and the nomads murdered Roman.

The rift between Vsevolod Yaroslavic" and the Svyatoslavici arose

from the act of Vsevolod and Izyaslav after 1076; when, on the death of

Svyatoslav of ernfgov, they, in accord with the theory of the y.zj'fcjrb

declined to assign Cern/gov to the HaroH, the Svyatoslavic"i, his sons. In

1097 at the synod of Lyiibe, ernfgov was constituted the independent
OTHHHa of this branch of the family.

But there was little good will between the Monomakhovic"i, the

descendants of Vladfmir 1 1 and the Olgovii of Kiev. In this period

Yan VySatin, (who is very likely identical with Boyan of the Slovo) is

frequently mentioned as a councillor, especially in relation to the house

of Polotsk. The years between Vladfmir I and Vladimir II seem to be

embraced in the expression crapoe BpeMfl (the olden time), used with

regard to Boyan throughout the poem.
The inglorious reign of IzyaslaV I was marked by interminable civil

war within, and the successful occupation by the P61ovtsy ofthe old realms

of the Khozars and PeCenegs, so that Russia was now cut off from the

waterways of the Don and the Volga, as well as from the lower stream

of the Dngpr.
At the close of this reign, IzyaslaV was succeeded, in accordance

with the rule of lateral devolution in the eldest branch, by his brother

Vsevolod I, who maintained his position mainly through his son Vladfmir.

Vladfmir Vsevolodovic, born in 1053, in 1067 was assigned the y;rliJn> of

Smolensk, and served the princes of K/ev faithfully against Emperor
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Henry IV in 1075, and against Polotsk in 1077; and every year against the

wild peoples of the steppes; his name inspired terror into the P61ovtsy.

Vsevolod his father was a just and educated ruler, ofno great individuality.

Through Vladimir's agency, David fgorevic", the nsroft was established in

his fathers seat as Vladimir Volynsk. In 1087 Yaropolk Izyaslavic was

murdered, one of the few whom the Chroniclers delight to honour.

In the year 1093 Vsevolod I died. The P61ovtsy invaded Russia

in force, and again routed the Russians at the battle of the Stiigna (near

TrepoF). Rostfslav Vsevolodovic" was drowned in this battle, (an incident

on which, for some reason, the Chroniclers dwell).

One cause of defeat may have been divided councils ; Vladfmir

wished for war, Svyatop61k Izyasbivic" peace ; and Svyatopolk followed

the enemy up to be repulsed anew on the 2elan.

On Vsevolod's death, Vladimir, studious for lawful succession,

allowed his cousin Svyatop61k, the eldest collateral to take the throne of

Kfev. In 1094 Svyatopolk made peace with the Polovtsy and ratified the

treaty by marrying the daughter of Tugorkan their leader. Evidently, the

same process of fusion was beginning, as had assimilated the Peenegs
of the past period. Henceforth there is frequent mention of the

tame and the wild [^HKifi] Polovtsy: the former must be those already

Christianized.

In 1094 the narofl Oleg of Tmutarakdn, together with his Polovsk

allies made war on Vladfmir at Cerm'gov, who found it prudent to retire

to PereyaslavP.

In the next year, the Polovsk ambassadors Itlar and Kytan were

treacherously and unnecessarily murdered, in the raid that followed,

Oleg would not help the Russians, and Kiev was desolated by Bonyak,
the Polovsk leader.

But fortune was at last favouring the Russians in this desultory

campaign against the SvyatoslaviCi and the P61ovtsy. In 10% Oleg

SvyatoslaviC was defeated at Starodiib, and Tugorkan on the river

TrubeX; Tugorkan "the father-in-law and foe of Svyatop61k
" was brought

to Kfev and buried at the crossroads outside Berestovo (a suburb of Kfev).

It is because the popular ballads recorded these details so well and

enlarged on them, because the Chroniclers dilate on them at such length,

and lastly, because the S16vo refers to them specifically that the events

prior to the accession of Vladfmir II as Great Prince of Kfev must be

stated with some particularity.

In 1096 Oleg was again defeated on the river Klyazma, (very far

North, not far from Moscow).
The outcome of all this endless disorder was a renewed attempt at

some territorial concordat at the Synod of Lyubec" 1097. Svyatopolk,

Vladfmir, Oleg and David Svyatoslavic", David fgorevit, Vasflko

Rostfslavic* were amongst those summoned.
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Turov and Kiev were assigned to Svyatop61k; Pereyaslavl ,

Smolensk and Rost6v to Vladimir; N6vgorod to Mstislav Vladimirovic';

term'gov, PeremysT to Oleg, David and Yaroslav, the Svyatoslavibi; and

Polotsk was acknowledged to belong to Vseslav Brya^islavic" (this was a

mere recognition of fact); whilst to David fgorevic", was given his father's

y;vfcJTb of the principality Vladimir Volynsk.

But, that same year 1097, David fgorevic" discontented with his

share as compared with the grants to the two Rostislavic'i, Vasilko and

Volodaf, brutally blinded the former, boring out one eye after the other, a

gross treachery* that raised up against him all the conscience of Russia
;

after further disputes and fighting, David fgorevifc had to surrender his

new inheritance [oTHHHa] ot Vladimir Volynsk.

Thus, Russia was finally partitioned into heritable principalities

with no common allegiance; with at best, only a shadowy deference to

the senior prince of Kfev. Tranquillity had been secured for a time, and

in 1103, 1106, 1107, 1109, 1110, 1113, crushing victories were obtained

over the Polovtsy, and the Russian arms once again proved themselves

formidable, even as far as the Don and beyond, e.g. in the year 1116.

In 1113 Yaroslav Svyatoslavic* began a campaign against the

unruly Yatvyagi (on the Lithuanian frontier), and extended the sphere

of Russian influence.

The Chronicles provide very full accounts of the successful

campaigns of this decade, give all the names of the Polovsk leaders who
were captured; of these is worth noting Sarokan (1107). whose name
recurs often in the popular ballads) ; Bonyak (1107); and Taz (1107);

(Strabo Lib. VII Cap. Ill ot'Pco^oXai/ol arrpaTtjyov \ovre<i Tdmov)
and, no doubt, many of these names could be elucidated by a Turanian

philologist.

10. THE FOUR GREAT PRINCES.

In the year 1113 Svyatopolk II Izyaslavic" died. Like his uncle,

Vsevolod I he had been maintained on the throne by Vladimir.

The citizens of Kiev insisted on Vladimir resuming the office of

Grand-Prince and passing over the claims of the Svyatoslavifr, the next

eldest branch of the Yaroslavic'i, whose record had been none of the best

during the previous reigns. Svyatop61k left no brothers, and his sons

were mere lads. Vladfmir Monomakh [his baptismal name] ascended

the throne; by so doing, he incurred the hostility of the envious (3lgovic"i,

who were now sovereigns in the independent domain of Cerm'gov.

There had, as yet, been three great rulers in Kievite Russia. The

first of these, Svyatoslav I, was the great conqueror, a Bayard, who

worked with the statesmanlike object of giving his country intelligible

frontiers, to protect it against the nomads and secure the trade-routes
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down the Dnepr and on the Black Sea. He shattered the Khozars, and

shook off the Asiatic yoke. His was a romantic figure that compels
admiration.

The second is his son Vladimir I. His was a passionate and

sensuous nature, but his impulsiveness was directed to great ends. He
re-created Russian unity; gave Russia a new religious purpose, and, with

this end in view, even attempted to formalize and institute Paganism.
He ruled with vigour and concentrated authority in his own hands at

Kiev within those huge confines (which Svyatoslav could not enlarge).

After him there came the great administrator and law-giver,

Yaroslav I. This monarch had less initiative than his father Vladimir;

but he was just and strong and did all he could to build enduringly on

the foundations laid by Svyatosldv and Vladimir. Yaroslav I made
Russia known to foreign states: one of his daughters married Henry I of

France: another, the King of Hungary.
But the many sons of Yarosldv were unequal to the stupendous

task of maintaining in unity a realm with no defined boundaries, without

even the loose bond of a feudal system, and pertinaciously, relentlessly,

attacked by swarms of nomads from the steppes. During the anarchy
of the succeeding reigns, the natural lines of fissure asserted themselves

and developed; N6vgorod split off, to enjoy till 1478 (when she was

conquered and destroyed by Moscow) virtual independence, electing and

rejecting what prince she would: Polotsk parted from Russia; and at last

the independence of Smolensk, Volhynia, Cernfgov and Galicia had to

be conceded. The domain of Cernfgov included Moscow, Ryazan, Vyatka
and the Radimic'i.

At this point of history, medieval Russia's last great ruler steps in,

a man trained to arms, which he had never used except against rebels or

the enemy, the faithful lieutenant of his father VseVolod I and his cousin

Svyatop61k II, the statesman who adhered to the rules of succession,

imperfect as they were, so as to preserve some safeguard against arbitrary
force. The dismemberment of Russia was inevitable: he accepted and
tried to rebuild on this assumption. But the dilemma was hopeless.
Unless the great estates were made heritable, there would be no stability,

and no contentment of princely ambition: if they were made heritable,

there could be no concerted common action, save by casual consent. If

the old scheme obtained of grants of military posts for life, the holders

would be always dissatisfied, and their sons always in rebellion. There
was no middle course of feudal vassal tenure with a sovereign overlord.

To a state racked with anarchy within, with its moral broken by
living precedents of treachery and alliance for selfish ends with the Pagan
foe, Vladfmir I If at last succeeded; he left Russia organized enough for

common action, so as to subsist a century longer.

f He is generally known as Vladfmir Monomdkh; so called after his

maternal grandfather Constantine MoybVaxo?, Emperor of Constanti-

nople. His descendants were the MoHOMaxoBHiH.
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11. VLADIMIR II.

At the age of sixty-one, in the year 1113, Vladfmir ascended the

throne. He had eight sons, one, Izyaslav had been killed in the campaign
of 1096 against Oleg Svyatoslavic*: another, Svyatosliv died in 1114; a

third one, David, is mentioned in 1116, and probably predeceased his

father.

Vladimir's formal accession makes no break in the policy of Russia

which he led and initiated.

The Chronicle for 1114 contains a curious apocalyptic tale, an

Egyptian legend of Svarog (the Slav god ofthe sky) instituting an Elysian

age, and being succeeded by his son DaSbog, the Sun-god, under whose

rule cities were founded and civilization prospered. The interpolation of

this piece of mythology may be symbolic of Vsevolod I and Vladimir II.

The forays against the peoples of the steppes were almost con-

tinuous during the thirteen years of this rejgn and very successful. The
Russian arms were carried as far north as the Bolgars of the Volga (e.g.

by Yuri Vladfmirovic" in 1120) and the cities of the P61ovtsy beyond the

Don were taken and sacked. The steppes were cleared and the enemy
driven back to the, Caucasus. As Vladfmir himselfsays in his 'Instruction

to his children,' he had beeen engaged in eighty-three campaigns of

consequence, concluded nineteen treaties with the P61ovtsy, and captured
three hundred of their leaders.

Vladfmir was also a good legislator, remedied the condition of the

aaRyntl (half-free debtors) and left his impress on the internal organization

of the State.

In 1126 he died; the Chronicle justly says: "He enlightened

Russia like the sun, shedding its beams. His fame went forth to all

countries. He was a terror to the Pagans, a lover to his brothers [this

attribute has at this time no mere conventional value] and charitable;

and a good champion for Russia.

On his five surviving sons, Mstfslav of Kfev, and Mstfslav's sons

N6vgorod, Kursk and Smolensk ; Yarop61k was granted PereyaslavF ;

Vyac*eslav Turov, Yiiri Suzdal' ; and Andrey Volhynia.

12. THE SUCCESSORS OF VLADIMIR II.

The history of Russia after 1126 down to the Mongol conquest
1240 is a welter of civil wars, nomad incursions, incapable and selfish

rulers, increasing disunion; and under such adverse conditions the

country was progressively impoverished. In forty four years eighteen

princes sat on the throne of Kiev, i. e. up to the sack of Kiev by the

Northern federation. It is better to survey the course of this long

senescence and pass over the particular symptoms.
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The short reign of Mstislav I (1125-1132) is principally notable for

the reoccupation of the principality of Polotsk, the princes of which were

banished to Greece for their evil customs [3-JiOHpaBie]. After Vseslav's

death subdivision and anarchy ensued, and the Polotsk princes, barbarous

beyond the conventions of the time, used to sell their own subjects into

slavery. Izyaslav Vladimirovic' was temporarily installed at Polotsk.

[C.f. 1.534 of the text].

Yarop61k II, his brother (1132-1139) arranged that his nephew

Izyaslav Mstislavic should succeed him at Kiev, thus abrogating the

rights of the surviving sons of Vladimir II. Vsvolod (!)lgovic interposed;

(the house of Cernigov was glad of the broils of the Monomakhovic'i).

Yuri of Suzdal, the founder of the Northern house of the Tsars of Moscow,
claimed Kiev, and for three years 1154-1157 was Grand-Prince; meantime

civil strife was incessant, in the course of which the (Mgovic Vsevolod 1 1

usurped the throne from 1139-1146.

Yuri of Suzdal was a hard calculating character, unscrupulous

with the coldness that distinguishes the Northern princes of Suzdal and

Vladimir from their Southern predecessors. The Princes of Smolensk,

Cernigov and Volhynia rose against his rule in the year of his death 1157.

From this date down to 1240r when the Tatars sacked Kiev, no

less than thirty princes held the perilous throne of Kiev, a title soon to

be devoid of honour or significance.

13. THE FALL OF KIEV AND RISE OF SUZDAL AND Moscow.

The confused history of this epoch is clearest surveyed from its

centre, which had moved up North.

South Russia was exhausting itself. From the year 1054 the

P61ovtsy had been ravaging and laying waste, carrying off with them

Russians as slaves and creating utter insecurityv poignantly described in

the Chronicles for 1170. "God put a good thought into the heart of

Mstislav Izyaslavic on behalf of the Russian land; for he wished her well

with all his heart ; so he summoned his brothers, and took counsel

with them, saying ;

*

Brothers, have compassion on the Russian land,

and for your own ancestral estates; for the enemy every year carry away
the peasants [or the Christians] in their tents; they cut down our forests,

and always march over us; and already they will soon cut us off from

the road to Greece to Salonica....'
"

; or again (1103)
"
In the spring

the serf [cMep^T>] sets out to plough with his horses, and the Polovcm

arrives, strikes him down with his arrow, takes his horse, then goes into

his village, seizes his wife, his children and all of his possessions, and
burns the empty hut."

After 1126 the evil went on unabated.-' Some'ofthe Polovsk campaigns
should be outlined. In 1128 they were active under a leader Seluk, a

very Turkish name. In 1135, 1139, the 6lgovici are in alliance with the
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P61ovtsy. In 1140 the P61ovtsy were beaten and pursued beyond the

Don and Volga. In 1150 they are in alliance with Yuri of Suzdal. In

1152, 1154 they reappear in the heart of Russia, in 1155 on the Kanina

river (near Kiev), and there is another great battle in 1160.

After 1160 there is frequent mention of the wild P61ovtsy, : the

implication seems to be that some of them had been settled on Russian

territory, and used as auxiliaries by the territorial princes. Thus in 1172,

when Glb Yurevic' of Suzdal was on the throne of Kiev, a host of

P61ovtsy invaded, and divided into two sections; one proceeding to

PereyaslavP, the other going down the Dnepr to Korsiin; both sent

envoys to GlSb to say that God had established him in his ancestral

estate at Kiev, and they wished to settle amongst the Russians who need

fear nothing from them. Terms were arranged with the first section, but

not with the second.

In 1161, 1162, 1165, 1167 (when the Polovsk leader was Bonyak),

1168, this endless fight continues with the P61ovtsy; in 1172 GlSb Yurevic"

is found in alliance with the
*
wild '

P61ovtsy, under Kontsak (or Konc'ak)

against whom Igor Svyatoslavi, the hero of the S16vo, made his foray

in 1185 In 1173 the relentless nomads ravaged the neighbourhood of

Kiev; but were beaten and pursued as far as the river Bug.

This list of years and invasions might be prolonged ; every year

seems the same; the nomads moved forwards with their herds and tents,

no doubt themselves shifted from their old pastures by other tribes who

urged them from the rear. In 1177 the Russians suffered another great

defeat : "God let loose his wrath on us," says the Chronicler in 1177,

"and sent the Pagans; but not in compassion for them; but, as manifest-

ing to us, turning us to repentance, that we might be deterred from evil

paths. For this is his scourge...' pious reflections, but poor

consolation.

Konc'ak appears again in 1178, leading the "godless Ishmaelites,

the desperate sons of Hagar,"; whilst still the princes bickered and

Svyatoslav VseVolodic' in 1180, Prince of Kiev, used these foes in his

quarrel with the treacherous house of Suzdal which had imprisoned his

son Glb.
Meanwhile the princes of Suzdal were gradually conquering the

Bolgars of the Volga, a tribe which had almost settled into civic ways.

In 1184 Svyatoslav VseVolodovic' defeated the Polovsk chieftain

Kobyak, an incident mentioned in the S16vo 1.344. But in that same

year Kontsak,
" the desperate and godless aud thrice-accursed,

'

made a

very dangerous inroad, using the * Greek Fire,' that belched flames out

of long heavy tubes. Unfortunately for the P61ovtsy, their one artificer

was captured, and the Russians won a great victory.

And so the tale of these incursions goes on, until in 1224 the

P61ovtsy disappear from history, wiped out of separate existence by the

Tatars, and merged with the subject Russians.
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The territory of Kiev and South Russia was being steadily devas-

tated by these ceaseless incursions of barbarians.

The population was also changing its character. The endless wars

internal and external resulted in great captures of slaves the general

impoverishment of the agricultural population was also contributing to the

enslavement of the Russian people. The husbandman in this insecurity

could not cultivate or pay his debts; as a debtor, he became a aaKym, or

debt- serf, who had to pay in labour what he could not absolve in money;
as such, if he ran away or evaded his obligations he lost his freedom

altogether. Prosperity was founded on slave-ownership and, at the end

there were too few freemen left to fight for national freedom.

The composition of the population was changing. When the

Pdlovtsy subdued the Pec'enegs, the latter were soon absorbed into the

mass of the people, and these Asiatics were allowed to settle on Russian

soil. The remnants of the Pec'enegs, the Torks, the Berendic'i, and other

similar tribes were collectively called Black-caps [nepnue KJiotfyKH] and
used as auxiliaries of the Prince of Kiev. In like manner ernfgov f and
Galicia drew on other barbarian peoples as mercenaries.

These ruralized Turanians became the natural allies of the Russians

in defence of their villages and lands; but these admixtures were

altering the composition and so the character of the nation.

To these disturbing factors may be added the continuous emigra-
tion North, to Suzdal, six hundred miles away, where there was some-

thing like a settled government, and above all some immunity from

nomad incursion. These Turanian invaders seem nearly all to have

come from the South, from the shores of the Caspian, North of the

Caucasus, and to have advanced by the steppes watered by the Don, the

Volga and their affluents. This also was the Tatars' line of advance.

Thus South Russia, racked with civil war, depleted by emigration,

repeopled by Asiatics, ravaged year in, year out, by savage foes, and

crippled in her energies by the rapid extention of slave-holding, was

exhausted, the wonder is that she kept up the struggle so long, and gave
such valiant account of herself at the last hopeless contest with the

Mongols.

Something, even though in outline, must be said of the dynastic

changes from 1126, when Vladimir II died, down to the extinction

of Russian freedom by the Tatars and the supersession of Kiev as the

seat of the Grand-Prince.

After the death of Mstislav I in 1132, the Monomakhovici had to

contend with the (Mgovic'i, who aspired to Kiev; with the rivalry of the

descendants of Izyaslav II and Rostfslav I, (\. e. the princes of Volhynia
and the princes of Smolensk), as well as with the claims of Suzdal which

were governed by the descendants, of Yuri Vladimirovic'. On the death

f e.g. the Kyn or Kosyn.
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of Izyaslav II. (a prince whom the Chronicle calls honourable, orthodox

and pious; he was certainly a brave warrior), Yuri from 1154-1157 held

the throne of Kiev, for which he had plotted so long and so indefatigably.

The annals from 1157 are mainly occupied with wars with the princes of

Galicia, during which Yaroslav Vladimirkovic was creating his immense

principality [v. note sub hoc nomine}.

In 1169 Mstfslav II Izyaslavic' was on the throne, and allied him-

self with N6vgorod in a last attempt to strengthen Kiev against Suzdal,

which under Andrey Bogolyribski Yurevic (1110-1174) had been steadily

growing and consolidating. A great conspiracy was entered into against

Kfev, amongst others by the princes of Pereyaslavi', Smolensk, Dorogobug,

Ovruc, Vyseg6rod, Oleg and Igor Svyatoslavic of the house ofCernigov.
The expedition was entrusted to Msti'slav, Andrey's son. Kiev was

sacked for two days; "no mercy was shown to anyone; the churches were

burnt; the inhabitants slaughtered, the women led into captivity and

separated from their husbands; and the children sobbed as they saw

their mothers' plight: houses were pillaged: royal robes, icons and books

looted; and all the bells were carried away. All men in Kiev groaned
and lamented. All of this was accomplished for our sins."

Andrey Yurevic* had too mean an opinion of the former capital of

Russia to trouble to occupy the throne; at his orders, this son Mstfslav

set up Gle"b Yrirevic" as regent.

Suzdal had long been virtually independent. It had taken practi-

cally no share in the defence of Russia against the P61ovtsy, and

directed its energies to expansion Northwards against the pacific Bolgars
of the Volga. Andrey, by the brutal snck of Kfev, turned the current of

Russian history. In 1172 Mstfslav Izyaslavic" with the aid of the Galicians

[cf. 1.486 of the text] re-entered Kfev: and Glb, to recover his conquest,
utilized the savage P61ovtsy under Konc"ak. In 1173 Roman Rostfslavic

was allowed to take the throne of Kfev, on the death of GlSb, whom the

Chronicle celebrates as one who loved his brothers, held fast by his oath

until death, was gentle, courteous, generous to the church and charitable.

This obituary gathers force by comparison with another of 1174, one

Vladfmir Mstfslavic* who suffered much evil, fleeing to Galicia, to Hungary
or Polovsk-land, for his own fault, that he never was faithful to his

pledged word.

In 1175 the prince of Suzdal already has the title of Grand Prince

[BeJiHKift KH,H3b], whilst the ruler at Kiev is appointed and deposed at

his will, and soon called simply Kiiaab KieBCKift like any other local

princelet. In 1175 Andrey Yurevic', the real founder of the northern

Russian state, was assassinated. He is duly appraised by the Chronicle

for his wisdom and piety, his zeal in building cities, and the greatness of

the state he erected. He was born in the North, was cold and calculating,

unlike the great princes of Kievite Russia ; but he deserves the lengthy
laudation awarded to him by the contemporary Chronicle.
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Moscow was founded in 1147, and already appears in 1175 and

1176 as a place of importance. In 1271 it became the capital of Moscovite

Russia, replacing Vladimir, [the northern town of that name].

In 1177 Vsevolod Yurevic succeeded to Andrey as virtual autocrat

of the independent state of Suzdal. He was the master of Russia,

controlled the (Mgovici of Cernfgov, from whom he took Ryazdri,

compensating them with the gift of Kiev. Thus in 1180 Svyatoslav

Vsevolodic, the grandson of Oleg of Tmutarakari succeeded to the sceptre

of Vladimir II.

From all these causes the centre of gravity of medieval Russia

gradually shifted up North; Kfev was left to decay: to be swept into the

subsequent Lithuanian State, and at last to be recovered by Moscow,
two hundred and forty years later, together with the Tatar title of Tsar

of Russia [U,apb Bcea Poccin], after the Tatar dominion had been

overwhelmed by new Turkish invadeis, who swept farther South to

uproot the ancient Eastern Empire, and to occupy the impregnable
Dardanelles.

14. THE HISTORICAL REFERENCES TO fcOR SVYATOSLAVIC.

The preceding sections are intended to put the text here edited into

historical perspective, and also to give some account, however scanty, of

medieval Russian history, up to those two cardinal events, which deflected

and reshaped Russia, namely, the decline of Kfev, where Russian

nationality was born, and the forcible submersion of all the petty

princes under the unendurable and degrading yoke of the Mongols, who
left an Asiatic impress on the autocracy of the Moscovite state.

In this last section such biographical details as the Chronicles

supply should be set forth of the career of the hero of the S16vo, Igor

Svyatoslavic.
He was born in the year 1151, the third son ofSvyatoslav (!)lgovic.

After 1097 the yfllwrb [or as sometimes rendered the 'appanage'] of

Cernigov became the inheritance [/tftaHHa] of the (Mgovici, and inside

this domain the lateral course of devolution in order of seniority was

Cernfgov, Kursk, Trubec and N6vgorod-Severski. Thus, in 1146

Svyatoslav Olgovic succeeded to this capital [CTOJIT>] of Cernfgov. In

1166 Igor's brother Oleg defeated the P61ovtsy and killed their leader

Santuz. This Oleg must have been a brave prince, for in 1161 he was

invited to Kfev by Rostfslav I to serve him. Civil wars arose in the

principality of Cernigov; in 1167 Ole"g was fighting his first cousin

Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic' over a matter of succession; presumably, the

sons of Vsevolod <3lgovi^ resented their position as Hsroi?, landless

princes, (because their father predeceased Oleg, the founder of the house),

thus repeating history in the second generation. In 1167 Oleg, Igor's

brother vanquishes Bonyak, a Polovsk leader.
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fgof's name first appears in the great expedition of 1169 against

Kiev, together with that of Oleg. He had married Evfr6syna (Evippoarvvq)
YarosMvna, the daughter of the Galician ruler, and had five sons by her.

of whom Vladfmir was born in 1173, Oleg in 1175, and Svyatoslav in 1 177.

In 1174 fgof collected troops and marched out towards the river

Oskol [Bopi>CKOJn>] (about eighty miles from the town of Kursk down
the river Seim); he was informed by a captive that Kobyak and Koncak

were moving on towards PereyaslavF; in this unimportant engagement

fgof was victorious. He was evidently acting by himself.

In the same year Igor took part in the campaign against Mstislav

Rostislavic*, who was endeavouring to recover Kiev from the usurper,

The Rostfslavic*i in this instance won and petitioned Andrey Yurevic"

for permission to reign at Kfev. In 1175 Oleg and Svyatoslav Svyatoslavic",

Igor's brothers, were fighting against each other.

In 1 177 the Rostfslavitt were expelled from Kfev and Svyatoslav

Vsevolodovic", Igof's first cousin installed. The (^Igovift were no\v the

princes of Kfev.

In 1178 Ol^g, fgof's brother died, and fgof succeeded to

N6vgorod-SeVerski; Cernfgov passing to Yaroslav Vsevolodovic* who
became notable for his cowardice [v. note on 1. 558].

In 1180 Svyatoslav (who had meanwhile lost Kfev to Rurik

Rostfslavic") assembled to Lyiibec* a conference to recover the capital;

Yaroslav Vsevolodic", and the brothers fgof and Vsevolod Svyatoslavic*

attended.

In 1180 fgof is found advising David Rostfslavic" who was being
attacked by Svyatoslav Vse*volodovi. He counselled him to remain

quiet and support his brother Rurik.

But in 1180 Svyatoslav VseVolodic* again expelled Rurik from

Kfev. In this year Svyatoslav, in alliance with the Polovtsy made war

on VseVolod Yiifevic* to release his own son Gle*b whom the Prince of

Suzdal had treacherously imprisoned, fgof was left behind to guard

Cernfgov. A battle was fought on the Vlena, and Svyatoslav won.

David Rostfslavi assailed fgof, who would not give battle.

At this time fgof was in alliance with Kon2ak and Kobyak,
formidable Polovsk chieftains. Together with them, he was defeated by
Mstfslav Rostfslavic* on the river CertoryTa, and escaped with Konfcak in

a boat The Chronicle gives a long list of Polovsk names; one chieftain

is called Koaejn. CoiaHOBH in> " Goat Satanson "
!

In 1183 Koncak invaded Russia. Svyatoslav Vse'volodovic', and Rurik

Rostfslavic' set out to fight them at Olzic* where they awaited Yaroslav

Vsevolodovic'. fgof summoned his son Oleg, his nephew SvyatoslaV

Olgovic and his brother Vsevolod, and was to assume the command.

The P61ovtsy declined an engagement.
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SvyatoslaV Vsevolodovic* hereupon designed an expedition on a

much larger scale, followed the Polovtsy into the steppes, defeated them

and captured Kobyak. Again we see Igor unsuccessful and acting for

himself, whilst Svyatoslav concerts measures and wins.

fgof was piqued at his cousin's achievement, sent for his brother

Vsevolod and his son Vladimir. Nothing immediately came of

this meeting.

About this time, fgof alone of the Russians gave shelter to Vladfmir

YaroslaVic of Galicia, whom his father had expelled.

In 1184 SvyatoslaV Vsevolodovic' repelled Konc*a"k who invaded

Russia, using the Greek Fire and doing more havoc than usual [v.

preceding section and note KapnaHSKJia].

In 1185 Svyatoslav Vsevolodovi? and Romdn Rostfslavic on the

1st of March again repulsed Kondk; and again his brother YaroslaV

would not accompany the expedition.

fgof was never asked to share in these organized attacks; and on

the 23rd of April with his brother Vsevolod, his nephew SvyatoslaV

dlgovic" of Rylsk and his son Vladimir of PutivP, so as to assert himself

and show what he could accomplish, set out on the foray, which has been v

eternalized in this poem. His impulsive character, generous but weak, is

evident all through.

The story had better be told at length in the words of the

Chroniclers. Their account differs in slight details which supplement,
and corroborate.

At all events, this summary of fgof's career exemplifies the

purposeless anarchy of Russia at this epoch. The reports are as full for

all the years preceding and following; the accounts become scanty and

bare only after 1240, when the Tatars enforced peace, having made a

desolation.

In 1187 SvyatoslaV and Rurik Rostfslavic* again attacked KonCak.

In 1191 Igor and his brothers made another foray which proved successful.

In 1194 Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic\ together with fgof and his brother

Vsevolod concerted an attack on the territory of Ryazan.
In 1198, on the death of YaroslaV Vsevolodovic", Igor succeded to

the principality of Cernfgov. He died in 1202.

(3) THE CHRONICLE FOR THE YEAR 1185 TRANSLATED
IN FULL.

The Chronicle for the year 1185 contains very full details of the

events in the S16vo, but it is evident that the poet did not borrow his

facts from the sources, as we now have them.

On the 1st of March 1185 SvyatoslaV VseVolodovic* and Ryiirik
Rostfslavic defeated Konc"ak, and pursued beyond the River Khorol, but

did not succeed in tracing or capturing him.
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Yaroslav Vse"volodovic", the prince of Cernfgov, declined to

accompany this expedition, contenting himself with sending his man Olstin

Oveksic". Igor resented not being invited to take his share in this foray,

and without consultation, on Thursday, the 23rd April, went to N6vgorod
SeVerski, where he was joined by his brother Vsevolod of Trubec", and
his nephew Svyatoslav OlgoviC of Rylsk, and also by his son Vladfmir

from Putivl'. Yaroslav Vladimirkovic", the ruler of Galicia, and father-in-law

of Igor was also asked to send contingents, and the KoByn of Cerm'gov

[Turanian tribes attached to the Russian princelets] were summoned as

auxiliaries.

With this army, fgor set out to the River Donets. " He looked

up at the sky and saw the sun standing like the moon, and said to his

boydrs and dru$ina :

' Do ye see what this portent is ?
'

They gazed
and saw it and bowed their heads. But the men spoke 'This portent

bodes no good !

'

[The importance attached to astronomical portents in

the Chronicles is very great, and every event of the sort is closely and

accurately described]...... fgof forded the Donets and fgof marched on

to the Oskol and there waited two days for his brother Vsevolod, who
was coming by another road, from Kursk ; thence the two proceeded to

the River Salnitsa.

Their scouts advised them " We have seen the array of your

enemies; they advance at evil speed: let us move swiftly, or return home;

the time is not our own.' Igor spoke with his brothers,
'

If we do not

fight, but retreat, then our disgrace will be more than death ; be it as

God will' f

And, with this premonition, they marched on all the night through;

and on the morning of that Friday, at noon-time they met the army of

the Polovtsy.

When they reached the enemy, the Russians left their tents behind

them; and the enemy young and old were all standing on the further

bank of the River Syuurli. fgof ranged his six companies ;
his own in

the middle, VseVolod's on the right, that of his nephew Svyatoslav on

the left; in front of him, his son Vladfmir, and a company kept by
Yaroslav (with Olstin and his Kovvii), and in front a third regiment of

archers drawn from all the princes' troops. This was the order of battle.

"And fgor said to his brothers, 'We have sought this: let us

push on !

' and so they advanced, putting their hope in God. As they

reached the River Syuurli, the archers in the Polovsk host advanced and

shot an arrow each at the Russians: and galloped back again. The

Russians had not yet crossed the River SyuurJi; the Polov&ski forces,

who stood farther from the river also galloped away.

f fgof in all his speeches is very pious : a tone of resignation and

humility.
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Svyatoslav 6lgovi and Vladimir Igorevi? and Olstin with the

Kovui and the archers pursued them; but Igor and Vsevolod advanced

slowly, keeping their men in hand; but the Russians in the van struck

the enemy down and captured them. The P61ovtsy fled beyond their

tents, and the Russians reached the tents and plundered them, whilst

others came back to camp at night loaded with booty.

When all the P61ovtsy had been gathered together, Igor said to

his brothers and his men: - "Thus hath God by his might given us

victory over our foes and honour and glory to us; we have seen the com-

panies of the P61ovtsy, how many they are, but have they all yet met ?

So, if we now march through the night, who will follow us till the morning,
will they all follow us ? Our best horsemen, may-be, will be cut down

and we shall fare as God wills it." Then SvyatoslaV Olgovic" spoke :

"I have pursued the Polovtsy far, and my horses can do no more; if I

now continue, I shall have to fall behind on the march." And Vsevolod

confirmed him in his resolve to stay there.

Igor said: "It is unprofitable, knowing this, brothers, that we
should perish thus." So they encamped on the spot.

When the Saturday dawned, the regiments of the P61ovtsy came

forward, like a forest: the Russian princes were bewildered; whom should

they assail first; for the multitude of them was numberless. And Igor

said: "Thus we know we have collected against us all the land; Kontsak

and Koza Burnovic" and T6ksobits Kolobic" and Etched" and TertrobicV'

And, understanding this, they dismounted from their horses, for they
wished to fight their way to the River Donets and said:

"
If we flee, we

shall ourselves escape, but we shall desert the Black folk [i.e. the serfs or

servants; here the hired soldiers] but in the eyes of God we shall pass

bearing the sin for them
; so, let us die or remain alive in one place !

"

With these words they all dismounted and set out to the fight; and,

by the dispensation of God, Igor was wounded in the hand ; and his left

hand was as though it were dead; and there was great grieving in his

host; and his general was taken, after receiving a wound in the front.

So the fight went on steadily all that day until nightfall, and there

were many wounded and dead in the Russian forces; and on the Saturday

night they continued fighting.

The Sunday was dawning, when the Koviii became disordered,
and fled in panic. Igor at that time was on horseback, on account of his

wound, and rode to their company, wishing to make them return to the

army. Then realizing he had left his own people some way behind, he
took his helmet off and galloped back to his regiment, in order that he

might be recognised as their prince and they might rally. But none

returned, except Mikhalko Gyurgovic' who recognised his prince and came
back. For the men were not well mingled with the Kovui, except a few

of the privates or some of the boyars' champions [oxpOKt]. For the
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good men were fighting on foot, and amid them Vsevolod showed no

little valour.

And as fgof was approaching his regiments, [the P61ovtsy] crossed

his way, and took him captive within an arrow's shot from his own men.

When he was a prisoner, Igor saw his brother Vsevolod fighting

stoutly; and, in his soul, he implored his own death, that he might not

witness the fall of his own brother. Vsevolod went on fighting until

he had not a weapon left in his hands, and they were fighting round a

lake.

Thus, on Holy Sunday, the Lord poured forth his wrath upon us;

and, in the stead of mirth, he gave us wailing, and instead of gladness

grief FsKeJiio], on the River Kayala [now the Kagal'nik; v. note to Kaajia].

And Igor said :

"
I recollect my sins before the Lord my God, that I

have wrought many to die, and shed much blood in the Christian land;

how I showed no mercy to the Christian folk, and took by storm the city

of GlSbov near Pereyaslavl', For there no little evil befell the innocent

Christians; fathers! were parted from their offspring, brother from brother,

friend from friend, women from their betrothed and daughters from their

mothers, and all was confounded in the captivity and sorrow that then

arose; so that the living envied the dead and the dead rejoiced, as holy

martyrs who had undergone their trial by fire in this life ; old men were

swept aside and youths received wounds cruel and ruthless ; grown men

were hewn and mutilated and the women violated ;
- - and all this I have

done" fgof said
"

I am unworthy to live, and now I see the vengeance of

the Lord my God. Where is now my beloved brother ? Where is my
brother's son ? Wr

here is the son I have born me ? Where are the nobles

of my Council, where my valiant warriors, the file of my men ? Where

are my steeds and my priceless muniments ? Am i not parted from it

all; has not the Lord given me as a captive to these lawless foes?"...

One of the Targols, a man named Cilbuk had captured fgof ;

Vsevolod his brother had been taken prisoner by Roman Kzic*, and

Svyatoslav 6lgovic" by Eldec"yuk of the Voburc'evic'i, and Vladimir by

Kopti of the UlaSevift.

On the battlefield then Kontsak took charge of Igor, his kinsman

[cBart], as he was wounded

Out of the many captives few could escape ;
for it was impossible

for those who ran away to evade because they were encompassed by the

powerful armies of the P61ovtsy as though by stout walls. About fifteen

of the Russians escaped, and fewer of the Koviii, the rest were drowned

in the sea [i.e.
the river].

At this time the Grand-Prince Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic" had gone

to Korac"ev and was collecting an army from the Uplands, wishing to

f C.f. the description of the sack of Kfev in 1169 supra.
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march against the P61ovtsy on the River Don all the summer. Svyatosla"v

on his return, was at N6vgorod-SeVerski when he heard of his brothers;

how they had marched against the P61ovtsy, and concealed their

movements from him; and he was displeased at the news.

Svyatosldv was travelling and when he arrived at Cerni'gov,

Beloyolod Pros6vic came and told him what had happened with .the

P61ovtsy. When Svyatoslav heard of it, he heaved a sigh and wiped his

tears and said :

" Oh my beloved brethren and sons and men in the

Russian Land ! Would that God had allowed me to conquer the Pagans:

but, not casting away their youthfulness, they have opened wide the gates

to the Russian land [Bopoxa na Pycj>cicyK> aeMJiio]"

Svyatosldv sent his son Oleg, and Vladfmir [GlSbovic*] into the

Posemye f : and hearing the news, the cities of the Posemye were stricken

and there was grief and bitter wailing, such as had never been in the

Posemye or in N6vgorod-Sverski or in all the domain of ernfgov....

Svyatosldv sent for help to David Rostfslavic" of Smolensk, and

there arrived other help, but Yarosldv [of Cernfgov] collected troops at

Cernfgov.

But the Pagan P61ovtsy having conquered tgof and his brothers

were seized with great pride and gathered all their tribes [asHKij] on to

Russian soil. Strife ensued amongst them; for Konc'a'k said: "Let us

go to the Kiev country where our brothers and our Grand-Prince Bonyak
were defeated

"
[i.e. in the year 1185 J] ; whereas Kza spoke: "Let us

go by the River SeTm where their wives and children are left, a ready

booty for us; for we shall capture the cities, without incurring risks
''

and

so they parted their armies into two."

Konc*ak proceeded to Pereydslavl', which was defended by Vladimir

GlSbovic"; this prince was himself wounded in a sally from the walls.

Vladimir GISboviC sent word to Svyatoslav, Ryurik and David, and the

relief was despatched.

But the P61ovtsy hearing of this, retired from Pereyaslavl' and on

their way attacked Rimov [or perhaps Ritn\. But the men of Rim shut

themselves up in their city, and climbing up to the ramparts, when, by
Divine judgment, two defences fell down with the men, into the enemy,
and the rest of the citizens were overcome with panic. Some citizens

quitted the town and fought as they betook themselves into the Rimov

swamps and thus escaped capture; those who lingered in the town

were all taken prisoners.

... The Polovtsy, after capturing Rimov, looted it and went on

their ways. But the Russian princes returned home, and were sorrowful...

f The country round the upper Seim near Kursk.

% Not the Bonyak of 10%.
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But the other Polovtsy went by another road to PutM'. Kza

had a powerful army: and they waged war in their districts and burned

the castle at PutM3 and then returned home again.

But fgor Svyatoslavic' that year remained among the P61ovtsy

and said: "I, fitly with my merit, have received defeat at Thy
command " The P61ovtsy showed awe for his generalship and

did him no offence; but set to guard him fifteen men from out of their

sons and five from their chieftains' sens, in all twenty. And they gave
him freedom to betake himself where he would, and he went hunting
with his sparrow-hawk, five or six of his servants accompanying him.

His guards obeyed him and honoured him, and wherever he sent

anyone, willingly that one did his bidding.

He had also brought a priest with him from Russia for the Holy
Office; for he knew not the will of God and was readying himself to

stay there a long time.

But the Lord rescued him for the prayers of the Christians,

many of whom grieved for him and shed tears for him.

Whilst he was there among the P61ovtsy, a man by birth a

Polovfcfn, named Lavor, had found his way there ; he had a goodly

thought and said: "I will go with thee to Russia." But Igor at first

gave him no confidence,! but held to the lofty reasoning of youth,

and did riot intend taking the man and fleeing with him to Russia, :

and he said: "For the sake of glory I did not run away from the

diuzina before, and now I will not depart by a dishonourable road."

With Igor there was the son of the thousandman and his groom and

they persuaded him and said :
-" Prince, go back to Russia, if God

desires to rescue thee." But such an occasion came to point as Igor

sought for himself. But, as we said before, the P61ovtsy were returning

from Pereydslavl ; so fgofs counsellors said to him: "Thou cherishest

a haughty thought within thee and one mispleasing to God; thouseekest

to take this man and to flee to Russia ; but of this thou dost not take

heed, that the P61ovtsy will be returning from the war; and we have

heard this that our princes have been beaten by them, that they will slay

the prince and you and all of Russia. Then thou wilt have neither fame

nor life !

"

Prince fgof took this word to his heart, for he was afraid of their

return and he tried to flee. He considered were it better for him to flee

by day or night. It was not possible for him to escape by day or night :

for his guards watched him; but he secured a suitable time at sunset.

So fgof sent to LAvor his groom, and told him: "Cross to the

farther bank of the river Tor with a led horse," for he had decided to

escape to Russia with LaVor.

f The escape was a breach of honour: Igor would be cheating his

captors of their just ransom.
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At this time the P61ovtsy were drinking kumys and evening was

approaching; the groom came to Igor his prince and acquainted him

that Lavor was waiting for him.

fgof got up in terror and trembling, and bowed low to the Divine

image and the venerable cross and prayed;
-" Lord of Mercy .........

"

The guards were playing and making merry, and thought the

Prince was asleep. The Prince advanced to the river and forded it,

mounted his horse and thus passed through their tents.

This rescue the Lord wrought on Friday evening. Igor then

walked a-foot eleven days to the town of Donets and thence to his own

N6vgorod; and they rejoiced to see him; from N6vgorod he went to his

brother Yaroslav at Cernfgov to ask for help in the Posemye. He travelled

thence to Kiev to the Grand-Prince Svyatosldv and Svyatoslav was glad

to see him, as was also Riirik."

From the Lavrentfski MS. the following supplementary facts can

be taken; as almost always, this text is much terser and less detailed.

" This y^ar the grandsons of Oleg decided to march against the

P61ovtsy, because they had not gone that year with the rest ofthe princes.

They went by themselves, saying,
-"Are we not princes too? So we

too shall gain ourselves renown."

Igor with two of his sons from N6vgorod-SeVerski set out from

Pereydslavl', and his brother Vsevolod from Tnibec', and SvyatoslaV

(MgoviC from Rylsk and the Cernfgov mercenaries joined them.

The Chronicle proceeds to tell how at the three days' battle Igor's

army suffered through lack of water, and the two following phrases

occur, which recall passages in the S16vo.
" Where he had had joy, now we had discouragement, and wailing

spread afar ..... and there was wailing and groaning." [F.n.ii 60 6ine
Bt naci. pa^ocTt, HHH'fe ace Bi>3#wxaHbe H iiJiaHb pacnpocTpanHca . . .

H tffcicTb iLJiaHb H CTCHame].

III. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE POEM.

The S16vo falls into three distinct parts, each of them subdivisible.

The episode eternized by the author is very slight, one of the many
forays against the nomad foes, with whom, for the rest, these Russian

princes never scrupled to ally themselves in their perpetual dynastic and

territorial quarrels. But fgor, to judge by the space his exploits occupy
in the Chronicles, seems to have been a romantic and impulsive figure,

and this particular raid receives very much more than the usual allowance

of space. Still, to eke out the tale, the author in true epic style introduces

a mass of material, incidental and illustrative.

f Jnjhe_first sejcjaK>nj>fPart_L 0- 1 28) the poet opens by hesitating

whether he shall tell the weary story of Igor's expedition in the old-world
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style of Boydn [or Yan], or in contemporary manner, probably like the

ballads, (a diffuse method of narration with many repetitions, and couched

in a loose metre of long lines with four or five accentual beats). He passes

on to a eulogy of Boyan the wizard, whose fingers made the harpstrings

live, in recording the feats of the princes three and four generations back.

The next section (11. 29 37) states the scope of the invention of

the author, from Vladfmir I to his contemporary Igor; and passes on to

the third (11. 38 58) where in words almost identical with the Chronicles,

Igor, despite the evil omen of an eclipse of the sun (astronomically

verified to the hour) summons his men, he being fierily eager, as the

Chronicles tell, to avenge the imagined slight that he had taken no

share in the victory of the previous year 1184.

At 1. 38 the action begins in words very nearly identical with the

Chronicles.

The author, in the fourth section (11. 59 78), characteristically

interrupts the narrative, this time with an invocation of Boyan,
-whose inspiration extended back to the legendary days of Troyan,

probably representing the founders of the Scandinavian dynasty. He

quotes some of Boyan's lines, and composes a sequel in the same style,

but applicable to his own day.

In the fifth section (11. 79 99) the action of the poem is resumed.

Vsevolod in a spirited speech, which points a moral against others'

indifference, announces his readiness to help his brother ; and the

following division (11. 100 112) relates how they start, how evil were the

portents.

But (11. 113 135) the enemy are making their preparations and

the Russian force is cut off from its base.

Section Eight (11. 136148) describes the first day of battle, and

the Russian victory, the looting of the Polovsk tents; followed by a night

of ill-judged repose (149155).
The tenth sub-division gives a brief narrative of the second day's

fight (156 189) and the countless re-inforcements of the barbarian enemy.

Again (section XI, 11. 190208) other matter is interposed; the

panegyric of Vsevolod who showed such valour; and in section XII

(11. 209 249) there follows a reminiscence of the days of Rurik and Yaroslav

the Great and of Olg of Tmutarakari, the ancestor of the Olgovici, the

house ousted from Kiev by Vladimir II. The exploits of Oleg and his

associate Borfs Vydceslavic", the battle on the Nefdtin are mentioned:

the author deplores that the children of the civilizing Sun, the Russians

were and are wasting their blood in internecine strife.

Section XIII (250284) describes the battle during the next night,

and the morning of the next day; the language is powerful and poetic;

the calamity expressed in words of striking simplicity and pathos.

fgof has fallen ; his banners are the enemy's prize ; the brothers are

separated.
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So the first part ends : and the second, the longest, touches on

the woes of Russia consequent on this defeat, and the misery inflicted

on her by her disunion.

'V The first section (11. 284 308) is a gruesome account of how
Discord arose, and Ignominy walked abroad. So, too, after this disaster;

when Koncak the Polovsk leader used the Greek fire against the cities

of Russia, (11. 309 331) and the women of Russia wept, and Kiev was

oppressed with grief. The cause is ever the same; civil strife, whilst the

Pagan gathers tribute. But this was Russia's secular bane ; under the

Tatar rule, those immense territories could not combine for defence ;

only the iron hand of Moscow could enforce union and despotism.

The third movement of this part (11. 332 360) continues in the

same strain; that Igor and Vsevolod have courted disgrace and contrasts

Svyatoslav III, the reigning prince at Kiev, who had in 1184 gained such

a glorious victory. And, all the nations rang with his praise.

At this point (section IV 11. 361 389) the poet interposes another

subject, the Dream of Svyatoslav, and its interpretation by his boydrs.

He had dreamed he had been given wine mixed with dust; that the

mainstays of his house had been sapped; for on that fatal Third day two

such mighty princes had been defeated, and the Lights of Russia

extinguished (Section V. 11. 390 413) on the Kayala river ; whilst the

maidens rejoiced on the shore of the Black sea.

After this lyric interruption, the poet (section VI 11. 414 452)

resumes the lament of Svyatoslav. This "
golden word >}

is terse and

moving. Igor and Vsevolod are valiant, but headstrong. Yet SvyatoslaV

sees no aid approaching from his powerful Galician ally Yaroslav

Vladimirkovic who cou d summon the mercenaries from beyond the

Carpathians. Nor is there any relief going out to the city of Rim which

the Polovtsy have sacked and gutted.

At section VII (1. 453) the poet leaves Svyatoslav and addresses

the principal territorial rulers of his time, who are backward in offering

assistance. First of all, he adjures Vsevolod Ytirevic, the sovereign of Suzdal

(the Northern state which had already gained practical supremacy

(11.453464). Vsevolod had in 1182 conducted an expedition against

the Bolgars of the North; if he would help, slaves would be cheap again!

Next (11. 465 476) he demands succour of Ruric and David

Rostfslavic, princes of Smolensk.

Thirdly (11. 477494) he directs himself to Yaroslav of Galicia, a

wise and circumspect ruler over an immense territory bounded by the

Carpathians for all their length, and bordering on Poland. Yaroslav was

also fgof's father-in-law.

Fourthly, Roman and Mstfslav Rbstfslavic (11. 495516) of

Smolensk f are besought for aid. These campaigned beyond the Tatra

t More probably Roman Mstislavic (v. note).
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range of the Carpathians, and amongst the Lithuanians
; will they not

turn their arms nearer home to the frontier rivers of the East ?

Next, the poet requests help (11. 517530) of Ingvaf and VseVolod

Yaroslavic" of Lutsk, another branch of this prolific house, [v. the

genealogy], and joins with them the three Mstfslavic'i, their first cousins.

Of all of these the poet records no good done
; will they not bestir

themselves ?

Now the writer prepares the way for suggestive reminiscences of

chieftains of the past. He recalls
(11. 531557) the heroic death of

IzyasJav VasfTkovic' of the house of Polotsk, fighting alone and unaided

of his brothers against the Lithuanians. It is curious that this is one of

the few references for which no authority can be found in the Chronicles.

The tone of these lines carries conviction of their factual truth and is

strong evidence of contemporary authorship. The same expressions of

ceremonial mourning are used of this Izyaslav, as of fgof (555 557).

After this long section of the poem, we find a general imprecation

against the sluggishness of the princes of the day, addressed to the

cowardly brother of Svyatoslav III, Yaroslav Vse'volodovic', and to all

of the descendants of the great Vs6sjav of Polotsk (11. 558568). The

writer, whose sympathies are entirely with what the historians regard as

the rebellious houses of Polotsk and the 6lgovic"i, still accuses these

princelets of degeneration from ancestral valour, and ofutilizing barbarian

mercenaries, rather than fending off the national foe. With this intro-

duction of Vseslav who revolted so successfully against Vladfmir 1 1, he

enters on the ninth section (11. 569611).

This is one of the difficult and corupt passages in the text; full of

references which have been the standing puzzles of all interpreters.

The author selects the episode of the battle on the Nemfga, after

Vseslav had sacked Novgorod and Pskov, when Vseslav was treacherously

imprisoned at Kiev. For nine months he was chosen Grand Prince of

Kfev, whilst his enemy Izyaslav, the reigning prince, was in exile in

Poland; on Izyaslav's approach he fled secretly by night to Belgorod

and thence home to Polotsk. Vseslav in the ballads was turned into

a wizard, and in these passages the writer ot the S16vo accumulates

a perplexing detail of mythological and superstitious lore, with

incidental mention of those riddling persons Boyan and Troyari.

From Vseslav (11. 611 620) the poet passes on to a brief mention

of Vladfmir I, whose energy was never abated.

^ A new section opens (11. 621 662) the lament of Evfr6syna

Yaroslavna, Igor's wife. It is not too much to say that this portion of

the poem is one of the most beautiful heroic lyrics known. It is

no doubt based on some pagan incantation of the four elements

and splits up into four sections, her resolve to bind her hero's wounds,

her appeals to the Wind, the Water and the Sun.
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The third great division of the poem opens at line 663. It is very
short and has the appearance, (as has been suggested by Sederholm and

others) of being a subsequent addition. This poem must have

been written immediately after the disaster, as the appeals for help go
to show. When Igor escaped, this jubilant appendix was added.

The first section (11. 663 693) describes how fgof escaped at

night from captivity, during a drunken feast. He had to be persuaded

against his will, and removed by his fear of being murdered before he

would adopt this course of breaking parole. His groom Ovlur, Vlur or

Lavor obtained him the means of evasion.

There follows 11. 694 718) a curious dialogue between fgor and
the river Done"ts, in which the clemency of the river-god to fgof is con-

trasted with the cruelty of the Stugna to young Rostislav VseVolodic at

the battle of 1093 against the P61ovtsy.

Still more remarkable is the following Isection (11. 719 744), a

conversation between Gzak and Konak, the Polovsk leaders i the good
omens cease and these two discuss what will be the outcome of the

escape. They say that fgof's son will marry a daughter of one of their

chieftains during his captivity, but this will not be to the advantage of

the nomads.

The fourth section (11. 745 753) contains a reference, possibly a

quotation, from Boyan, probably an outline of the history of the princes

whom he celebrated ; and the quotation is made to bear upon the fgof of

1185.

The fifth section (751 770) concludes the poem and mainly
consists of an account of Igor's return, the joy it spread, and a conventional

ending not unlike that of the later ballads : some of this conclusion might
be spurious.

Allusions and historical references are very aptly introduced, and

serve to make, out of the bard's commemoration, a little epic in which

the life of medieval Russia is faithfully and appositely illustrated; one,

too in which much poetry of very high quality abounds.

IV. THE COMPOSITION OF THE POEM.

(A) THE VERSIFICATION.

The principal authority on this head is Kors\ whose edition of the

text is virtually a monograph and metrical reconstruction. With his bold

interpolations and omissions it would be premature to agree; his accentual

lore one must gratefully follow.

The metrical basis consists of two main accents, the first of which

may be preceded, by one, two or more enclitic syllables, each foot usually
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being dactylic: these two accents are followed by a caesura, after which

comes a third subsidiary dactylic ending, such as is always found in the

ballad metre. Examples of such perfect lines are

He
|
jrtno JIH HH

|
6ameTb

|| oparie 1. 1.

j pHiua BI
| rpony i| Tpoanio 1. 65.

Ht
i peci> no

|
Jia

1 1

Ha ropu 1. 66.

BtiiH
|
HejioBt'icoM-b

!| cicpa !

THinacb 1. 240.

KOMOHH
| pacyrb !!

aa Cy |
JIOD 1. 75 etc. etc.

The poet of the S16vo further uses the device of alliteration freely

and heavily: e.g. 11. 18; 46; 90; 146-8; 179 & 180; 216...; 221,239,275

and 276 etc. etc. e.g. | 2ToHeu> |
JTonia

jj
BIC

| icipMJieHH 1. 90.

Some words may be treated as extrametric, namely peie, and the

like, as they only serve to as an indication of reported speech. E.g.

Xomy 60 [pe^e] j
iconie

|| npH |

JIOMHTH 1. 53.

This metre of three beats admits, however of some variation. It

may be changed into one of four beats, in which case the second line

may be regarded as post-caesural and a development of the simple

dactyl, e.g. 161-2;

Bt'meft I
Bojrae

||
BejiecoBT>

j BHyie 1. 74

HTO MR
| myMHTb ||

^TO JIH 3B6
|
HHTB 1. 262....

flSLBena | pane || nbpefl-b sop |
JIMH

Tocica
| paajii* |

ca
||
no

| PycKoft 36M
|
JIH 1. 323

Sometimes the last syllable of the concluding dactyl, which is

generally in arsi bears a substantive accent and so alters the balance of

the line. E.g.

| xpatfpa n
| MJia^a KHH

||
aa 1. 228.

| meW* |
cjiasift

|| y |
cne 1. 130.

1 roBopi, j rajinuL || y6y | flH 1. 131.

In some passages e.g. 249... there is something like a regular

alternation of the two-beat and three-beat line: but probably there is no

systematic choric metre.

The metre is strictly accentual, and there is no trace of quantity

in its determination. It is largely supplemented by alliteration and

assonance, the latter sometimes almost amounting to rhyme, e.g. 11. 262,

263; 24 & 26, 36, 122 & 123, 214, 236 & 237, 311...,

As one instance : (1. 241...)

Tor#a |

no PycKoft )|
SCMJIH

^B'TKO | paiaese || KHKoxytB

Hi> IOCTO
i BpaHH jj rpaxxyrb etc.
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The rules for the accentuation of words were not quite the same

as in modern Russian. These are some of the chief differences.

(1) T> and b are sounded (whether written or not) in all cases where

an o or e is optional in modern Russian, or dropped euphonically :

e.g. BT>, KT>, nbpe,HT> (in the text generally written npe;i> : Russian

MbpeaT> (written Hpeci); 6ba from 6HTb; probably too

b (instrumental sing.) and reverb, like TeneraH (2nd pers.

sing.); CfiarbCJiaBJiH (where the modern language has CBJITOCJI^BJIH);

opeat' [dual] accent Cbpest; B-bcn-fe'TH [modern Russian Bcntib].

(2) The preposition generally attracts the accent of dissyllabic nouns:

e.g. na ropy, BT> noJie, na fopes-EXi,, Hbpec-b nojia, Ha ^-BJIO,

OTT> ABopa, no flepesy; no DOJIIO.

(4) Proper nouns and some others, oxytone in the nom. sing., throw

the accent back to the penultimate in all inflexions and derivatives.

E.g. CBflrbCjiaB'b, CsarbCJiaBa, CsaT-bCJiaBJib, CBarbCJiaBJiHHb ;

Bjia^HMep-b, Bjia^HMepa ; BcecjiaVb, BcecjiaBJiio ; BO-HHT>, Boana,
so Tpoain>; KoHnaKt, KoHHaicy; JJaacbtforb,

TMyropoKaHb, TMyxopoKaHa; ^BireecjiaB-b,

OKcaMHTT>, oKcaMHTbi; Hropb, Hropa, HropesHHb;

^ynan; etc.

In modern Russian the accent has become fixed on either the

jjenultimate or the ultimate: e.g. McTHCJiaBT>, BcecJiasi,, HpoejiaBt,

Hropb, BoflH-b, ^ynaft, BJia^HMip-b etc.

(5) Thus some accents have shifted in modern Russian:

e.g. Russian uuiCM-b, Htopi, inejioMt

.Hone^ ; JJoHb^, (and so for most notes in

-enb and probably including KOHeijb the preposition) and other

instances are iWTb, BbK>Tb, etc.

(6) The participles in -bi and -a mostly throw the accent back on the

root, e.g. CKana, 6ba ; but cyj^bf,

(7) w instrumental plural mostly bears the accent: ace. plural

mostly throws the accent back.

(8) Participles in -KB 1* etc. are oxytone, those in HH, HJH, paroxytone.

(9) The 2nd and 3rd persons ofthe simple aorist are mostly paroxytone;

except when the stem in vocalic, (when there is no termination and
where the proposition is unaccented) : e.g. Btaapt', poccrpe, npHBe^e,

noocrpH, ycne, etc

To analyse the metre in full would betray me into a discussion,
too long for this introduction; and I rather doubt whether it would be

profitable, either to truth, or the advancement of the subject. The few
hints given in this section are all derived from Kors ; for the rest the

reader had far better trust to his own ear; and the richness of this three-
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beat measure will ring out. The position of the accented syllable in the

foot is variable, as also, within reason, unlike the style of the later

byliny^ the number of the unaccented syllables.

The regularity of the alliteration approximates the metre to that of

the old German poems; but the freedom of the Slav has released this

Russian verse from the stiffness and artificiality that characterize some

of the Early English alliterative poems
Later, this Russian liberty of accent and syllabization developed

into anarchy in the popular ballads; and form had to be restored to

Russian verse in the eighteenth century by the imitation of Western

models.

The S16vo is important in the history of early Slav literature, not

least as an instance of native poetry with the just balance of form and

license.

(2) STYLE AND AUTHORSHIP.

To enquire for the name of an author of this poem is a hopeless

quest; there is only one original; and other medieval writings of Russia

must likewise remain nameless.

But it is still possible from both internal and external evidence to

localize and individualize the poet.

This poem is a little epic, to celebrate an event of merely passing

interest, to invoke aid to release a minor prince of the House and revenge

an unimportant defeat, almost, a broadsheet which was also a work of

genius. It is narrowly and strictly historical. The date of composition
is fixed by the reference to the eclipse of 1185, the adulation of YaroslaV

of Galicia who died early in 1187, and also by the evident manner in

which the first two sections were written as an appeal for help, without

any anticipation of Igor's escape which is poetized in the third part.

Thus the poem is absolutely topical; and its accuracy is enhanced

by its close connection with the contemporary Chronicles in style,

grammar and matter. The historical invocations and reminiscences are

not only in conformity with the records, but in many cases borrow their

phraseology with the very slightest modifications.

The account of the battle, as many of the commentators have

observed is so sharp, and contains corroborative details, which would

almost make it appear that the poet was an eye-witness or a combatant;

and Petnlis'evic goes so far as to infer that he must have been one of the

Galician volunteers, i.e. in the train of Yaroslavna, tgo^s wife, and thus

summoned by fgof to aid him in this expedition.

Dubenski indeed puts forward a hypothesis that the writer may
have been that of the Pilgrimage of Daniel the Palmer, in view of some

similarities of words and idioms; but this is a mere possibility.
- The style is strongly marked. There is a recurrence of animal

similes, a very evident love of nature, not the modern lyrical worship,
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but shown in an intense faith in Nature's cooperation and sympathy with

mankind, a genuine survival of the old Pagan pantheocracy.

The style is terse and powerful. There is no waste of effort, no

empty verbiage such as mars the longer and more intimate passages in

the Chronicles; nor again any of that wearisome reiteration and loose

metre that makes the byliny so formless, turgid and unschooled. In fact,

the writer seems to take his resolve
" not to follow the school of the

ballads of his own day
" so seriously, that at the crises of his story, his

narrative becomes almost telegraphic in its compression, e.g. the parting

of the brothers Igor and Vsevolod, the recital of Igor's escape and rescuef;

whilst in the invocations to the princes there is hardly one word that

does not serve to explain their boundaries, their exploits, or their patriotic

record.

This exactitude and conciseness, combined with poetic presentation,

and a wealth of imagery drawn from the forests and the heavens, is

broadly speaking the determinant feature of the style of the S16vo; and

it is not inapposite to remark that the Ipatfevski Chronicle, in the years

succeeding the events of 1185, contains snatches of verse reminiscent of

the S16vo [e.g. 1195, 11%, 1201].

Probably, if not certainly, the close correspondence of the Chronicles

and this poem tends to prove that the writer must have been connected

with the monastic houses, which, year by year set down so faithfully the

little incidents in Russia's anarchic history, and yet so often were able

to discern and insist on the bigger events, e.g. the taking of Kiev by
Mstfslav Andre"yevic* of Stfzdal' in 1 171, the first approach of the Pe2enegs,

the P61ovtsy and the Tatars.

But all we have is the poem, and it is only from its style that any

guess should be hazarded as to who the author may have been. He is a

sincere patriot who has exact acquaintance with his country's history and

deplores the petty selfishness of the numberless princes, between which

the wide territories were being parcelled up; his ambition was a united

Russia, and, it is perhaps for this reason that he coined the word PycHHH
sons of Russia, an affectionate patronymic not used since or before to

designate the Russian people.

This poem must have enjoyed some fame, for it was woefully and

unintelligently plagiarized in the Zad6nina to celebrate the great

and unique victory of Dmftri Donsk6y over the Tatars, this copy is

occasionally useful to enable to restore a text earlier than that of

Musin-Puskin's MS. and passages from the CJIOBO are quoted in

some of the XV or XVI century byliny [of Rybnikov ed. 1861 I 19 1. 237

and other references in KirSyevski t]. Its semi-pagan tone and the

comparative triviality of the history it celebrates must have contributed

to its neglect.

f 11. 268- -284 and 11. 677- 689.

% Generally some pedantic by-play on the obsolete word meJiOMA, hill.
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V. PAGAN SURVIVALS IN THE TEXT OF THE SLOVO.

So much has been made of the heathendom of this poem, so full

a construction has been put on the passage from Strabo (v. note to

HeaHaearfc) that it becomes hard to see what is stated, or omitted, apart
from what modern critics delight to read into it.

One fact stands out, in the strongest contrast with the Chronicles

even those for 1185, where fgof is presented as a devotee and

with other more or less contemporary productions such as The Virgin's

Visit to Hell, Daniel the Prisoner, Abbot Daniel the Palmer, that this

poem is conspicuously non-Christian, non-pietistic in tone; the one or two

references to Churches impress me as conventional and insincere, and

are, I think, interpolations made between the date of the original

Manuscript of 1186 and the sixteenth century copy which was burned

in the conflagration of Moscow.

At the same time the poem is not Pagan; it seems to reflect the

mind of a sincere patriot, with no marked disbelief either in the lingering

superstitions, or in the world-faith superimposed on them.

The attitude is what the Russians call .Hfioefi-fepie, double-

belief.

When Pagan gods go down before the intolerant and exclusive

banners of Christianity, the former sovereigns of the empyrean are

dethroned, anathematized and soon forgotten, whilst the meaner local,

deities of the rivers and the way-side are left in possession, as before the

great change; perhaps, clandestinely.

Incantations and ideas of witchcraft linger on ; and, in Russia

especially voluminous collections have been made of the formulas.

But, in the S16vo these ordinary conditions are reversed; there is

frequent and specific mention of the great gods, such as Stribog, Veles,

Khors, Div, Dazbog; the Virgin of the primitive Slavs (recorded in

Herodotus IV 9; poetized by Euripides in Orestes as Artemis of Tauris;

and geographically certified by Strabo) reappears as the personification

of Strife, counterbalanced by the figure of Glory. And, be it noted, in all

of these passages both texts agree in using the old Bulgarian vocalization

(which is replaced in E by more Russian forms). It is also observable

that the principal god of the Russian pantheon, Perun, the Thunderer, is

never so much as mentioned: he was the Jupiter who had been dethroned.

The beautiful wail of Yaroslavna is based on some primitive

incantation of the four elements, but has been transfigured far beyond
the model, to judge by the examples compiled by Sakharov.

Where the great gods are mentioned, it is always to ascribe to

them metaphorical descendants: thus the winds are the scions of Stribog,

the Russians the descendants of Dalbog, the fertilizing sun, possibly
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also some Saturn who founded a Golden Age (cf. the Chronicles for

1114) whilst Boyn, the great poet of the past epoch, is the inspired

grandson of Veles f the god of cattle, a phrase, which in the complete

absence of other contemporary evidence, it is impossible to explain.

Div, some kind of malignant bird who screeches disaster from the

tops of the trees, scarcely comes in the same category. He possesses

more reality than these other semi-metaphorical beings. He must be

ranked with the numerous omens of the natural phenomena, which play

so live a part in the elaboration of the unimportant foray, the subject of

the poem. The cjrows, the magpies and daws, the nightingales and the

wild beasts are all credited with superstitious relevance to human

happenings; in these lines there is no trace of convention or effort after

style. Aftkr all such ideas are rife even in latter-day England.
The sun is, if not worshipped by the writer of this poem,, regarded

as a person of great influence. In the Chronicles every eclipse of sun

and moon is narrated with the greatest detail
;
and the highest

compliment that can be paid to virtuous and vigorous princes is to f

compare them with the sun, to treat them, literally, as the sources ~f^pjj^
enlightenment. So, too, in this poem Igor and his brave brother are

called two suns whoj have been extinguished, his infant children, two

moons that have waned. One of the real survivals of heathendon in this

poem is to be traced in the passionate attention paid to Nature and her

manifestations.

The rivers and wells of Russia have always been peopled with

spirits. This fact emerges throughout all of the balladry and the folk-

lore of Russia and, indeed, all the Slav nations. The rivers consciously

protect or destroy their favourites; they are powers who must be appeased.

The story in this text, of the malicious Stugnd that drowned young
Rostislav Vsevolodic", whilst the Donets smoothed its waves to facilitate /

the escape of fgof ; the conversation between our hero and the Donets ;1 /

all of these are real beliefs, the outcome of heathendom, that can be

parallelled voluminously in the later ballads (e.g. in the account of

the death of Vasfli Buslavic, and in the byliny of the mystic river

Smorodina).
In this poem every form of nature has active power to help, to

sympathize or to thwart. When the heroes of Russia falter, all nature'

literally droops, the trees weep, the grass withers. These expressions

are real, the live relics of the old nature worship of the Slavs; of which

Rambaud has said: "Les Grecs se sont bien plus vite degages de

la mat iere; ils sont alles aussitot au polytheisme Chez les Slaves le

f Dubenski states on Subinski's authority that in South Russia before
1837 men collected cows' hairs, tearing them up from the animals by the
root and wove them into beards. This is rather like the worship of St.

Herbot in Brittany, originally a god of cattle.

\ 1. 391...
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panth&sme est partout a fleur de terre ; cette matiere cosmique, les

Slaves 1'ont aimee comme elle etait, 1'ont che'rie, sans prouver le besoin

de lui donner forme humaine...."

To sum up; it seems to me that in this poem the author was

expressing his inmost convictions, and therefore indulged in no con-

ventional religious outbursts such as disfigure his plagiarist in the

Zad6n3c*ina, and pall on the reader of the monastic Chronicles ; but, he

was well acquainted with the Chronicles and imported images from them

of the ancient Pagan gods, without transliterating them into his own

dialect; perhaps it was an assertion of the longing for a united Russia to

fight the infidel nomads, a literary asseveration of nationalism.

I cannot hold, with Vyazemski and PetniSevic' that there is any
Greek influence on his form, still less any adaptation of classical models.

In the passages dealing with that remarkable figure Vsslav whose

reputation for Pagan practices must have had some foundation in history,

there are probably records of what was told of him; though most of the

direct allusions to episodes that would only suit a fairy-tale are certainly

misreadings of a text unusually corrupt The principal survival of

Pagandom is the vivid presentation of the active part which every
natural growth and phenomenon, from the stars in heaven down to the

grass of the steppe takes in the affairs ofhumanity, to forward the right

and deplore the wrong.
Those who are interested in the primitive worship of the Slavs

(mostly unreflected in this poem) and in the heathen cosmogonies, will

find a useful reference in the FycTHHCieaJi jrfcTonHCL (npH<5aBJienifl KT

HnaxcKoft, HjjoJiaxi. pycKHXt). The account is later and different

from the list given in Nestor, where he tells ofVladfmir I's Pagan revival

VI. THE MEANING OF BOYAN AND TROYAN.

BOYAN.

This name has been one of the insoluble problems in this poem;

BoyAn the divine seer whose name apparently is elsewhere unrecorded.

In the text he is mentioned four times; first, (11.
8 28) as a bard,

endowed, either metaphorically or in popular credence, with the power of

transformation so common in Slavonic legend [c.f. the bylmy of Volga

Svydtoslavic']; in this passage the heroes he rhapsodized are specified:

secondly, 11. 59 66, where he is definitely associated with " the track of

Troyan" whatever that may mean ; thirdly, (11. 60S 611) in

specific historic relations with Vseslav Brya&slavifc of Polotsk; and lastly,

in the epilogue (11. 745 753), the most obscure and corrupt passage of

all. The poet of the S16vo considers whether he shall write in the same

lofty style as Boyan, quotes some of his refrains, and, to judge from the

manner imitates him in the highly poetical descriptions, e.g. (11. 531 536).
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To a casual reader, not going beyond the text, it might be evident

that a bard so passionately and vividly addressed was flesh and blood,

some predecessor acquainted with the campaigns of Yaroslav I and

perhaps Vladfmir I, a man of extraordinary knowledge some of which

would have been accounted witchcraft.

The suggestions have been as many as the commentators.

To pass a few over in review.

I. Paucker stated that Boyan is a common Bulgarian name and
cites tales of one Tsarevic Boyan Sime'novic'.

II. Again, the name of Boyan has been found in some of the late

lists of Pagan gods of Slavdom; probably unauthoritatively.

III. Dubenski contains most suggestive matter in his notes. From
the references he gathers, it seems that Boyan is the name of a stream f,

that a street in ancient N6vgorod was named after him ; that the word

Bayan is Turkish and Tatar; and also that in 1821 a Hymn of Boyan was

discovered. [Cum, OieHecTBa LXX 1821]:
" We have a copy of a so-called hymn of Boyan dedicated to some

prince Letislav [? Mstfslav Vlad/mirovic' the Brave and cf. 1. 19 ^
of the text] written on parchment, with red ink, and in Runic characters

unknown in Russia. The original belonged to Selakadzeev [v. Bec'B.zjH

JlK)6iiTeJieft PyccKaro Cjiosa 1812]. In the hymn Boyan of Bus

[v. note on Byci>] the educator of the young Wizard [socnHTaTejit K)Haro

BOJiXBa] gives his name as a descendant and grandson of the Slovenes,

as the son of Zlogor, the long-lived minstrel [#OJn>HHft niBenyB] of

ancient tales; that he, Boyan was bred and began his minstrelsy amongst
the Zimegoli [presumably some tribe], that he served in the wars, and

more than once was drowned in water [TonyjiT. BT BO*B]. Dubenski

adds; "The hymn has never been published for criticism and is un-

reliable as evidence."

Does the phrase TOHyjrt BT> BO^-B mean we are on the track of a

river-god? Such beings abound in Russian mythology; cf. the references

to the Don and the Done'ts and the Stugna in this poem; the ballads of

Sukhan Odikhmantevic', Volga Svyatoslavic* etc. Possibly we may
compare the stream Boyan; whilst, if Boya*n be the correct form of his

name, and not Yan (v. infra) the Turanian origin is accentuated and

confirmed by his association with Bus, and with the "
wizard." But as

regards the words BOJIXBT> (wizard) Nestor [v. the year 6406 etc.] makes
it certain that the original meaning was some specific nomad race; and

possibly this may be the better interpretation of the passages from the

Chronicles cited infra in support of Weltmann's theory of Yan.

Melioranski and Kor$ both prefer a Turanian derivation, the

former referring to the Mongol bai rich [TypetjKie 3jieMCHTH], the latter

specifying the Turkish bcuan.

f Cf. the Boyana in Montenegro.
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IV. Vyazemski opines the word Boyan only means poet [from 6asTi>

to speak, <5acHb a fable], and that it should be spelt BaflHi>. There is no

manuscript authority for this, but Vyazemski and PetnSSevifc enlarge on

this view, aver great Euripidean and Homeric influence on the form of

the S16vo, a view partially supported by Rambaud in his La Russie

Epique and arrive at the conclusion that Boyan is Homer, /'/ sovran

poeta, thus to be apotheosized even in the steppes. All of this follows on

the theory that Contumely [0<5H#a] is a development of the Evil Helen

of Troy, and that Troyan means Trojan; personally, I see no foundation

for this explanation.

V. I follow Weltmann's commentary in nearly all of his conclusions.

Weltmann is a destructive critic, with little respect for the traditional

text, but rightly associating with history, rather than philological theory.

He states that Boyan is identical with the Yan Vy2ati who died in 1106 at

the advanced age of ninety, a fact to be signalized in the short

generations of this time of turbulence. Nestor says;
" In this year there passed away Yan, a kindly old man of ninety

years of age and vigorous; who lived in accord with the divine law, no

less than the just men of olden time. From him I have heard many
recitals [MHOFBI cJiOBecu] and I have inscribed in this Chronicle what I

have been told by him. He was a happy, genial man, peaceable, and

kept himself aloof from all wealth [orpetfaaca BcaKofl Bemn].

His grave is in the PeSerski monastery [at Kfev] at the porch.

There his body lies interned on the 24th June."

By itself this would be enough; but, from other references as well,

Yan is made flesh and blood, a living man and politician. In 1106

Svyatop61k (10931114) despatched the brothers Yan and Putyata

VySatifc to fight the P61ovtsy at ZarSfcsk, possibly sons of VySata who
in 1042 accompanied Yaroslav I on his expedition against Constantinople;

the name may imply relationship. This Yan is mentioned again in 1 106,

and a granddaughter Yasfcna is mentioned in 1167.

Yan, fairly often appears in the Chronicles trying to settle the

civil wars, e.g. 1071 ; and in 1093 (where he is specifically called the son

of VySata) a very curious tale is told at length, of how two wizards

[BOJIXBLI] came from the V61ga and destroyed the women by magic.

Svyatoslav despatched Yan with twelve attendants [oxpOKH]; he met them

somewhere near the Bfclo Ozero, unarmed and catechized and exorcized

them. That same time there was a diabolic visitation of the city of

Polotsk at night. Also, this was the year in which Vseslav recovered his

city of Polotsk from Svyatop61k of Kfev.

Thus Yan was born in the reign of Vladimir I, was attached to

the house of Polotsk, was a writer, and took an active part in all the frays

and events of the day. He might well be qualified to range down the

generations of Russia [pnma rpony Tpoamo].
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Weltmann states the name Boyan arose from a fusion in some

Chronicle used by the poet of the S16vo of a phrase like pent 60 flnt,
* thus spake Van '

; but it is quite possible that the Chroniclers, as we
have them, have the wrong form, or even that there may have been

contemporary inexactitudes.

As an associate of Vse"slav of Polotsk, Boyan would be credited with

supernatural powers; if there were a river-god of like name, popular

etymology might have contaminated the two beings; as BoaH'b sounds

exactly the same as Baam>, a further false derivation may have entered

into the concept.

The hymn of Boyan cited by Dubenski, curiously confirms this

interpretation, and independently. In 1106 one Ivanko Zakharic" Kozarin

(i.e. of Khozar descent) is associated with Yan ; and the phrase BycoBO

BpeM-s, referring to the Polovtsy, may be a quotation from some poem of

Yan's.

TROYAN.

The meaning of this word has always been in dispute and must

remain a matter of sheer conjecture.

There are four references in the text.

I. 1. 59. *Oh Boyan, hadst but thou sung of these hosts... weaving

together from both ends of this epoch, racing down the path of Troyan!
*

II. 1. 209.
* There have been the ages [or, reading on the authority

of Karamzfn, c-fcHH, the affrays] of Troydn, the years of Yaroslav have

passed by, there have been the regiments of Oleg,'

III. 1. 288. Contumely arose in the forces of Dazbog's descendant

[? Russia, the civilizing power ; compare a curious passage in Hnar.

1114 where a myth is told at length of a king of Egypt, DaSbog, who
civilized men and was succeeded by the Sun], stepped like a maiden in

the Land of Troyan...'

IV. 1. 569..
* In the seventh age of Troyan, Vse'slav cast his lot for

a maiden dear to him.' f

In this last passage E. reads SOHHH. If my view holds good that

Troyan is derived from xpn three, this would be a natural eror
; in the

Original MS. all numbers were designated by Cyrillic letters; and were

copied by Musin-PuSkin as Arabic numerals: hence the original may
have had roffHH, which was copied out as 3oann by the clerk and then

taken for 3oaHH.

If, again, on reading these passages, it appears that by substituting
* Russia '

for
*

Troyan,' a simple and satisfactory sense is obtained, the

last passage is an amplification of the first, and it will be found there are

exactly seven generations between Vse'slav and Rurik, the founder of the

dynasty.

f o ,ntBHi;y. But v. note Ha
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It is evident that the phrase is highly poetical, and that it is

associated with Boyan, the range of whose verse is set out in the very

corrupt passage at the end, Pent EOHHI, H xo^u... 1. 745 [v. the note on
this 'passage].

There have been very many speculations.

I. (1) Geographical. That the land and path of Troyan refer to

some country either East or West of medieval Russia, anyhow in Polovsk

territory. There is a town called Troitsk in Orenburg on the river Yft

and YseJiKa; a place TpoJiHT, in Bulgaria in the Lobe? district on the

river Osma whence roads lead to Lovec, Teteren and Selvi.

Sederholm states that the country between the Pruth and the Ister

was called Provincia Traiani in the Geographia Antiqua of Cellarius.

In the historical map for the year 895 there is a spot in the Danube near

Lat. 44 Long. 40, marked Pons Traiani. This is the district identified

with the "
Trojan

"
country by other theorists.

To these facts may be added a town Troyan in Smolensk, south

of Krasny, and Troyanovka in Poltava [Dubenski], and Troflov on the

River Don near the Kagalnik or Kayala.

No doubt other names can be traced.

(2) Weltmann altogether rejects TpOflH'B and substitutes KpaJiH'B

the border land. This is very violent and does not explain all the

passages.
II. That the word stands for Trajan, the Roman Emperor. This

theory is not altogether fantastic; for Trajan built a road and a wall in

Dacia; the road running from Varhely along the river Strey (which falls

into the Maros) thence to Karlsburg and so North to Torda (Salinum)

where it divided one branch leading to Kolosvar and the other North

East.

There is some evidence that the name of Trajan survived in legend.

Sederholm quotes a topical dminna of the reign of Catherine II com-

memorating a Turkish war.

Ha pa3CBiiT"fe 6mio BT> cepejjy,

Ha jioporf; Ha TpaanoBoft,

IIo^auiJiH MLI 6jin3Ko Ki> Jiarepio.

On this theory Boyan's mind soared back very far to the oldest,

prehistoric battle-fields of the Slavs.

In South Russia there is a long wall BaJiT. TpoaHOBT> connected

with traditions of TpOHH-b U,apb EpMaJiancKift [pHMJiHHCKift] and coins

of Trajan have been found by his walls on the Danube.

Lastly, as evidence of the permanence of Trajan's name, a miracle,

of Clement, Pope of Rome, commences thus.

KT> nony KjiHMGHTy OTT> Pima osHMLCTBOBRHy BT XepcoHi>

Tpauany UapeMt. [PlaB. OT. pyc. a. H CJIOBCC. VI Cn6. 1903].

I 1 1. The possibilities of this flexible root are still unexhausted.
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The word has been taken, mainly by PetruSevic and Vyazemski,
to mean Trojan, to be the Russian tradition of Homer ; and in this

connection the Maiden is construed as the evil star of Helen, as the

blood-thirsty Artemis of Tauris, whose rites were recorded both by

Euripides and by Strabo. [V. note HeanaeM*]. This school tries to prove
a Russian tradition, similar to that which obtained in England, France

and Germany, of tracing ancestries back to Hector of Troy. It is argued
that the lower Danube country was called Dardania in Strabo's time

This land would have served as a mart for interchange of the thoughts
of the East and the West. But granting these facts and very
much of the vast erudition brought to bear on them is quite irrelevant to

Russia it is difficult to see how the land-locked state of medieval

Russia could have imported very much of this lore.

The incessant warfare internal and external, the barring of the

road to Constantinople by the P61ovtsy and Bolgars, and the hostility of

the Catholic powers to the North West, have made Russian medieval

productions peculiarly native; and it is difficult to discern any connection

with ancient Greece, even in its medieval garb.

Rambaud (La Russie Epique) whose authorities are Vyazemski,

KirSyevski and others, also supports the theory of classical origin.

IV. Troydn has also been taken to be a Pagan god of Slavdom,

For this theory there is fairly strong external evidence. MfkloziS cites

from Vost6kov of the ancient Slavs; "believing in many gods, in Perun,

and Khors, Div and Troydn, who were men of past days; Perun amongst
the Greeks, Khors in Cyprus, Troydn an emperor at Rome...'

It has been supposed that Troyan was the God of the dead, but I

cannot find any proof.

In 'The Virgin's Descent into Hell' [Leo Wiener's translation].
' These are they who did not believe in the Father.... They changed

Troyan, Khors, Veles, Perun to gods....'

As a supernatural being, Troyan is found in several Serbian

legends. Buslayev [MOCKBHTHHHHT> 1842 No. 11] quotes Karadzic and

says; there was once a city of Troyan on Mount Tsera near DvoriSSa

where Tsar Troyan lived. Every night he drove to Srgm [Sirmia], to see

a maiden he loved. He went by night because he feared the day as it might
heat him. When he arrived at Srem, he gave his horses oats and at

cock's crow [#0 Kypi> v. 1. 595] returned. But one day the husband of

the maiden put sand into the manger instead of oats and slit all

the cocks' tongues. The Tsar was kept waiting and stayed too long.

The sun had already risen. He fled and hid behind a hayrick, but the

cows came along and tore it down and so the Tsar melted.'

Further [TtpeBHOCTH 1865 Moscow Vol. I MaTepiaJifci] in the CJIOBO

H OrKpOBenie CB. AnocTOJiOBi> XVI. Troyan is recorded amongst
the Pagan Gods, the passage, apparently being the one first quoted.
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In Serbian and Bulgarian traditions of Troysin or Troim [Vuk

Stepanovic 1852 2nd edition] Troyan appears as a nocturnal being who
fears daylight, may have three heads [? false etymology from xpn] and

wings which melted in the sun; and in fuither development as a Midas
with goat's ears. There are Bulgarian songs of a town Troyan the in-

habitants of which believed in gold and silver.

It therefore appears that the Southern Slavs had legends of a

nocturnal gnome who bore this name. To attach this tale to Vseslav

and to translate #o Kypt by cock's crow would be ridiculous and out

of style with the poem.

V. It remains to sum up and, ifpossible, extract something coherent

from this nebulous being.

I take it that Troysin is a name for Russia, derived from the

significant number three, and that it was thus written in the lost MS.
There were the three Scandinavian brothers who arrived at Kfev [v.

Nestor 6370]., Rurik, Sineus and Truvor. As the hills of Kfev came into

sight they asked: "whose is this town?" The reply was; "There were

three brothers Kit, Sc"ek and Khoriv [i.e. the ancestors of Kiev, Czechs

and Croatians] who built this little town, and they perished and we sit

here paying tribute to the Khozars."

It was always the same tradition of the subject Slavs.

Duber.ski states that all the Slavs use the word TpoaHT> as a nickname ;

that it means the third, and generally the third son. He proceeds to

support his argument for mecTHKpwjibHH and ocMOMbicjre as a play on

numbers; [v. notes on these words].

Thus the land of Rurik, of the third brother, may have been a

poetical name; the exactness of the Seven Generations (1. 568) seems to

me conclusive proof.

The word next acquired alien import; the traditions of Trajan
who was worshipped in his lifetime, and who, after his death, was long
remembered for his great road and wall, icndered this title of Russia

more imperial and more dignified.

There also existed a belief in a subterranean God Troydn, a gnome
or sprite, condemned with the Rusdlki (the mermaids) by the ecclesiasts,

ever on their watch against the ineradicable lingerings of the old super-

stitions. The fact that this Troyan could be imagined to have three

heads incidentally serves to justify the etymology from rpn. Probably

this Serbian being did not influence the poet of the S16vo.

The poet of the Sldvo (1. 30) takes up the poetical narrative where

Boyan ceased ; his scope of narration had been from Igor the son of

Rurik and Svyatoslav I to the "ancient time" [crapoe BpeMa], i.e., (as

Sederholm remarks Vladfmir I) [v. 1. 745]
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VII. THE LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR

As will be seen in the bibliography, there has been almost endless

discussion as to what language the S16vo is written in
,

Kor% has

reconstructed it into early Russian in a pure form ; Abicht into Church-

Slavonic, with the opposite modifications, whilst other commentators

have traced a great permeation of Polish, White-Russian, Little-Russian,

Serbian, and so on; in fact, nearly every important dialect of the Slavonic

family.

The one outstanding feature is that the language is identical with

that of the Chronicles of that time, all of which seem to be written in

Church Slavonic which is in process of change into Russian. Thus all

through these Chronicles on the same page, even in the same sentence,

forms are found of the same word in Bulgarian and Russian vocalization.

Evidently the sounds were shifting and spelling was lagging behind.

If this introduction were to deal with the grammatical forms in

full, this section would have to exceed in length all the rest. I shall

therefore only summarize and refer students to Church Slavonic

grammars.
The inflexion of nouns and adjectives, the conjugation of the

verbs is strictly in accord with Church Slavonic, with this broad exception

that the old nasal vowels (preserved in Polish) have long since disappeared

even from the spelling and been replaced by the Russian sounds a 10 and y.

The vowel t has its Russian value ofE and has lost its separate use, as

in Church Slavonic, of fl or a compensatory for a lapsed nasal.

The laws for the mutation of the consonants are in full operation,

and follow the older rules: gutturals being allowed to stand before u.

As in Church Slavonic, all three numbers, singular, dual and

plural are in use, but a dual noun is sometimes used with a plural verb.

The two texts show great laxity in the use of T> and fc. Evidently

these two vowels, mute in modern Russian, were in course ofdisappearance;

this general rule may be laid down to determine whether they are to

be sounded in this text: viz.: wherever in modern Russian they have

been replaced by o or e, or can.be replaced "for euphony,'' e.g. in the

prepositions KT>, CT>, BT>, in the forms of nouns which "
lose

"
their vowels

e.g. pOTT> pxa: in all such cases T> and L are still to be sounded: in other

positions they are, as in modern Russian signs of " hard
"

or "
soft

"

consonants.

i and i> are omitted, when sounded in some cases, e.g. Hpea'b for

HLpecT>; npe^i> for nbpe^T>; 6^HTi> for O'-B^HTB; cnHTt for C^HHTT. (for

these v. 1. 670).

The third person inflexions in m (singular and plural) are some-

times soft and sometimes hard; both texts are irregular and inconsistent:

probably neither is accurate. Perhaps, in this respect, too, the language
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was in transition from the soft forms of Church Slav to the hard forms

of the modern tongue ; but, generally speaking, the older soft forms

predominate and should be given the preference. In such present
forms the b of Tb was still sounded and scanned. Very frequently, this

Tb TT> termination is added on to the third person singular and plural
terminations of the imperfect ame.axy; in the singular so as to distinguish
it from the second person; but these forms are optional, and there seems
to be no rule.

As in the Chronicles, a collective noun invariably takes a plural

verb: so too, in modern English .

There is little trace of the Dative Absolute, so common in the

Chronicles. This is probably accident; the sentences and constructions

are severely simple.

In the verbs, all the participles are fully inflected, as in the older

language.
The present tense with perfective forms has the meaning of the

future; the imperfect seems to signify a long-continued act in the past,

which may not yet be over, to correspond, more or less with the past

imperfective of the modern language : the aorist nearly always
denotes an act, to import something of the semelfactive aspect of the

verb in modern Russian ; whilst the compound perfect of the perfect

active particible in Ji with the auxiliary <5blTb apparently has always the

meaning of the Greek perfect; to be a present tense denoting the result

of past conditions. This participle, in the text, is scarely ever used by
itself as a tense, as is the rule in modern Russian. Instances of this use

of these tenses will be found at lines 275..., 350..., 477.... 545... etc. etc.

The declension of nouns is strictly on the older model. The
vocative has a distinct form only in the singular. The accusative is

generally the case used for the object of a transitive verb (not the,

genitive, as in modern Russian, for living beings), except after .negatives

and where, really an illustration of the same idea, the genitive has a

partitive sense. The accusative plural of masculines has a distinct form

in H, the nominative plural being H. In feminine nouns the nominative

and accusative plural both end in u (whence analogy made the modern

Russian masculine plural in bi); but feminines whose root ends in a

sibilant replace the old Slav plural nominative in % with e.

Hence the nominative plural of MHOFB is MHOHH but the accusative

plural MHorbi, sometimes written MHOFH.

The genitive in masculines in a, has in the singular an alternative

form in i/,
when used partitively; the plural genitive usually ends in T> for

nouns of all three genders: rarely in OBT> as in modern Russian. The

soft form b is generally expanded through j b into eft.

With regard to the dative, the only point that need be remarked

is that the masculine and neuter forms plural are in QMS and eMJ ; the
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modern Russian aMT> being derived from the feminine form aMt.

The instrumental is used to denote comparisons, as sometimes in

modern Russian, predicatively. In masculine and neuter nouns, the

termination in the singular is OMT> 6MT>, occasionally the older OML 6ML.

The invariable plural masculine form is H, like the accusative : the

modern Russian RMH being again taken from the feminine forms.

The locative or prepositional can be used absolutely to denote

place where. In the masculine and neuter singular it ends in 1> ; after

the accent in H. In the plural it ends in exi>; the Russian axi> being
taken from the feminine locative plural axt.

For all further details a Grammar of Old Slavonic should be

consulted; the notes to this text deal with any peculiar forms.

But, for readers' convenience I here add the principal dual

forms of nouns.

Masc. Neut. and Fern.

N. V. A. a a -fc after accent H.

G. Loc. y K> y

Dat. Instr. ovia ena ona e>ta, a*ta #Ma.
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CJIOBO ntJIKY HrOPEB'B

HFOPfl CBflT^CJIABJIH^A

BHYKA OJIbFOBA.

THE TALE OP THE ARMAMENT
OF IGOR, IGOR SVYATOSLAVIC

THE GRANDSON OF OLEG.

The text is based on Pekarski's EKATEPHHIIHCKI&

CnHCOKt as emended by Simoni. The two texts are

called E and C: variants in the printed text of 1800 of

Musin-Puskin being designated as II.

The lines and divisions of the text are the editor's:

the original manuscript having been unpunctuated, unpa-

ragraphed and with the words unintervalled.

Emendations of the text are marked by italicized type.

The notes (with reference to the lines) are in the order

of the Russian alphabet for easy reference: the words

annotated have a little 'n' after them: where an emendation

has been made, the word is to be found under the original

form as stated in the variants.

F



CJLOBO o irbjiisy HTOPEBU
CBflTLCJIABjIillA BHJKA OJILFOBA.

HACTB IIEPBAfl.

I.

Hen jrfenon JIH HU 6auierb,n 6paiie,
n 1

na'jaiH 1
CTapbiMH 11 cjiosecti

TpyAHHX'bn noBtcriH o nojiKy 20

Hropeirfe, Hropa 11 CBflTbCJiaBHia3 ? 4

HaHaTii-Hce ca rbti n-fecnn

no 6ujiHHaMt5 cero BpevieHH
a HG no saMbimjieuiio BoaHio?

60 B^mifl, 11 ame KOMy 8

L6
TBO[>HTH,

T0n pacTeKamexca 7 MticJiiio no ^pesy,

CtpUMl, BOJIKOMt8 1!0 36MJIH,

inH3iJMi>n opjiOMt no^i) oCjiaKti? 12

Co

Tor^a nyiu,aiiieTb COKOJIOBT> I:I

Ha cxa^o Jie6e^eft; 13 16

ia opeAH utcH* 1411

aBy 511
, xpa6poMy McTHCJiasy,n

sap-fe'sa PeA6Ji 20

KocoaibCKHMH 17
),

KpaCHOMy PdMaHOBIin CBflT-bCJiaBHHIO.n

BoflHi> 3K6-, ^paxie, HG ^ecflib 18 COKOJIOBT.'-^

na cia^o jie6e^.eH )8 nymaine; 24

in>n CBO B'Bin,ia
n

npi>cTbi

Ha HCHBwa 19n cTpynbi BT>cKjiaAame ;

OHH ace caMH KHJ]aeMi>

poKOTaxy. 28

II.

>n ace, dpaxie, noB-BCTt ciio

OTT> craparo 11 Bjia^HMepa
,0,0 HbiirEiHHflro11 Hropa,
H3Ke cxarHy30

yMi>
21

Kp'snocriio CBoew, 32

H noocxpn cepwa [csoero] MyacecTBowb,

paiHaro .nyxa,

csoa xpa6pbia nojiKbi13

Ha 36MJIK) riojiOBe^yio," 36

3a 36MJIK) PyCbCKyK).

'HHaHHTH. 2
m,jiKy n. 3-B.iHHan. 4 T^ EC. 5 aMb H. 8 n-fccHt EC.

7
paCT*K-n.

8 BT>JIKOMt n. 9 -eTT,n. 10 mpBUXT>I]. "-6ifl^fcn. "-OBbH
i3-tfin. "ntcbH. 15

-cJiOByn. 6 nt.iKun. I7 Kac-H. I8 in. icTbEC.
19 JKHBJUI EEC *> BEG HCTflrHy

21 n yiib
22 nanjn>H- U IIJ:I,KW D

24
nojiOB*m>Kyio n.



THE TALE OF THE ARMAMENT OF IGOR,

IGOR SVYATOSLATIC THE GRANDSON
OF OLEG.

PART I.

I. PROEM.

Were it not seemly to us, brothers, to begin

in ancient diction the tales of the toils of the

army of Igor, Igor SvyatoslaviC ?

[Or] to begin this song in accordance with the

ballads of this time, and not like the invention of

Boyan ?

For the wise Boytin when he wished to make

a song for any man, in his thought used to fly in

the trees, [race] like a grey wolf on earth, [soar]

like a dusky eagle beneath the clouds. He used

to recall the words and the dissensions of the

early times.

Then he released falcons on a flock of swans
;

whichever [falcon] first arrived, its swan sang
a song, to the elder Yaroslav, to Mstislav the

Brave who slew Redelya in front of the Kasog

hosts, [or] to Roman Svyatoslavic the Handsome.

Yet, Boyan, my brothers, did not let loose ten

falcons on a flock of swans, but laid his own wizard

fingers on the living strings, which then themselves

throbbed out praise for the princes.

II. THE NARRATIVE.

Let us begin, my brothers, this tale from the

elder Vladimir up to
jour contemporary Igor, who

extended his mind with firmness and sliarpened

his heart with manliness; and, filling himself with

war-like spirit, led his brave hosts to the land of

Polovtsy, for the sake of the land of the Russians.
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III.

Tor^a Hrdpb Bxsap'fe'
2-^

na CB-ETJioe coJiHije,

H BrfA* OTT> HerO TLMOH) 40
BCfl CBOfl BOH npHKpblTbl.

H pene Hrdpb KT> ^pysKHHt CBoeft:

wBpaTie H .apyjKHHo!

Jlyijen Mb 6bi noTHiyn 6biTH 44

neace nojiOHeny GMTH !

A Bca^cMt, 6paTie,

Ha CBOH 6pT>3blfl KOMOHH",

^a no3pHMi> canero R .Hy
n." 43

Cnaji/z260 KHa3K> yMi,
27 DOXOTH,

H acajiocTt eMy aaaweHie

aaciynH HCKycuxn
BejiHicaro. 52

Xoui,y
n 60," peie

, Pycnu,Hn ; 56

xomy rjiaBy CBOIO npnjioacMTH,

a Jiio6o HcnHTH iiiejioMOMbMn

IV.

B6aHe,n cojioBiio cxaporo
20

A6bi Tbi cia nojiKbi 23 ymeKorajib,n
cKa4an cjiaeiro no

fleTaa yMOMi> no^b
CBHsaa cjiaBbi" o6an

nojiti cero BpeMeHH, 68

pHUian BT> Tpony T|JOHHK),
n

ipecT>
n iiojia na ropbi!

IlliTH 6biJion u-fccHt31 Hropesa

[TOFO Ojibra32n BHyKy]. 68

wHen 6ypn COKOJIH sanece

raJiHu.H34

KT> AoHy sejiHKOMy." 72

tCQ-BTH11 6bIJ10,"

B-fen;eftn Boa He, BejiecoBi>35Q

25 EEC Btsp-b.
M DEC cnajia. i7 II yMb.

'K aro n. -OMT> n.
30 -aro n. 31 ntcb n. 32 Ojira 11. This line is probably interpolated.

33
sped, D. M

TaJiaim n. ^ OBb. II.



THE TALE OF IGOR 8 EXPEDITION 3

III. IGOR STARTS.

Then Igor gazed up at the bright sun, and saw

all his warriors covered with the darkness [that

proceeded] out of it. [And Igor said to his

druzina :

" Brothers and druzina ! Better is it to

be hewn to pieces than to be captive ! So let

us mount, brothers, on our swift steeds and look

upon the blue Don !

"

The prince's mind flamed with desire, and his

eagerness to have experience of the mighty Don

concealed from him the omen.

"
I wish," he said, "to shatter a spear on

the borders of the land of the P61ovtsy, with you,

my Russians: I wish to lay down my head and to

drink of the Don in my helmet !

"

IV. INVOCATION OF BOYAN.

Oh, Boyan, nightingale of the times agone !

If only thoii hadst warbled of these hosts, leaping

in the tree of thought, flying up with thy mind

beneath the clouds, weaving together the glories

of both halves of this time, racing on the path of

Troyan through the plains to the mountains.

Thus might have been sung in song to Igor,

[his (Ole'g's) grandson].
" Like as a storm bore

hawks before it across the broad fields, the crows,

in flocks run towards the mighty Don."

Or, thus might have been sung, oh wizard

Boyan, scion of Ve*les.
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,KOMOHH pHcyrb aa Cyjioio
n

;

3B6HHTtn cjiaean BT> Kbiee-fe; 76

Tpy6bi TpyCaib BT>

CTOflTb CTfl3Hn B1>

V.

Hropb JKAerb MH.ia 6paia BceBOJio,a,a.n

H pene
3

esiy dyft-ryp-b
3 BceBOJKWb :

n 80

>,O^HH'b 6paTl> y OAHITL CB'tTl>

CB^TJlLlSn, Tbl HrOpH) !

06an ecB'b CBflT'LCJiaBJinna!

C'H^Jiafl, 6paxe, CBOH C-Bpstia
38 KOMOHH." 84

A MOH TH n rOTOBH, OCt^JJaHH

y KypLCKa nanepeAH:
A MOH TH KypflHHtt CBt^OMH K^lieTB ;

wa

noAt TpyGaMH IIOBHTH, 88
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..." The horses neigh beyond the Suld, the glory

echoes at Kiev, the trumpets blare at Novgorod,

the banners stand fast at PutivT."

V. THE ARRIVAL OF VSEVOLOD SVYATOSLAVIC.

/ Igor awaits his dear brother Vsevolod. And

Vsevolod said to him: "My one brother, my
one bright light, thou Igor ! we are both

sons of Svyatoslav ! Brother, saddle thy swift

horses
;

mine are ready for thee, saddled at

Kursk beforehand : and my men of Kursk are

experienced fighters, nursed amid trumpets, rocked

i helmets, fed at the spear-blades, well-known

to them are the paths ;
familiar to them are the

ravines; their saddle-bows are strung; their quivers

are open ;
and their sabres are whetted. They

themselves gallop like grey wolves in the field,

seeking honour for themselves, and for their

prince glory."

*&f^
S03

VI. IGORS MARCH.

/-

Then Prince Igor stepped into his golden

stirrup, and set out in the open field. The sun

barred his way with darkness, night groaned to

him; and roused the birds with terror; the shrill

tones of beasts aroused him; Div arose crying calls

on the tree-top ;
he commands a hearing from the

Unknown Land, the Volga, the sea-border, and

the Suki country on the Sea of Azov, Korsuri,

and thee, thou idol of Tmutarokaii.
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VII. THE ADVANCE OF THE ENEMY.

But the Pc'>lovtsy on trackless roads ran to the

mighty Don. The carts creak at midnight, like

swans released. Igor leads his hosts towards

the Don. Already [Div] the Bird is fending off

disaster from him at this season
;
the wolves raise

up their [cries] threat in the crevasses; the eagles

with their clatter summon the brute-beasts [to

feed on] the bones
;
the foxes yelp at the crimson

shields.

Oh land of Russia, already art thou beyond the

frontier-hill ! Long is the night dark
; the dawn

has begun to give forth light ;
mist has rolled

over the fields
;
the twitter of the nightingales is

hushed
;

the speech of the crows has been

awakened.

The sons of Russia have barred the broad fields

with their crimson shields, seeking for themselves

honour, for their prince renown.

VIII. THE BATTLE.

From the dawning on Friday they trampled on

the heathen hosts of the P61ovtsy and scattered

themselves like arrows over the field. They seized

the fair maidens of the P61ovtsy, and with them

gold and cloths and costly samite. With the

mantles and cloaks and coats they set about

bridging over the myre and greasy places ,

with all the various patterned raiments of the

P61ovtsy.

[To Igor] the brave son of Svyatoslav [there

fell] a purple flag, a white banner, a red panache
and a silver spear.
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IX. THE NIGHT AFTER THE BATTLE.

The valiant brood of the OJgovici slumbers on

the battle-field
;
afar has it flown. It had not

been born to be insulted by hawk or gerfalcon,

nor by thee, thou black crow, tliou Heathen

Polovcm !

X. THE SECOND DAY'S BATTLE.

Gzak races like a grey wolf, Koncak rides after

him towards the mighty Don.

On the second day, very early, blood-stained

dawn-lights announce the day ;
black clouds

approach from the sea, and are eager to bedim

the four Suns, and in them there quiver blue

lightning-flashes. There shall ensue a fearful

thunder; it shall rain arrows from the mighty Don.

And there shall spears be shattered, and swords

shall be blunted on the Polovetski helms, by the

river Kayala, near the mighty Don.

Oh land of Russia, thou art now on the

frontier-hill.

Now the winds, the scions of Stribog, blow

from the sea like arrows on to the courageous

hosts of Igor. The Earth moans, the streams flow

sullied, [clouds of] dust cover the fields, the

banners murmur.

/ The Polovtsy advance from the Don and the sea

/ and from all sides. The Russian regiments retired.
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The children of Baal barred the fields with their

yells
;
but the brave Russians barred them with

their crimson
shields.^

XI.

THE EXALTATION OF VSEVOLOD SVYATOSLAVIC.

Oh fierce bull* [?] Vsevolod, thou standest in the

struggle, dartest with thy arrows on the hosts,

crashest with steel swords on their helmets.

Where thou, the bull, didst leap forward, gleaming

with thy golden helmet, there the heathen Polo-

vetski heads lie, [and] their Avar helms are

split by tempered sabres, by thee, fierce bull

Vsevolod: who repined at the wounds of the

enemy and forgot his honour and his life, and the

City of Cernigov, his father's golden throne, and

the wonts and the ways of his dear love, the fair

Glebovna !

XII. THE FEATS OF OLEG SVYATOSLAVIC.f

There have been the ages of Troyan ;
the years

of Yaroslav have declined. There have been

the armies of Oleg, Gleg SvyatoslaviS. That Oleg

with his sword forged rebellion, and sowed arrows

over the earth.

He steps into his golden stirrup in the city of

Tmutorokan. Yaroslav the Great, long since

departed, heard the pe*al [of bells], but Vladimir

the son of Vsevolod, for all of his days closed

his ears at Cernigov.

f Grandfather of Igor.
* V. note.
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[Lust for] glory brought Boris Vyac'esltivic' to

the Judgment-seat, and on the Kanina [banks]

bedded him with a garment of green, on account

of the wrong [done] to Oleg, that valiant and

young prince.

From this river Kayala Svyatopolk bade his

father-in-law be carried amid Hungarian amblers

[to Saint Sophia at Kiev].

Then, in the time of Ole*g, Boris wrought for

evil : feuds were sown and grew apace, the life of

[Russia] the scion of Da^bog [the Sun-god] was

wasted in the factions of the princes and the

generations of mankind were shortened.

Then on the Russian land seldom did the villeins

shout gee-up, but often did the ravens croak, as

they divided the corpses [amongst themselves] ;

the crows spake in their own tongue, 'they wish

to fly to the banquet.'

Thus 'it was in those battles and those

expeditions; but, such as this battle, none has

i\ been heard of.

XIII. THE THIRD DAY S BATTLE.

From early moon until the evening, from the

evening until the day-light, tempered arrows fly,

the sabres thunder about the helmets, the lances

crack in the foreign country, amid the land of the

Polovtsy.

The black earth beneath the hooves was sown

with bones, and was watered with blood
;
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on Russian soil these sprang up as grief.

What noise is that, what peal is that, just now

early before the dawn ? Igotf is retiring his regi-

ments
;
for he has compassion on his dear brother

Vsevolod.

They fought one day, they fought another
;
on

the third day, close on noon, the standards of

Igof fell.

Those two brothers parted on the bank of the

swift Kayaia.

There of bloody wine there was not enough.

There they finished the feast, the brave Russians;

they plied the wedding-guests with wine, but them-

selves were laid low defending the Russian land.

The grass bows down with woe and the tree

bent to earth with sorrow.
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PART II.

I. PROEM.

Now already, brothers a weary time arose, now

it covered the army in the wilderness. Contumely

arose in the hosts of the scion of DaXbog, stepped

like a Maiden on the land of Troydn, splashed

with her swan -wings in the blue sea
; splashing

them in the Don, she awakened the heavy times.

j

The discord of the princes ruined them against

the Pagans. For, brother spake to brother;

"This is mine, and that is also mine." And the

princes began to pronounce of a paltry thing, 'this

is great'; and themselves amongst them to forge

feuds
;
and the heathens from all sides advanced

with victories against the Russian land. \ Oh, far

has the hawk followed, smiting the birds into the

sea! and Igor's brave host will rise no more!

ii. KONCAK'S INVASION.

After him the Accursed One shouted, leapt

over the Russian land, shooting forth fire on the

people in a flaming horn.

The women of Russia wailed, saying: "Hence-

forth can we no longer think with our thoughts

of our dear loves nor with our counsel counsel

. them, nor see them with our eyes nor amass gold

nor silver, nay far from it?" and then, brothers^

r
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Kiev groaned with mourning, and Cernigov with

disasters.]

Grief poured forth on the Russian land, abun-

dant tribulation flowed through the Russian lands.

But the princes themselves forged discord amongst

themselves, and the Pagans with victories over-

rode the Russian land and took tribute from each

household of a squirrel's skin.

III. THE CONSEQUENCES OF IGOR S DEFEAT.

For those two valiant sons of Svyatoslav, Igor

and VseVolod, had aroused the wrong which their

father Svyatoslav [the great and terrible of Kiev
]

had lulled asleep. With his might having

conquered, [or kept in panic] through his power-

ful armies and tempered swords, he invaded the

Polovsk land
;
he trampled down their hills and

clefts, sullied their streams and lakes, dried out

their rivers and fens. And the heathen Kobyak
he tore, like a whirlwind, from the bight of

the sea, out of the great hosts of the P61ovtsy ;

and Kobyak fell in the city of Kiev in the Hall of

Svyatoslav.

There the Germans and the Wends, there the

Greeks and Moravians sing the fame of Svyato-

slav
; they obsecrate Prince Igor, who foundered

his abundance in, the bed of the Kayala, the

Polovsk river, and filled it with Russian gold.

There Igor dismounted from his golden saddle

into a slave's saddle.
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BT> ICiest, Han ropaxt. 364

WCH Hoib C-B Beiepa o^Bacme 1^ MH", peie

^HepHOio
100 nanojioMOK)n Ha KpoBaTH iflin TitaoBfe.

HpT>naxyTi>n MH CHHee BHHO

ct mpymoMi, cM-femeHo; 368

cunaxyifc MH Ti>uiHMH n xyjibi

norantix-B Tjn>KOBHHi> 103I

BejiHKtift a:eH^sorb na JIOHO,

H HtryioTL
90 Mfl. 372

Yace d*cKW'

BT MoeMi> 165

Bcro H0in,b ci> senepa

BpaHHn Btarpaaxy; 376

^jyjes nJin>HHUKa ua 60AOHU,

6e3T> wadu, dey, peicu ucadu

necowa a KT> cnaeMy Mopio.

H pKOina 6oape KHHSIO: 380

;Yace, KHflace, Tyra yMV69 noJioHHJia.

Ce 60 ABan coKOJia cjieTtcia170

CT> OTHJI ciojia 3Jiata

noHCKaTH rpa^a TMyTop6KaHfl17in 384

a jiK>6on ncnuTH HiejiOMOMbn AoHy.
Yace coKOJiOMan KpHJibua

1"

npHnimajiH noranbix-b ca6jiflMH

a caMoro ouyraHia"3 388

BT>

Y.

TGMHO 60 6-B BT> Tpexift
174

cojiHii,a
n noMepKocxa ;

"

o6a 6arpflHaa CTjn>n,an noracocxa; 392

H CT> HUMO, MOJio^aa Mtcflii,a,

Ojier^n H CBflTocjiaB-b

TMO 177 Cfl nOBOJIOKOCTa.n

157 -cjiaBbH.
loa Tpy^oMt H ; TpyaoM EC. I63 TJibK- H. 164

yxex*> CKU EC;
II. 16S BMoeM-b II.

166
--feMi, H. l67

6o-c>-BH EC ; CocyBH H. le8

cna [EC] IlatcHbCKa [H] Ha COJIOHH 6'tiua aeopb KncaH H Hecomjiio
KT, CHHe>iy Mopro.

I69
yMbIlEC. 170 cjieT-H. I7I TbMy-H. '"KpMJiqaEC.

173 a ca.MOR) onycTOiua II. m In H, as always, numbers expressed in

Cyrillic ; in EC in Arabic cyphers.
l75

noMtpK- H. 17fl CT, HHMT, H f

Cb HHMT> EC. 177 TbMOW.
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IV. THE DREAM OF SVYATOSLAV VSEVOLODJC.

The ramparts of the cities were hushed and

mirth declined. And Svyatoslav dreamed a

troubled dream at Kiev on the hills. "This night,"

he said,
" from even-time, ye dressed me with a

black coverlet on my bed of yew ; [men] poured

me out blue wine mixed with dust; they scattered

great [treasure of] pearls from the empty quivers

of the nomads on to my lap and [try to] soothe

me. Already are the boards in my golden-roofed

abode bereft of wall-plates.

All night long from even-time have the crows

of Bus [or Blus] croaked
;
two captives [stand]

by the fen : mercilessly [the foe] have carried the

two to the landing-stage of the river, down to

the blue sea.
"

And the Boyars answered the Prince; "Already,

Prince, has grief taken captive our mind. For two

hawks have flown away from their sires' golden

throne, to seek the city of Tmutorokari, or, may

be, to quaff in their helms of the Don.

Already are the wings of the two hawks by
the sabres of the heathen made to walk afoot

;

and, rigor] himself they have fettered in fetters

of iron."

V. THE INCURSION OF THE POLOVTSY.

It was dark on the third day. Two suns were

dimmed
;
both purple columns [of the Aurora

Borealis] were extinguished ;
and with these two

the two young Moons, Gleg and Svyatoslav,

were draped in darkness.
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Ha p-feij-fe

Ha KaHJi-B 396

TLMa CB-ferb noKptuia.

IIO PyCKOfi SeMJlri

npocrpoinaca Il6jiOBu;e,

am178 napAyea ra*3Ao: 400

H BT> Mopt
H BejiHKoe <5yficTBO

ecHeces 180 xyjian aa xsaay; 404

nd BOJIIO;

Ha seMJiio.

Ce 60 roTLCKfcia182 KpacHtia ^*BH
a flpea-fe CHHeMy Mopto, 408

3BOHH PyCKBIMT* 3JiaTOM*B.

IIOIOTb9"
BpCMfl ByCOBO,n

jiejitiorbn MecTLO IIIapOKaHK).

A MLI, yace, ^pyx^Ha11 412

Becejiia. l831

VI. IIjIAHfc -HpOCJIABJIb.

H3pOHHn SJiaTO CJIOBO

cM-feineHO H
pe^e: 416

HHOBHa,iwn Hropio H BceBOJio^e!

PaHO ecxa Hanajia

HojioBenKyjo seMJiso MeiHn I;BBJIHTH,D

a ce6-B cjiaBLi HCKaia ! 420

HT> HeieciHO OAO-TBTG,

He^ecTHO 60 KpoBt uoraHyH) npoJitacTeiw.

Baion xpa6paa cep^ua BT> acecTon.'BM'b188

xapajiya-fen cKOBana 424

a BT> 6yecxH aaKaJieHa

Ce JIH ciBopacTen noeft

A yace Hen snac^y BJiacxn 428

CHJiBHaro H 6oraTaro H Muoioeox

6paxa >ioero

CT> Moryrun H ct TaipaHti 432

H C-B niejibCHpti H c-b

178 aKH H. 17tt noAacTb XHHOBH IIEC. '"^cnececa HEC.
182 ToTCKia H. seceJiiH H. 18t BeJiHKifl II. I85 CBurcjiaBT, H.
186 -HH II. 187

npojiiaete H. )88 -em. H. 18y MUorosoH H ;

MHoro BOH EC.
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On the stream of the Kayala darkness covered

theJight. Over the Russian land the Polovtsy spread

out like a brood of pards. And ye two plunged

into the sea your mighty daring and will abandon

it for folly.

Now obloquy was upraised after praise ;
now

need burst out on freedom
;
now Div cast him-

self down [or ? whined upon] the earth.

Thus the fair maidens of the Goths sang on

the shore of the blue sea, tinkling in Russian

gold. They sing the time of Bus [or Blus] ;

v

they cherish the vengeance for Sarokan. But,

now, we, the druzina, are a-thirst for joy.

VI. THE LAMENT OF SVYATOSLAV VSEVOLODIC.

Then the mighty SvyatosMv let fall a golden

word, commingled with tears, and spake: "Oh

my nephews, Igor and VseVolod! soon have ye

begun to harass the land of the Polovtsy with

your swords, and to seek fame for your-

selves! But, dishonourably have ye conquered,

for dishonourably have ye shed the blood of the

heathen. Your brave hearts are welded together

in heavy steel, and tempered in audacity. This

have ye wrought to me to my silvered grey

hairs ?

Now I no longer see the power of my brother

Yaroslav, the mighty and wealthy and well-

equipped, with the commanders of the Uernigov

mercenaries, with their forces, both with the men

from the Tdtra, the men from Selbir and Topcak,
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H CT> Peeyrti H CT>

Tia 60 6ecv91 iu,HTOBT>102 CT>

nojiKbJ 23 no6tac^aiOTL>n 436

BT> iipa.u.'E.AHiOK)
11

cJiaey.

c.iaBy

a aaAHioro ca caMH nofltJiHMi,!" 185 440

A HH ^HBO Cfl, 6paxie,

ciapyn QOMOJIOJIHTH ?

KOJIH COKOJlt BT> MblTeXT>n 6lJBaeTb,48

BHCOKO niHi;* 106 BsSHBaeTt,48 444

HC aacTtlw rflts^a csoero BT> o6n,ny.

Hl> C6n 3J10, KKH5K6 MH,

ne nocodM^to; 198

naHHHen ca ro^HHtin o6paTHina. 448

Ce y PHM 1M)n

a BojiOAHMip-B
200

H TOCKa cuey rji-B6oBy!
a 452

VII.

(1) BcEBoao^y

BejiHKuftn

He MbieJiiion TH ecTb npiuieT-BTH

HSAaJiena orna ajiaxa CTOJia

Tbi 60 MOHceiHH Bojiryn 456

BOCJIbl paCKpOIIHTH,n

a Rom> inejiOMbi BbiJiiaTHln

Aaee TH 6bi 6bun>,

TO 6buia 6bi naran no HoraTt, 460

a Koin,eft
n no peaantln
60 M05K6UIH DO Cyxy

e&* IIIepeuiHpbi
n

cxpejiaTH
88

cbiHbi rji-B6oBbi. 464

1<w
Ojn,6epu H. 6ec K. 19a -oBb H. >M My aca HMtca H ;

Myaca HMtea EC;- ? MyacanBtca 1st person duel imp r. 104 no-
XblTHMb EC ; nOXHTHMl H. 19S -HMb B.C. 196 HTHUT, HEC.
187 AacTi, H. 198 He noco6ie HEC. 1W YpHMt H; ypim. EC.
200

-MHpt H. * WHBIJMH ai^'< in EC : interpolation. added
by Editor. *

yAajiLiMH EEC.
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from Revukha [or Revutsa] and from Olbief.

For these without shields conquer the hosts by

their yells, echoing to the glory of their fore-

bears. But ye spake: "Let us play a man's

part ;
let us steal the glory of yore ;

let us divide

the glory to come for ourselves!"

But, what wonder were it, brothers, for an

old man to grow young ? If a hawk is moulting,

it drives the birds afar high up, and will not

foul its own nest.

But this disaster, oh my Prince, is irremediable:

the seasons have gone backwards to nothingness.

Thus they cry out at Rim beneath the sabres

of the Polovtsy ,-but Vladimir [lies] beneath

his wounds, "Woe and sorrow to the son of

Gleb!"

VII. THE APPEAL TO THE PRINCES.

(1) TO VSEVOLOD YUREVltf OF SUZDAL*.

Great Prince Vsevolod! Is it not thine to fly

from afar with thy thought to guard thy fathers'

golden throne ? For thou canst splash the Volga

with thy oars, and bale out the Don with thy

helmets! If thou hadst been [there], then a

potentate would be priced at twelve pence and

a workman at five pence!

For, on dry land, thou canst, with the men

of Serysor shoot my valorous sons of Gleb.
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(2) PlOPHKy H T^ABH^y POCTHCJIABHIEMA.

Tti 6"yftn-PjbpnHe,
n H

Hen Baio JIH

no KPOBH njiaBama?

He Baron JIH xpatfpaa /jpyacHHa 468

pucKaK)Tb>n aKH 205 TypH

paneim2060 caGJiflMH KajieubiMH na nojit HesnaeMtn?

BcTynnxa,20711 rocno^HHa,

BI> sjiaia" CTpeMCH^ 208 472

sa o^H^y cero BPCMCHH,
3aa(n 36MJIK) PyCKyiO,

2"'

aa panu HropeBti,

6yero CBaTicjiaBJiH^a!211 476

(3) HpdcJiABy BjiA^HMiPKOBHHy TAJIKmcoMy.

o Buc~tib, flp6cjiaee
n

;

BWCOKO C-BAHHIH na CBOGM-B

3JiaTOKOBaHHeMT>213 CTOJTk!

no^nepi)n ropu yroptCKtiH214 480

CBOHMH aC6JI'B3HHMHn IIOJIKbi;
33

aacrynHB-b KopojieBHi nyn>;

saTBOpHBt 215 ^ynaio Bopora;"
MeHoein peMenu npes^ BAO.XU\M 484

cyAti,
n pa^, ^o /lynaa!

Fposw TBoa no SOMJIHMB TeKyTb!

OiBopaeniH217n Kiesy spaTa!

CxpeMJiaeuiH
88 CB OTHH 3Jiaia ciojia 488

aa 3CMJiflMH!

83 rocnd^ane, K6ii4aKa,n

noranoro Komea, 11

aa 3eMJiio PycKyro! 492

aa panbi liropeBii,

6yeron

205 aKu n. ** IIEC paneHu.
*" BcrynH ra E. aoe

ctpeMCHi, n EEC.
209 aane EC. 21 PyccKyw II.

2I1 CBHTCJiau.iHHa n. J12 ocMOMUca* n
;

e EC v. note
pCMOMuejie.

2I3 -tin. n, 2U
yropcKUii n.

215
3&TBOpH BT> n. aia Meia BpeMeHbi Hpe3i> oCaaKu H

; ofiJi

ai?
OiTBOp- HE. a18 CajiTaHii H ; CaatraHH EC.
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(2) To RURIK AND DAVID ROSTISLAVIC.

Thou brave Riirik and David, did they not

swim in blood with your golden helms ? Do

not your brave Druzfna gallop like bulls wounded

by tempered sabres in the unexplored land ?

Step, my lords, into your golden stirrups, for

the insult to our time, for the Russian land,

the wounds of Igor, the brave son of Svyato-

slav.

(3) To YAROSLAV VLADIMIRKOVI^ OF GALICIA.

Thou didst shatter the Galicians on the Vistula,

Yaroslav; thou sittest high on thy gold-forged

throne, supporting the Hungarian mountains with

thy iron-clad regiments, barring the road against

the [Magyar] King, closing the gates of theDanube,

hurling thongs aniid the Vlakhs, judging and

ordaining as far as the Danube! Thy threats

have sway over the lands. Thou openest the

gates of Kiev, shootest from thy ancestral golden

throne the men of Salatyn [who are] beyond

thy lands.

Shoot, my liege, the heathen Konctik the slave,

for the sake of the Russian land, for the sake

of the wounds of Igof, the brave son of Svyato-

sldv.
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(4) POMAHy H MfJTHCJIABy PoCTHCJIABHHEMAf

A TH 6yAn-PdMaHon H McxrfcjraBe !
n

xpa6paa MHCJIL HOCHTL" ea219 CT> yex* HE #1>Jio ! 496

BbicoKO njiaBaeuiH na JVBJIO BT> 6yecTH,
flKO COKOJIt BT> B'ETpeX'b

221

XOTH HTHUK) B-L 6yfiCTBt

Cyib-6o y Baio Mceji'feaHtiH222
nanopsn*" 500

no^i> mejiOMbi JiaTHHtcicHMH. 223"

TtMH Tpecny seM^a H MHorn 22* CTpanu,

XHHOBa, JInTBa, HTBH3H, J^epcMejia,

H ndjroBU.H cyjini;H
n CBOH noBp-broina22311 504

a rjiaBbi ceoa noKjioHHina

TWH MCHH
XapaJI^JKHtlH.

T>, yace, KHaace, Hropion

coJiHUK) CB'feTt: 508

a Apeso ne ^ojroroMb^n

JIHCTBle CpOHH.
TIo Picu***, no CyjiHa

rpa^w
220 noA*JiHina. 512

A Hropesa xpaOparo

nojiKy
230 He" KpecHTH! 2

JtOHt TH, KH,H3Ke, KJIH^CTb*8

H 3OBen> KHfl3H Ha no6l>^y. 516

(5) HnrAPK) H BcEBOJio^y HPOCJIABHHEMA.
f

OjiroBH4H,n xpa6pbiH

.HOCQ'fejiH na 6paHb.n

HnrBapb23111 H

H BCH TpH MCTHC-TiaBKHtl23211 520

BJiaciH pacxbiTHCie.n

Baraa sjiarbiH raejiowti 524

JIHUKbTH 23511 H mHThl !

nojiro Bopoxan

CBOHMH OCTpblMH CTpeJIOMH
88

aa seMJiK) PycKyro,
212 528

sa panbi HropeBbi

6yeron CBHT'bcjiaBJiHHa!

f More probably PoMani McTHCJiaBHit and his son.
* or ? npanopbi npanopUM.

yMb EC [emended following Kors].
221 -txiD.

H. a24 MHorti EC. 225 -oman. 228
yTpn-fen.

228 PCIH n
; no POCH EC. "

rpa,iH JIE-C. '""n.Ti.Kyll. Kptc- D.
231 HHtrsapb n. 23a -cjiaBwiHHH EC. 233 Hexy^a EC.

'23t
mecTOKpHjiu.u n ;

EC. 235 -K!H n .
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(4) To ROMAN AND MSTISLAV ROSTISLAVI&

Thou, valiant Roman and Mstislav, your brave

thought carries you with your uncle to the work.

Thou floatest in thy courage to thy toil like a

hawk stretching himself in the winds, wishing

in his strength to slay a bird!

For ye have iron cuirasses beneath your Latin

helmets. Through them the earth trembled and

many countries, Hinowice, Lithuania, theYatvyagi,

the men of Dremble
;
and the Polovtsy threw

down their maces and bowed their heads beneath

those steel swords.

But now, my prince, the light of Igor's sun

has dimmed
;

the tree through misfortune has

let fall its leaves, they [the enemy] have shared

out the cities on the Ros and the Sula. And,

Igor's brave regiment can no more rise. The

Don summons thee, Prince, and calls the princes

to victory.

(5) To ING VAR AND VSEVOLOD YAROSLAVIC.

The Olgovicl, those brave princes [i. e. Igor and

Vsevolod] have hastened to the combat. Ingvar

and VseVolod [Yaroslavie] and ye three Mstislavici,

ye heavy-winged ones of a noble nest., by in

glorious lots have ye gotten yourselves power!

Wherefor [have ye] your golden helms and

Polish maces and your shields? Guard the

gates of the [frontier] land with your sharp

arrows for the land of Russia, the wounds of

Igor, the brave Svyatoslavic!

;i
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(6) BoCnOMHHAHIE OBI. HaflCJIAB-B BACHJIbKOBHI*.

Yace 60 Cyjian He Te^eTb48

cpe6peHHMH cTpyaMH 532
KT> rpa^y IlepeacjiaBjiK) ;

H ^BHHa flOJIOTOMb227 T64eTL

536
SKG HsacjiaVb.n CUHT> BacHJibKOBTb,*

8

n03BOHH CBOHMH OCTpUMH MCHH
o inejiOMti JlHTOBLCKbia ;

npHipena cjiasy 540

.n.'B.ay CBoeMy Bcecjiasy,n

H CaMt nO/J'B HpT>JieHbIMH mHTbl
Ha KpoBaBt TpaBt npHTpenani*
JlHTOBCKblMH M6HH: 544

H ci> a?omtwa n Ha KpOBaiw peKi:--
,,/tpyacHHy TBOBO,

a sB'fcpH
2"

icpoBb nojinaama.* 248

Hen <5bi Ty242

HH .apyraro

e^HH'b ace

3KeM4ioacHy
24 n Aymy 552

H3T> xpadpa Ttjia

Hpeat245 Jtamu o ncepejiib.*

YHblJIH2*7 TOJIOCH,

noHH4e Becejiie. 556

Tpydbi xpytfarb Fopo^enbCKiH. 11

vm.

H BCH BHy^en BcecjiaBJin,

noHHSHTt*24811 cxaaa CBOH,

CBOH MeiH BepeaceHH; 500

yace 60

H3I>

Btin 60 CBOHMH KpaMOJiaMHn

Hanacxe250 HaBo^HTH noraHbia 564

Ha seMJilo PycKy,

rposHbiMT. EEC. m HojioMaHaMi. EC. 238 BacajibKosb C.
2:18 JlHTOBCKia n. 24 H CXOTH K) Ha KpOBaTb H pCKT, II.

241
3BCpU C.

24 -' HC 6ucfa ry H. 243
BpaHHCJiaea n ; BpanacJiaBa EC,

2"
-4yac- EC.

2
MpecT,n.

a aaa-ro oacepejiie DEC. 247 ynwiu H. 21 -HTb DEC
or read-wre imperative.

a49 cjiaa-fc EEC. ^ naHHCie D.
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(6) REMINISCENCE OF IZYASLAV VA8II/KOVI&

No longer does the Sula flow with silvery

stream to the city of Pereydslavl', and the Dvind

flows thither in a rnorass to the grim hunters

of Pol6tsk, amid the shouts of the heathen.

Izyaslav, alone, the son of Vasf1'ko, rang with

his sharp swords on the helmets ofthe Lithuanians,

grasped the fame of his grandfather Vse'slav; and

himself beneath the crimsoned shields was laid low

on the blood-stained ground by the Lithuanian

swords: and with grieving spake on his bed: "The

birds, oh Prince, have been covering thy druzina

with their wings, and the wild beasts have been

licking at their blood,"

On that field there was neither his brother

BryaSislav, nor his next [brother} VseVolod: alone

he let fall his pearl-white soul from his brave

body out through his armour at his throat

Voices were hushed; merriment was subdued

The trumpets of Gorodno blare.

VIII. REPROACH TO YAROSLAV VSEVOLODIC
AND THE PRINCES.

Oh Yaroslav [VseVolodiS] and all the scions

of Vse'slav, ye should now lower your standards

and sheathe your maimed swords; for ye have

now leapt away from the Glory of your grand-

fathers.

Ye, with your discords, began to lead the

Pagans on to Russian soil, against the
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Ha CH3Hb BcecjiaBJiio.

KoTopoio
2511! go dime nacHJiie

OTb 3CMJ1H nOJIOBeiJKblH ! f 568

IX. BocnOMHHAHIH.

(1) BCECJIAB* BpaHHCJIABHH*.

Han ceAfaMftM-b252 B-fe'ut TpdaHH^n
Bpiace BcecjiaBi) 11

acpefiifl

JiK>6y.

n0^npT>Cfln (5 KOHHn 572

H CKOHH Ki rpa^y KueBy;
flOT^ecan cTpyacieMi>

BJiaxa CTOJia KieBCKaro:355

CKOHH OTI> HHXt8500 JnoTtiMi> BBepeMt 576

H3i> Btjiarpa^a ;

yipace259" eaauu e* mpu
Bpaia HoByrpajiy, 580
11

cjiasy Hp6cjiaBy;n
CK04H BOJiKOM'b*01! ^o HeMHrHn ct ^y^yxoKt.n

Ha HeMH3t cnonun

cre^K)Tb ) rojiosaMH; 534

MOJiOTfln. utntin xaJiysKHHMH j
3640

Ha Tcmtn acHBorb

B-feyn ayiny OT-B

HeMH3l>n KpOBdBH tfpest 588

xyTb 11 noc^anu;
KOCTbMH PyCKUXT, CHHOBT,.808

KHH3b Jno^eM'bn cy^me,
KHfl36Mrb rpa^bi pHAame i

8871! 592

a CaMT> Bl> H04b BOJIKOMb888^
pblCKaiDG,

HCT> Kweea ^opiiCKaine

40 Vyp** TbMyiopaKaHa,

BJIHKOMy Xp'bCOBH BOJIKOMb86311 596

nyxb npepucKaine.

TOMyn Bl> IIO.lIOTbCK'B870

nosBOHHina sayrpcinoio paHO

y CBHTLIH Co$ea BI> KOJIOKOJIH; 600

a OHT> BJ KhieBt 3BOHTb

For reconstruction of this obscure passage, v. note

M1
EOTopoe UEC. "

ceffMOM-h EC. ^SoaHH-EC. ^rtEC. KieBb-
cxaroEC. 2ii8 OTHUXT.EC. 2S7 njrbHOHH n. ^ o *CHca DEC. ^yrpi
ace n. ^ B033HH crp; Kycu II ; yrpixe BOSHHCTPH Kycw DC ; but
B83HH C. *"

OTTBOpH HE. ^ Pa3IilH6t EC. Ma BJltKOMT. H. ^ Xa-
nuMH n. aw acHBOTb EC. ** -OBb EC. ^

paAaiue EC.
BJTMSOITB 0. flo Kypi DEC: v. Note HojioTcict D.
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life of Vse'slav. From strife there has been

oppression from the land of the P61ovtsy.

IX. REMINISCENCES.

(1) OF VSESLA.V

In the seventh age of Troyau Vse'slav cast his

lots for the Maiden dear to him.

He with wiles at the last tore himself free:

and galloped to the city of Kiev; with his weapon
took hold of the golden throne of Kiev; galloped

from them like a wild beast at midnight from

Belgorod, swathed himself in a blue mist, rent

asunder his bonds into three parts, opened wide

the gates of Novgorod, shattered the Glory of

Yaroslav [the First] ; galloped like a wolf from

Dudutki to the Nemiga.

On the Nemiga the sheaves are laid out with

heads
;
men thresh with flails in hedgerows ;

on the barn-floor they spread out life; they

winnow the soul from the body.

On the blood-stained Nemiga the banks were

sown with bane, sown with the bones of the

sons of Russia.

Prince Vseslav was a judge to his subjects, he

appointed cities for the princes: but he him-

self at night raced like a wolffrom Kiev to the Idol

[or, (accepting the reading of the text unaltered)

to the Lord] of Tmutarakaii, raced, like a wolf

across the path of the great Khors.

To him at Polotsk they rang the bells early

for matins at Saint Sophia; and he at Kiev

heard the sound.

f For reconstruction of this passage vide page 24.
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Although his wise soul were in a hardy [or

precious] body, yet he often endured misfortunes.

To him thou, oh wizard Boyan, didst first thought-

fully speak the refrain :

" Neither the crafty

man nor the experienced, nor a bird nor a minstrel

can escape God's judgments."

(2) OF SAINT VLADIMIR.

Ah, moan for the Russian land [ye who]

remember the first epoch and the first princes !

It was useless to nail down that olden-time

Vladimir to the mountains of Kiev
;
his banners

now have become, some of them Rurik's and

others of them David's; but [theis banners] waver

to and for at the hafts at variance ore with the

other !

X. THE LAMBNT OF YAROSLAVNA.

(1) The mourners sing on the Danube.

Yaroslavna hears their voice
;
she moans early

like a cuckoo in the unknown land: "I will

fly" she spoke, "like a cuckoo along the Danube;

I will wet my beaver sleeves in the Kayala river,

I will wipe away for the prince his bloody

wounds on his stricken body.

(2) THB INCANTATION OF THE WIND.

Yaroslavna wails early at Putivl' on the

rampart, saying :
" Oh Wind, little Wind,

wherefore, Master, biowest thou with violence?

Wherefore hurlest thou with thy tireless wing
torturing arrows on the hosts of my love ?
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Little were it to thee to waft woes beneath

the clouds, thou who rockest ships on the blue

sea
; wherefore, Master, thou who waftest away

my joy over the feathergrass [of the steppe]?"

(3) THE INCANTATION OF THE WATER.

Yaroslavna wails early at Putivl' on the

rampart, saying. "Oh Dnepr Sloviitic, thou

hast pierced the stone mountains through the

land of the Polovtsy. Thou hast rocked on

thyself Svyatoslav's barges up to the armies of

Koby/ik ;
rock up to me, Master, my love.

Would that I had never sent tears to him over

the sea !

"
f

(4) THE INCANTATION OF THE SUN.

Yaroslavna wails by the waters on the rampart

at Putivl' early, saying :

" Oh sun, thou bright,

thrice bright one! To all men art thou

warm and beauteous! Wherefore, Master, hast

thou spread thy burning beam over my love's

men ? Thou hast stretched their bows in the

waterless plain with thirst, and choked their

quivers with tribulation."

t 'Sea J

Mope must be understood any wide inland
stretch of water.
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PART III.

I. IGOR'S ESCAPE.

The sea spurted at midnight; the waterspouts

pass like mists. God manifests the road to

Prince Igof from the Polovsk land to the Russian

land, to his fathers' golden throne.

The twilight dimmed at even-time. Igor

sleeps, Igor wakes, Igor in his mind measures

the plains from the mighty Don to the little

Donets.

[There is] clamour at midnight; Ovlur whistled

beyond the stream, summons the prince ;
Prince

Igor could not understand.

[Ovlur] called out loud; the earth throbbed ; the

grass rustled. The Polovsk tents began to stir.

Igor the Prince raced like an ermine to the brush-

wood, like a white duck to the water, cast himself

on his swift horse and leapt from it like a swift-

footed wolf and fled to the meadow of the Donets,

and flew like a hawk in the mists, slaying geese

and swans for breakfast, dinner and supper.

When fgof flew like a hawk, then Vlur fled

like a wolf, shaking off himself the cold dew.

For they had over-ridden their swift steeds.
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II.

(1) IGOR SPEAKS WITH THE RIVER DONETS.

Donets [the river] said :

" Prince Igor, not

mean is thy greatness, nor Koncak's hatred, nor

the joy of the Russian land !

Igor said :

" Oh Donets ! Not mean is thy

greatness, thou who swayest the Prince on

thy waves, and hast spread out for him [a bed of]

green grass by thy silvery banks, clothing him with

warm mists beneath the shade of the green tree;

thou hast guarded him with a duck on the water,

with gulls on the billows, with mallards on the

winds.

(2) RECOLLECTION OF ROST/SLAV VsEVOLODIC,

"Was it not thus," he said, "that the river Stugnd,

having an evil stream, swallowing strange brooks

ground down the barges on the bushes ?

The Dnepr closed his dark banks to the youth

Prince Rostislav. Rostislav's mother wails for

the youth Prince Rostislav."

The flowers drooped for sorrow and the tree

for grief bowed low to earth.

in.

(1) THE PURSUIT AFTER I'GOR.

It was not the magpies chirping ;
in pursuit

of Igor, Gzak rides with Koncdk.

Then the crows did not croak, the jackdaws
were still, the magpies did not chirp ; they

crept in the boughs. Only the woodpeckers

by their pecking show the road to the river;
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the nightingales with their merry song announce

the dawn.

(2) THE CONVERSATION OF GZAK AND KoNCAK.

Gzak speaks to Koneak: "If the hawk is

flying to his nest, we two will shoot down the

fledgeling with our gilded arrows !

"

Koncdk said to Gzak :

"
If the hawk is flying

to his nest we will fetter the fledgeling with a

maiden fair."

And Gzak said to Koncak :

"
If we fetter

him with a maiden fair, then we shall have

neither the fledgeling nor the fair maiden
;
but

the birds will begin to assail us in the Polovsk

plains."

iv. REMINISCENCE OF BOYAN.

Boydn has told of the expeditions of Svyatosldv

[the First] against the Kogan :

"
I am the poet

of the ancient time [i.e. Vladimir I], of the time of

Yaroslav [the First], and Oleg [of Tmutarakaii]."
*

Though it be heavy to thee, the head, parted

from the shoulders; ill is to thee, body, parted

from the head : to the Russian land without

fgor!'

v. IGOR'S RETURN TO RUSSIA.

The sun shines in the heavens. Igor the

prince is in the Russian land. The maidens sing

on the Danube
;

their voices mingle across the

waters [and are borne] to Kiev.
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Igor repairs up [the hill] Boricev to the Holy
Mother of God at PirogoSc.

The countries are happy, the cities rejoicing;

singing a song to the princes of yore : and here-

after the the young shall sing it.

Glory, oh Igor Svyatoslavie, brave bull Vse-

volod, Vladimir Igorevic' !

The princes prosper and the druzina fighting

for the Christians against the Pagans!

Glory to the Princes and (praise) to the druzinal

AMEN.

f The re-arrangement suggested in the note Ha
MOMT> would read: '

By strife there has been oppression
from the land of Polotsk. In the seventh age of Treyan
Vs^slav cast lots. He set out to the [river] Issa

y doffing
his white sheep-skin. He opened wide (1. 580. . .) the gates
of N6vgorod, shattered the glory of Yaroslav [Svyato-

polkovic]; galloped like a wolf ...to the Nemi'ga. He at

the last tore himself with wiles; galloped.... Belgorod;
three parts. (11.572-579).' v. p. 18.





NOTES & GLOSSARY.
(ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED).

736. a en B-B Church Slav nom. dual of a. :

Nom. Voc. B-B MM
Ace. Ha but in HLI

Gen. Loc. naro Russianized naio

Dat. Instr. nana Cyrillic

2ndperson Nom. Voc. Ba BH
Ace. sa but in BH

Gen. Loc. Baro Russianized saw

Dat. Instr. saMa Cyrillic sana

Cf. Sanskrit. N.V.A. avam

I. Dat. Ab. avabhyam dual of 1st person pronoun.

Gen. loc. av^yoh

N.V.A. yuvam
I. Dat. Ab. yuvibhyam dual cf 2nd person pronoun.

Gen. loc. yuvayoh.

769. a dpywuun. Most commentators emend to u. I think a full stop

at ^pyscHK'B justifies 'a' : oe instead of /ecu .

384. a juo6o,a. jra6o, pronounced ajit6o, or; JS,ony genitive cf. 1. 58.

770. AMUU% most medieval Russian tales and chronicles, secular or

otherwise end with this word.

313. apuynu a corruption from

625. GeCpjiHit modern Russian 6o6pOB
r
f>.

660. 6e36odn'n> an exact detail of the battle, cf. the Jlaep. Chron. p. xxxv.

713. 6epem dual.

112. Ex-beam. Weltmann and Melioranski both maintain this must
refer to a stone figure, perhaps Buddhistic in origin, at Tmutarakan; and
if my suggested reading of #o Hypi, for #o Kypi> in 1. 595 holds good,
the two passages in which Tmutarakari is mentioned will correspond.
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These figures in Russia were called KaMeiraaa <5a6a, stone women. As
to the derivation, Jl.ajit maintains it means a block of wood, and,

secondarily, an idol. Melioranski suggests various Asiatic words; Persian

pahlavan, or even the Turkish balaban fanfaron or the Cumanian balaban

falcon, finally inclining towards the Orkh6nski Turkish balbal. J^ajib's

derivation seems to be correct. Dubenski mentions a town BoJifiaHCK'B

in Vyatka recorded in 1174.

509. 6oAoio tijta-io. EouHKb v.

223. Itopuca v. note on Oleg Svyatoslavic.

758. Eopwwey a hill in Kiev on which the Church of St. Andrew
stands [Sederholm].

191, Gopom* Russian opaHL, quarrel, root (Jopoxfc to fight: but, in this

text,' according to Dubenski, it means 'in the brunt ofthe battle.' v.l. 518.

375. Ctocyeu emend tiycoBH, so as to correspond with lines 410. The
reference is to Boo?, [(through confusion of Ji and a) Bjiyat Bajiymt]
the leader of the Polovtsy at their first invasion in 1054. The name was

taken by the Russians [Hn-am. 1281 Ejiyci, K)pt>eBiiHT Boeso^a]. There

was apparently one Booz, king of the Antes conquered by the Goths

under Winithari.

The P6lovtsy invaded anew in 1107 under BoHflK'L and Sarukan, and

were defeated: Sarukan in 1111 avenged the defeat. [M-BCTB IIIapyKaHK)

1. 411].

At the same time the Cumanian words buz caeruleus; busov ruina,

bosov liberatio (cf. Magyar boszii vengeance) might give a clue : and the

name ByeoBemb (a town in Volhynia; Hnam. 1248 eoeBama ^TBaan

OKOJIO ... BycoBHa) may have some connection.

Melloranski suggests the Cumanian toxag [x
=

] dark.

!t is all mere speculation : but, to this list, may be added Little-

Russian SocopKa witch, (5ocopKyin> vampire.

Personally, I prefer to take 6yeoBH as epithet of Boyci>, and to leave

Cumanian and ulterior derivations and derivatives over.

685. 6ocuMt probably not bare-footed: but hungry.

59. EMM. The poet returns to Boyan mentioned in the proem,

repeats his metaphor, and indicates how Boyan might have written. He

quotes him verbally at 1. 69.

605. EoRm v. Introduction. This is one of the specific passages

assigning Boyan his age and princely court, and is confirmed by what the

Chronicles narrate of Yan.
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549. 6pama genitive after the negation, v. note to HaacJiaii 1. 537.

1. 6pamie Voc. of 6paTLfl fern., the generic from 6pai"b, now the

plural of 6paTt in modern Russian. In the Chronicles it is the proper
title with which to address members of the druftna, (or clan).

702. 6pe3'fl>x^. One would expect the dual. Cf. 1. 713.

549. KpsmacjiaGUHa : emend to Epsmu or Ljwm. Little is known of

him: Rogvold his grandfather gave the city of Izyaslavl' to Bryacislav.

In 1159 the sons of Glb Rostfslavic attacked Izyaslavl' and carried

Bryacislav off in chains: he was released by his first cousin once removed

Rogvolod Borfsovic. In 1162 he with other Polotsk princes attacked

Vladimir Mstislavic of Dorogobug, in 1180 was prince of Vitebsk and

assisted Svyatoslav Vsevolodic' of Kiev against the Rostislavici of

Smolensk.

764. Syu-mypy. From 1. 190 JIp^-Type BceeoAode one might expect

mypc : but vocatives of masculines seem to take c or y almost optionally,

especially in this transitional language.

80. Eyu-myp*. Generally translated 'wild aurochs' (xypt bull, 6yft

6yaTL to blow etc.). But this compound looks much more like a popular

etymology from something foreign. An alliance with 6oraTfcipi>, is

plausible: save for the fact that the older form of this word is tfaraTtipt,

and it only occurs as late as 1240 'B-fejwift BoraxypT>.' Still 6yft-Typi>

may be an earner borrowing. I am inclined to associate it with the

Cumanian [Codex Cumanicus pp. 31 and 44] bujuramen bujurumen I

command: the termination tur and THpb is common in Turanian loan-

words, e.g. ajiaTHpb (the mystic stone ofthe Ballads): and ir is a common
verbal inflection in the Turkish dialects. Hpt-rypl 'fierce buir (v. 1. 190)

I should be inclined to connect with the Cumania root Tar Might/ It

would be a compliment: Oncken gives Arabian authority for the primitive

Slav worship of the Sun, (called Cfiaport cf. Sanskrit Svarga), and the

lament of Yaroslavna (1. 621...), and the words O^HHTU TH CBtab

CB-fcTJifcift (1. 81) lend colour to this theory, especially as the poem
is written by a man with deoeenpw (a Christian who still affected ancient

superstitions: v. Introduction I). The Chronicles 1114 (Hnam.) con-

tain a curious Egyptian legend of Cfiapon* as the reforming monarch of

the Golden Age succeeded by his son CojiHue the Sun, also
t
called

DaXbog. The derivation of 6oraTfcipt> [Turk bahader hero; Pol. bohater

(loaned) Mongol bagalur ; Pers. behadur\ in its older form dararypt is

very uncertain: but I incline to think 6yft-xypi> has nothing to do with,

this word.
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458. 6u not a particle; but 2nd pers. aor. sing. 6uxT> 6bi <5bi etc.:

so tfbi next line 3rd pers.

67. <?w.io. The participle in Ji is here used without an auxiliary, as

in modern Prussian, and is intended to convey the notion of an effect that

has failed, as in modern Russian e.g. a xoilijrb 6mio nHcart, HO paa-

I wanted to write but thought better of it.

431. 6ujtXMU. The HepHHroBCKaa nowoHb, the mercenaries ofCernigov
is mentioned in the Chronicles in JLaep. 1186.

EoiMi seems to mean, the commandant of such forces, to be equivalent

to BCJibJiojKa chieftain [MeJiiopancKift]. It was a Byzantine title
^oi'Xa?

fioXiag a Slav nobleman (Sophocles Byzantine Dictionary, probably

borrowed straight from Orkhonski-Turkish dialects bttila cf Cumanian

buiurmen and 6yft-iyp'b 1. 80. Weltmann tries to assimilate with

6oflpRHk, Serbian BojiLap: but this is doubtful.

165. 6umu ummu instances of the Russian use of the infinitive in

maxims e.g. JIepMOHTOBi>
ne aatfbirb CBOHXT> ^feTeft

Ha KpoBasoft HHB- . . .

ne no^Haxb njiaxymeft HB-B

CBOHXT,

118. ^ftdw io... a very corrupt passage. Some read no #y6iK> and

translate
*
in the thickets

'

from dyfo oak: putting a semicolon after HTHi^b.

I prefer no ^o6y as a less violent alteration and read yace-do 6-B4H ero

ynaceTfc nTHa,b no ^ooy.

//miiwfb, in Russian nTHm., is a Church Slav nominative: do6a is a

rare word, for nopa KOtpOf the occasion, and ^juib's dictionary quotes a

proverb no BcaKT> naci> 6"k^u He ynacerabca: you won't escape mis-

fortune every time pride goes before a fall. If so, Div is warding off

misfortune with his screechings (v. 1. 107). A scribe might well have

substituted the easy noflo6i (in comparison) for no-^o6y.

Note the alliteration in this line; and throughout this passage.

Dubenski however, gives authority for n-ododw meaning
l
as though'

e.g. Ho*. jni>monuc* Bbrfcxaioa H-BMIJH Ha HOJIH no^o6i arp-fe, the

(Germans advanced in the field as though to a game.

577. EtJtarpa^a v. notes BH 60 CBOHMH and CTHUXT,.

330. tf.c. Coined money was introduced into Russia comparatively

late; the primitive means of barter was in furs; hence the word 6tJia.

A ftuia, frfcjibica was the unit.

A Horara was ^ rpHBeHb
A PfcaaHb was ^ rpaaeHb Cf. 1. 460.
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This was also the basis of the poll-tax, collected after 1240 by the Mongol
baskaki. Knar. 1166 gives a curious list of valuables derived through
Arctic trade, walrus-tooth (pbi6ba 3y<5a), sable, ermine, black marten

KVHT>), the fox (necoKt cf. neceu>) and the white wolf.

186. ftfecoew. Koncak is called the accursed; and tf-fecoBH is a variant

on 6ycoBH (v. 1. 375 and note Kapnaujic.w).

589. faxym* the dual third person might have been expected.

1. 6xwem*. For these forms v. Introduction VII.

423. Ban). Gen. dual TM. cf. note a ew>.

74. BeJtecoe*. E OBT> is better than TI OBI>. This is one of the

Pagan reminiscences, characteristic of this poem. Veles is the Bulgarian

form of Volos [Bojioci>], a Slav pagan deity, not mentioned in the list of

idols erected by Vladfmir I in 980 at the Pagan revival.
' And Vladfmir

began his reign at Kfev by himself, and set up idols [KyMHpfai] on a hill-

top outside his palace [BOpi> TepeMbHwfl]; Perun of wood, his head

silver, his whiskers gold ; Khors, Dazbog, and Stribog, and Semorgl

[variant CHMOprjia], and Mokos, and they sacrificed to them, calling

them gods and offered to them their sons and daughters,'

Veles is well authenticated by Sakharov [CxaaaHix Pyccicaro Hapo^a]
as the god of cattle. Why he should be an Apollo, to be ancestor fsHyKTb

should not be taken literally as grandson] of the great poet is not clear.

Stribog was the god of winds; of the others little is known.

Cf. 1. 5% Xptc'fc, also a Bulgarian form.

414. BejtUKmi i.e. Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic Grand prince of Kfev.

453. BCMIKU-U Eunice. The poet starts on a fresh subsection to invoke

the greatest contemporary prince to come to Igor's relief. These lines must
have been written before Igor's escape. The mention of these princes
induces reminiscent appeals to the heroes of the past.

It will be noted that Vsevolod is called Grand-Prince. After 1170,
and before even, the position Suzdal had won entitled its ruler to this

honour, formerly only held by the prince of Kfev: indeed the latter as a

powerless nominee is often styled, like any other territorial lord,

KiescKift. (c.g. 1182 Hnam.).

362. aeciute cf. 1. 760.
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765. ftjaduMipy Iftopmwt. If the vocative, no emendations are

required: others emend to MropeBHHy, taking Bjia^HMipy as dative. Cf.

note Byft-Typy.

97. <MVU. The simile of the wolf is very common. Cf. Chron. Nestor

1096. Ht HKO 6wcTb nojiyHoinH H BCTaBi. BOH^K-L OTt-fcxa OTT> nofl

K nona BbiTH BOJIHLCKH : almost the tale of the were-wolf. The same

metaphor is applied to Vseslav (1. 582); and illustrates the growth of such

bogatyri as Vol'ga Svyatoslavic in later 6bUiHHbl.

558. wyt( generally descendants: v. note on aliBHue for plural in -e.

456. Bo.ny. In 1182 Vsevolod Yrirevic made war on the "Silver"

Bolgars on the Don and asked aid of Svyatoslav Vsevolodic (of Kiev).

They came to an island called Isadi at the mouth of the Tsevt (ycTte

UtBme) and there left all their boats [rajitt H Haca^w] advanced to a

town OKOJI&HH; and the raid was successful. These Bolgars seem to be

more civilized than the other Turanians, and to have established trading

centres.

The writer of the S16vo flatters Vsevolod, and regrets his absence to

aid the headstrong Igor.

582. eoJiKOM* There is no reason to take this to mean Vseslav was

a were-wolf: it is the usual simile for great speed. Cf. note to ejnyu.

560. eou3u m* plunge, pierce, here sheathe : BepeaceHH, Russian

BpeaceHHLie, injured maimed.

483. eopoma a reference to the map shows the command of Yaroslav

held over the Danubian trade.

376. epanu cf. 1. 722.

406. epiweca a Bulgarian form sepaaTb BeparH of Russian Bepesra
whine BepesHcaTb. Whenever the author of the S16vo uses Pagan names,

he seems to copy Bulgarian forms. Or ? from BeprHyTb to throw.

79. BceeoJioda. Vsevolod prince of Trubcesk (TrubeX), near Starobub

in the ryoepnia of Opejit. For other references v. Introduction II (14).

519. Bceeojiod*. Vsevolod Yarosldvic. (The poet now reproves other

contemporaries) Prince of Lutsk.the son of Yaroslav Izyaslavic of Lutsk.

f And at midnight Bonyak got up and left the host and began

whining like a wolf.
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In 1180 he with Ryiirik Rosti'slavic marched against Svyatoslav

Vsevolodovic of Ktev, and joined with him in 1182 in ;a foray on the

Polovtsy.

453. Bccvojiode. Vsevolod Ytirevic, called 6ojiBinoe rH-fea^o (the father of

a large family) was the son ofYuri Dolgoruki and grandson ofVladimir II.

He was born in 1154 and in 1164 together with his brother Audrey expelled

from Suzdal' and visited Constantinople. In 1169 he took part in Audrey's

great attack on Kiev, which resulted in the virtual vassalage of Kiev to

Vladimir Suzdalski i.e. to the Northern capital). Vsevolod remained

with his uncle Gleb, the new ruler of Kiev. In 1171 Gleb died, and, in the

turmoil of succession to the disputed throne Vsevolod was appointed

sovereign of Kiev by his brother, Andrey in 1171, but expelled by the

Rostislavici [v. Introduction II 13]. In 1174 Audrey was murdered, and

in 1175 Vsevolod was elected Prince by the citizens ofVladimir Suzdalski.

After some differences with Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic Cernfgovski had been

settled, in 1 1 82 Vsevolod attacked the richand prosperous country [according
to Andreyevski] of the Bolgars of the North: Izyaslav Glebovic his nephew
was killed in this expedition: this is very fully described in Rnam. 1182,

with particular insistence on the boats (naca^Li H raJiM), probably

bridges of boats and water transport which he used so as to keep his

communications up across the Volga. This is what the writer ofthe Cjioeo

indicates by Bo,nry secJiH pacicponHTH (1. 457). He left four daughters

and eight sons and died in the year 1212.

541. Bcecjiaey. Vse"slav Bryaceslavic of Pol6tsk, grandson of Izyaslav,

and greatgrandson of Vladimir I, in 1044 succeeded to the principality of

Pol6tsk. In 1065 he made an assault on the free city of Pskov and in

1066 on N6vgorod, where he plundered the Cathedral Church of Saint

Sophia, and burnt and looted the city. The Yaroslavici (the descendants of

Yaroslav I) took up arms, captured the city of Minsk and defeated Vseslav

on the river Nemiga [? the Neman]. Izyaslav Yaroslavic, Prince of Kiev,

invited him to a conference and made overtures ofpeace; but treacherously

imprisoned him and his two sons in 1067. In 1068 after the battle on the

River Al'ta [or Jlbra] against the P61ovtsy, the citizens of Kfev demanded
arms. Izyaslav declined: and the city rose in uproar, proclaimed Vseslav

prince: Izyaslav had to flee into Poland. In 1069 Izyaslav returned with

his Polish allies, and Vseslav avoided battle, and fled to Polotsk, (\vhich

Izyaslav besieged and captured) and thence to N6vgorod, where he was

refused admittance. In 1070 Vseslav regained Polotsk, expelled

Svyatop61k Izyaslavic from that town; and was able to maintain a stout

fight for eight years; Vladimir II Monoma"kh could not undermine his

independence. He died in 1101 and his name lingered on in folk-love as

a magician, a knight with miraculous speed.
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It may be remarked that Bryacislav and VasflTco are names very

common in the Polotsk family.

Weltmann quotes the following passages from the Chronicles. 'His

mother bore this Vseslav through witch-craft. When he was born, he

was wounded in the head, and the wizard \eojix&b\ said to his mother :

" Bind up this wound on him, and he shall bear it all his life ; therefore

he shall be unmerciful in shedding blood.'" [JTt/iw.] 'Vseslav bears

this on him to this day and, therefore is unmerciful in shedding blood.'

471. Bcmynuma 2nd pers. dual, imperative.

684. eieepnceca Mod. Russian BBeprnyjica threw himself.

26. BtcKodawe. v. note to MUCMW.

73. B^WMnu the perfective: i.e. sung to the end.

120. eT>cpowami> There has been much conjecture and emendation.

v. Abicht, Weltmann etc. I see no reason not to accept the word: as the

imperfective of poJ;HTH to beget, or to cause. Abicht and Dubenski derives

the word from the Polish srozyc sig to become wild.

320. eezcmona Abicht properly restores

457. eujiMmu imperfective: a continuous process.

561. ewcKOvucme no gradual decay:
*

galloped away'! I print

with a capital: Glory is personified, like o6H#a, ignominy.

349. eumopyce BHTepsaTB to rend asunder.

563. eu do The turmoil of the descendants of Vsevolod and other

princes of his time had embroiled Russia. How great the treachery

was, appears in 1172, when one Gleb was allied with the P61ovtsy, the
1 wild '

tribes, and with Koncdk, and by means of a forged letter seduces

the Galician allies of Msti'slav I. The Chronicler [Hna-r.] uses a strong

expression, a quotation which it is hard to see he could have known of:

Bon> 60 erjja XOHOTB noicasHHTn HejiOBluca, OTHHMerb y Hero yin>:

When God wishes to punish a man, he drives him mad:-quern deus

vult perdere prius dementat.-Is the Latin a rendering of

Oeo/ yap ev /mev, d\fse (5* eio-opwcr' orav

T $ef*d0<:/9 Tf? e'? TO /malvecrOai TpaTry

(Oed. Col.).
-or is there a Euripidean original ? The point is

important, as bearing on the education of medieval Russia.
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Cf. Euripides fragments

ov Oeo? 9e\ei aTroAeerai TrpcoT ajro^pcvoi.
and Sophocles Antigone 622

2o0/a yap e/c TOV / K\eivov ITTO? Tre^afraf / TO KCIKOV SoKeiv
' ' A\ N

/
~ ' " " _i ' / i x " \ v

TTOT e<ru\ov / TWO e/uL/mev orw (ppeva? / tteo? aya Trpo? rrrai/.

Some instances may be culled from the Chronicles of Vseslav's

activity. His grandfather Izyaslav (born 981), in 988 had been made

prince of Polotsk and died in 1001.

In 1066 Vseslav took N6vgorod the Great (in the North) and was

attacked by the Yaroslavici (i.e. the elder branches) (cf. 1. 580 OTTBOpn

Bpaxa Hosyrpa^y); and Vseslav at Minsk massacred the inhabitants.

The armies met at the Nemiga cf. 1. 582
; probably the Neman )

and on the 3rd March there was a fierce battle [6HCTB c'fena 3Jia] and

Vseslav was treacherously imprisoned with his two sons at Kfev (BH 60

CBOHMH KpaMOJiaMH...Ha 3KH3HL BceCJiaBJIK) f (1. 563...).

In 1067 the P61ovtsy invaded Russia anew and defeated IzyaslaV,

Vsevolod and Svyatoslav (i.e. the same three Yaroslavici of 1066) on the

Alta [or JIfeTa]. In consequence Vseslav was released by the citizens of

Kiev, held the throne for about nine months and was expelled; and avoided

battle, when Izyaslav advanced on Kiev with Polish allies. Izyaslav

captured Polotsk, which Vseslav re-gained in 1070 or 1071.

In 1071 the Polovtsy were making forays near Neyatin [or Nezatin];

and an interesting tale is told of the exorcisms of Yan, with whom the

S16vo also (1. 605 ToMy B-femefi BOSH*...) associates Vseslav.

In 1078 Svyatosldv was driven to Tmutarakan by Vsevolod, and

Gleb Svyatoslavic was murdered,
' a merciful prince and charitable.' In

the same year Oleg and Bon's Vyaeslavic (v. notes to 1. 212) led

the Pagans on to Russian soil, and at the battle of the Nezatina Niva

(v. same note) Bon's was killed. Izyaslav 1 1 was murdered on the 3rd

October and solemnly bewailed: the lament of Yaropolk his son is worth

quoting. "One, ox^e Moft, HTO ecn nojKHjit 6e3i> nenajin Ha CB*T*

CCM-B, MHO HanacTbMH, npiHMt on> JIKXZUH H OT 6paT,a CBoefl ?..."|

In 1079 Roman Svyatoslavic again led the P61ovtsy against Russia.

And so things went on: Yarop61k, a prince praised by the Chronicle, was
murdered in 1087 and in 1093 Yan (i.e. Boyan) again counsels peace. In

1093 the Polovtsy were beaten at the Stugna (v. note to 1. 708) but

f Vydzemski thinks the incidents here narrated refer to Russia

collectively: and that BcecjiaBJit is to be interpreted Panslavonic. Probably
the writer of the CJIOBO had not so wide an outlook. Also I am not
inclined to think that the poet of the CJIOBO would have found it in style
to make BcecJiast like Volga Vseslavic of the ballads, a wizard who
could transform himself.

t
' My father, my father, why hast thou lived happy in this world, but

art now overtaken with many disasters from thy folks and thy brothers...
1

The whole passage is fine and dignified.
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Rosti'slav Vsevolodovic was drowned. And the home-land of Russia was

desolated by the P61ovtsy, whilst Vladimir II and Svyatopolk II bore the

brunt of the fight.

In 1096 VasiTko Rostislavic was brutally blinded by David Igorevic

and David Svyatoslavic.

In all these events Vseslav (who died in 1101) took little share after

1070: and there is little mention in the Chronicle of his family: and none

of Vseslav's flight to Tmutarakdri, which may have arisen from a confusion

with that of Svyatoslav in 1078. Vseslav was consolidating his power

(jno.zieM'L cy/jame, rpa^bi pa/jame) 1. 591), whilst there was a fearful

assault from the Polovtsy .(KOTOpOK) 60 6tine nacnjiie 1. 567), and the

events here commemorated are his attempt to hold the throne of Kiev

(Ha ce^fcMOMT> B-BKy... 1. 569), and to maintain his independence (Ha

SCH3HB BcecJiasjiio 1. 563). In connection with this passage read the

section on Boyan in the Introduction and the note H

757. ewnicn also used of birds to soar, hover; i.e. wind themselves.

605. Bniyeu, retain -eu.

8. erbiniu, This word is used of Seers, and always implies something
of supernatural or magic powers. The special note on Boyan illustrates

the suitability of the phrase, (v. Introduction).

738. IsaKT, v.

207. PjindoeHU. Olga, Vsevolod's wife the daughter ofGleb Rostfslavic

Ryazanski. It is customary to name a woman by her patronymic. Cf.

note to 1. 622.

521. inibsda. Warriors are often compared with hawks, inibsdo the

families: e.g. lOpift 6ojibinoe nrfes^o. note Bceeo*ode).

150. tunsdo i.e. the brood, the descendants (OjitroBHiH) from Oleg
of Tmutarakari.

286. loduna a Little-Russian word: so Polish godsina hour.

749. lOJtoew Emend to lOJioeo, vocative or lOAoen dative to agree
with mu.

609. lopasdy. This second use of the same word looks very much
like a corruption of some rarer form. Cf. [Safarik] Goth garasds disertus.

As a mere conjecture I suggest niHUio is adjectional and nTHij,K)

means an augur by the flight of birds.
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But I emend ryflBijro in view of the passage in the Sa^OHiimna for

which v. note MUCMM 1. 454.

Kopmt emends HH xutpy, HH ropas^y,
HH niHu,io HH SB^pio HH iady.

which is too bold to accept, but accords very well with the description of

in the
' Hymn of BoflHi>' (v. Introduction section on Boyan).

235. ropucjaeumi. This is generally taken to refer to Oleg

Svyatoslavic; to be a reflection on his mournful career the personification

of Tope, Sorrow, is common in Russian folk-tale and ballad-and to

stand for 'famed son of sorrow.' Paucker cites a text:-KoMy TH ecu.

HepeflCJiaBJifc, MH-B FopecJiaBJit
-Thy Pereyaslavl' town is to me

Woe-town. Oleg was a descendant of Rogneda, who, according to Abicht

was called TopHC-nasa. In the fine lyrical passage in Hnam. describing

the murder of Gle'b of Suzdal (1175) the following phrase occurs,
'

rope

BaMi. HenecTHBHH ! HTO yno^o6Hxec ropac-fepy ?
'

At the same time, I have grave doubts as to whether FopncJiaBHHH
is not a corruption. The word should be FopfCJiaBHHb if the theory holds

good but, above all, it is out of style.

Considering that Bon's Vyaceslavic was associated with Oleg, and

that the words in the original MS. were undivided, a repetition of the r

of O-ienb OJIS-B by the scribe might well have happened. But further

restoration is merely conjectural. ? Ilpn OJIBS* Bopnct HaBJieiH; or

? interpret FopHCJiaBHTt as a patronymic of FopncjiaBa e.g. FopHrojiOBa,

from rop-BTL to burn. Or again ? alter to BopncjiaBHHH famed in fight;

with a play on his associate BopHCi>. Or ? ropn 3Jia BJIOIH it flamed,

and evil was directed.

On consideration, I prefer the emendation adopted in the text: as

conveying a simple historical reference in terse language: and I read

Bopnct ajia BJie*ra.

557. TopodencKiu i.e. Fopo^HO in Minsk between the rivers Styr and

Goresna, a seat of the Polotsk family. For the expression compare
1. 77 xpy6bi xpytfarb BT>

637. zop as the genitive plural of topa, mountain makes little sense:

I suggest iop* Church Slav gen. plural of rope.

407. romwKUH The remains of the original settlement of the Goths

on the Black Sea,

361. ipado.m dative plural.

512. ipadu ace. not -H nom. pi.
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351. ipudwwa the word in the <5miHHH, to designate the legendary
Vladimir's feasting hall at Kfev. Originally the life-guards' room (rpHjjHfl);

then the private apartment of the sovereign. rpn^HHi. : henchmen: cf.

Lithuanian /nnfce skt. grha house; root grdh.

253. ipuMJiwmit There seems to be nothing for it but to correct to

rpeMJiiOTfa.

337. Fposnuu eejUKuu... Svyatoslav was not their father, save by
some right of seniority. Perhaps omen* is used for the later CanoinKa.

I think this is an interpolation, on mere grounds of style.

As some justification, we have the reading in II which points to some

gross mis-spelling; and, secondly, that the words are in the ballad-style,

(Bjia.zjHMip'L CxoJibHO-KieBCKift ; rpoaHHft ijapb HsaHi, BacHJiLeBHTB)
and may be a marginal note by a later hand in an original MS. cf. 1. 486.

338. Fposow Gjuuemt; these words might be a separate sentence: he

was a terror to his foes for....

688. lycu u Jte6edu The prose narration states that Igor was left at

liberty and hunted daily. Geese and swans were the royal fare at Kfev;

cf. the 6HJIHHH parsim. and the folk-tales, in which the heroes are

despatched to shoot geese and swans.

264. daeena Modern Russian #aBiraa. Abicht conjecture flajieia afar.

465. flcMufa Pocmucjtaeuw (11401197) son of the Grand Prince

Rostfelav Mstfslavic, was twice installed by his father as prince of

N6vgorod (1154 and 1159) ; but the citizens, who inclined towards the

princes of Suzdal' expelled him. Later he held the principality of Vitebsk.

In 1168 he quarelled with Mstislav and joined the forces of Andr6y

Bogolyiibski of Suzdal, and was one of the princes who in 1170 sacked

Kiev. Andrey required the Rostislavici to vacate the southern yfl-fejiu

and give Kiev to prince Mikhalko, Audrey's brother: Roman Rostislavic

complied: Davyd and Mstfslav Rostislavic refused and set up their brother

Ryurik Rostislavic" as grand prince at Kiev. In 1180 David on the death

of his brother Roman obtained the principality of Smolensk: he was un-

popular; and in 1186 there was a revolt and massacre 'in which many
heads of the best citizens fell.' In 1176, 1184 and 1185 Davyd campaigned

against the P61ovtsy; and in 1181, 1190 and 11% against the 6lgovici.

He entered a monastery some time after 1196 and died in 1197.

238. flawdbdozica enyica means the Russian people, the enlighteners:

cf. note to 1. 74. .ZJaac'Bo'or'B is the fertilizing sun of Sanskrit dagh to

burn. For the accentuation v. Introduction p. xli.
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151. flajteve Cf. Hnax. 1185 H pe^e

382. dea coKOJia here Igor and his brother Vsevolod. The verb is

regular: dual 3rd pers. aorist.

503. flepeMejia v. Xuuoea.

^
107. flue* This unearthly being looks like the Div of the Arabian

Nights, ultimately traceable to Persia, and the Sanskrit deva. god.

MeJiiopancKiflt doubts if it can come from Persian direct; as it would have

the form dav. Also v. on Troyan when Div occurs as a deity.

But taking the variants ^tBHua, flHBHija in the word for the Evil

maiden the Slavs worshipped, (whose notion came down in folk-lore as

the Swan-Siren Jiede^.t-.H'feBHU.a), this Southern interchange of n and u is

no difficulty.

V. also Introduction on Troyan and the Pagan recollections and

note on 1. 288 o6H^a vfipts personified.

Dubenski cites Ps. 107 Bepxy nedec'b for the form Bepxy= eiravto

T>V ovpavwv, and says flue* may be the hoopoe, the CTTO^ of Aeschylus.

595. do Kyp* a much contested phrase.

I. Taken by Leo Wiener, Weltmann and others as 'by cock-crow*

KypT> cock.

II. 'To the Lord of Tmutarakan.

In the Chronicles for 972, 1096, 1116, 1117 and 1165 the following

confirmations are found; in Byzantine Greek, /cJ/oo?, Kvpo?, Kvpio?
are used of the heir to the throne.

(1) 972 Nestor. IIoH^e CBaTOCJiaBi> BT noporu [cataracts] H

H nana^e na Eypsi KHJIBB neneHiiKbCKifi....

(2) 10% Nestor. Kypn [i.e. the Greek ruler] Boesa CT>

y ITepeacJiaBJiJi.

(3) 1116 Hnam. B ce ace jrfeTO H#e JIeoHi> IJapesifTi

Bojio^HMepb na Kyp* OjieKcia IJ,apa....

(4) 1117 Hnam. Toro ace Jitra ynpe Xyp* AjieKctft H saa

uapcxcBO CMH-B ero HBaHi>.

(5) 1165 Hnam. IIpH6l>ace HCT>

JC^op^ AH^POHHKT> K-B Hpocjiasy y
III. But who was the Lord of Tmutarakan? Practically always only

the Greeks bear the title. I suggest a corruption from Hyp* the

boundary god of the Russians. This would be the 6jiT>BaHt referred to

in line 112; and as Tmutarakan was the last outpost of Russian-Greek

civilization, and had pagan temples in Strabo's day (v. note HeaHaeM'B

1. 108), this theory provides an object; especially as Vsslav-and

the writer of the S16vo had heathen sympathies. For confirmation

v. OnbiTt o BHaHeniH Po^a, BpeneHKHKi HMH. MOCK. 06m^ X 1851.
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. 694. flon&n* The second part of this section. This dialogue of the

river-god with the Prince may be regarded as a result of the incantation:

it is curiously pagan.

The conversation of Achilles and the Scamander is based on a
similar idea: a closer parallel is found in the Russian ballads of Death
and the river CMOpOflHHa [v. Ryb. I p. 467].

Eorb MOJio^ija ne MHJiyeT-b,

Focy^apb MOJiOflna He acajiyext . . . .

nol>xajrb Ha nyMcyio-flaJibHyK) cxopoHyniKy,

#0 pliHKH CMOpO^HHKH ....

MH* floopy MOJiowy
HTO Tenei-B ptica CMopo^HHica tfbiCTpa H rposna,
A HbiH'ie pliica CMOpo/jHHKa TeHenb tfyftTO Bo.ua

BSMOJIHJICH ^o6pHft MOJIO^eU,Tb,
'
Aft Tbi MaxymKa 6tiCTpa p*Ka
He TODH, He rytfa MOHH ^o6pa

FoBopHJia p*Ka Ciiopo^HHKa TaKosti

"Aft Tbi, y^ajibift ^opo^HLift #o6pbift

He a Te6a TOHJIIO, ne A ry6jiro,

A TonHTi> xe6a ry^HT-b HecTb-noxsajia MOJIo
1^e^KaH !

"

The superstition of river-gods is well-marked in the Russian ballads.

Sukhdn Odikhmantyevic' is turned into a stream; so is Dunay Ivanovic;

there is a Pskov legend that Olga,the mother of Svyatoslav I, the wise

queen of Russia was transformed into the BejiHKaa BoJibra.

The poet of the CJIOBO utilizes this pagan worship to make the river

responsible for the drowning of Rostfslav Vsevolodic* (q.v. in note) and the

saving of fgof.

Similarly Sukhan Odikhmantyevic (Ryb. I p. 29) conversed with

Mother Dnepr (Hwnpa) who cannot flow smoothly [cf. 531 He Gyjia

of this poem] because the Tatars are sullying her flood.

dual

202. #op<wa This passage has always occasioned difficulty. I read

fta* as participle of KSUITL, and emend flopora to Bopora, instead of to

OporH, which seems to me weak. The sense is clear : VseVolod was

wounded, and forgot his homeland.

574. domvecx, Simple aorist ofdomtcKamtcji domKnyrm* attingo v. 1. 662.

where saxie should be scanned

149. dpeMJiem* It has been proposed to alter this to rpeMJieib q.v.

But, on reference to the prose narrative, it will be seen that the Russians

slept on the battle-field in confidence after their first day's victory.
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550. dpyiaio Probably an interpolation : or else it means his next

brother.

159. flpyioio ;JHH. I.e. the second day's battle. The omens are

adverse. J^HH genitive of ^CHL as a masculine *
i

'

noun, like

603. dpyarb Is this a specific reference to Vseslav in popular imagination
as a were-wolf? No other interpretation seems plausible. But, if so,

there is little sense, '//""he had this power, it did not save him from

disaster ?
'

But I prefer to regard this as an error in the original MS., due to a

scribe thinking of the later unhistorical ballads in which Vseslav was

regarded as a wizard, and therefore to read, with Vyazemski ^pts-fe i.e.

flepstift bold : or possibly .zjpaali ^opoals, dear : which would not be as

good sense.

412. dpyotcuna. As invariably in Early Russian, a collective governs a

plural verb.

582. flydymoK* Dudutki a cloister near N6vgorod the Great.

373. jfbCKU, read AICKH and cf. Hnax. 1134 i>CKa OKOHenHaa rpo6a

Focno^im the last board of Our Lord's grave.

The meaning is that the wooden boards of his palace have lost their

wall-plates (common to this day in Scandinavia, on the wooden houses)

and are collapsing, the wall-plates being the princes, and the palace
Russia.

According to Mmejiosiniib ^tcica, #BCKa=7nVa Siarxos, O.H.G. tisc\

e.g. BT>iiHcaTii na

742. dneime Dubenski points out the feminine plural and genitive

singular of feminines in ii,a Ha ina ma aca in Church Slav ended in $,

but in Russian in H; and that this e may be a transitional form.

571. dneumo Weltmann suggests fl-fc.UHHy, the grandfather's right;

which would be much better sense. : but why should the scribe make a

mistake in difficilius ? Without accepting Vyazemski's theories as to

Helen, it seems to be .afkBima, or rather JJiiBHija, the Virgin worshipped

by the primitive Slavs must here symbolize CjiaBa, personified as else-

where in this poem.
The passage deals with Vseslav's attempt to be Grand-Prince of

Kiev
;

or perhaps to retain the ^.HHHa, his grandtathers Izyaslav's

portion of Polotsk.
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be the correct reading, I suggest a comparison with the

ancient ballads dealing with Vasili Ignat'evic [e.g. Pu6HHKOBi> I p. 174].

BLixo^HJia Typniia ajiaiopyran
co CBOHMa co xypaMH co

cjiy^HJiocL H^TH MHMO KieBi>

MEMO Tyro CTtHy ropo^oByio.
OHH BH.ZVEJIH na^t KieBOMt

Toeft JIH CTBHOH ropo^oBoefi

dneuna ^yina Kpacnaa
BO pyKax-b jzepaeHTt KHHry JleBaHH^OBy ----

HO CTOJIfcKO HHTaCT-B, B^BOCMt OHa HJiaHeTl,.

The Mother of Kiev in other versions identified with the Holy Virgin

wailing over the woes of Russia and the Tatar victories.

In support of this interpretation, cf. the 3a.noHin;HHa : eflHHa crpana
luiaHiomecfl laflt CBOHX-B EjurHHCKHMt

ace crpana aKH H-feKaa ^-BBnua npocon'fe aKH BT>

njiaHeBHHMi> rjiacoMi>. But. consult also note Ha ce^LMOMi>.

290. flneoio and dneuw v. 06uda 288.

157. eMy CMbfo. CJi-Bfl'L is prepositional.

347. ofceMbSHux* Weltmann explains this phrase as regiments in iron

chain-armour v. 1. 481.

552. otceMHWOKuy. Pearls were objects of great value : hence it here

means pure, peerless.

371. OKHum~o older than aceMHyrt. Cf. Turkish ienju^ Mongol
UfttMta, and Chronicles Hnax. 1175 and 1185, and JIaBp. 1155 for phrase
BeJiHKift HceMHK)n>, i. e. a collection of pearls.

627. oicecmonnMZ In older Russian acecTOKift can also mean merciless,

heavy metaphorically.

26. &cv.eax (also v. note MHCJiiio 1. 454). Abicht suggests this should

be scHBbiff, the feminine nom. and ace. plural; not -aff the neuter. Unless

the gusli had two strings, in which crpyn-B the dual must be read.

295. ycupnji altogether a difficult phrase. By supplying naMflTb. it is

easy to make sense : aroused memories of past happy times : nessun

maggior dolore Che ricordarsi del tempo felice nella miseria.

But this apart, it is easiest to take 5KHpi> (fat and grease), as being
1

abundance,' and to supply for this line the acnpHa ne^ajib : or as
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cloud has an adjective myunuu obese, to suppose scnpHfl may mean
clouded. The metaphor is easy, the running blobs of fat. JKHp-B in 1. 356

tnfra, clearly means prosperity. Abich alters y6y#H into ytftiJiH, CHJiaxi

to ceJiaxt; others amend jKnpHfl to MHpna, peaceful, v. 325 and 356.

266. Saeopovaemb. In accordance with the Chronicles (v, narrative),

I emend to ew- (H cofiMa inoMOMt norBHame OHHTB KT> HOJIKOMT*, roro

fl-fejia HTO 6kiffla no3Hajra KH^SJI H BoasopoTHJiHca 6tima). Vsevolod

was fighting bravely against odds, (ne MOJIO MyacecTBO noKaaa).

689. 3aempOKz older correcter form.

474. 3d aeMMO E and C read sane because almost certainly a slip

for aa: sane stands for sa-H-e because of it 'e.'

128. sanajia. There is no sense in aanajia (from nacin to fall). I

emend to aanajia (naJiHTb -ait to flame). Cf. 1. 49.

435. SacanooiCHUw a hunting-knife, formerly an implement of war

carried in the right boot.

662. sanwe cf. domve.

76. seenum'b. Although both IT and E vary, there is little doubt all

the third person presents should end in TB not TI>. So in the Sa^onmHHa:
'Ha MoCKBt KOHH pJKyTL, 3B-fcHHTb CJiaBa HO BCefi 36MJIH PyCCKOfi.'

437. aeonnuu nom. plural pres. part. act.

704. sejieny read BeJiena, ^pesy being genitive.

472. sjiama dual: exponent dual is an unavoidable emendation.

374. 3*amoepbceM'b gold-roofed; probably covered with some glittering

metal.

665. Hiopeeu v. prose narrative: which states that fgof" escaped at

sunset: when noracoina seiepy sapn.

117. Eiop'b. The battle is about to begin, fgof [v. narrative in

Chronicle in Introduction] is concluding his march to the Don, amid

ill-omens, and all the noises of the night. Incidentally, it may be added

that Borodm in his Igor's march has set this passage to weird and

descriptive music.
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507. Hiopto, dative of HropB adjectival.

4. Hiopji. Born IS-April 1 1 51 ; in 1 184 married EvfV6sina Yaroslavna

and died in 1201, leaving five sons. For the rest v. Introduction.

182. udym* v. narrative (Introduction II 3) for a vivid account of the

reinforcements. Mopx the Black Sea.

415. uapoHU let fall, of feathers moult etc.

537. HsxcAoe* Izyasldv Vasfl'kovi is not mentioned in the Chronicles;

and this incident is unrecorded. But VasfPko R6gvoldovi (the grandson
of Vseslav had four sons, of whom the eldest Brydislav is mentioned, as

well as his brother Vseslav: we may take it Izydslav and Vsevolod were the

otner two. If so dn>dz should be npa^'fe^'b greatgrandfather: the poet's

genealogies were not accurate, or else ^fe^t must be interpreted ancestor.

R6gvold, Izyasldv's father overcame all his brothers and seized the

capital town of Polotsk, giving Bryd&slav in 1158 the city of Izyasldvl'. In

1127 R6gvold was elected Prince by the citizens of Polotsk in the stead

of his brother David. He died in 1129.

519. Hmeap*. Ingvar YarosldviZ, Prince of Dorogobug brother of

Vsevolod YaroslaViS in 1180 attached himself to Ryurik Rostfslavi? who
was holding Kfev against Svyatoslav Vsevolodovi? Cernfgovski. In 1183

or soon after he succeeded to Lutsk on the death of his brother Vsevolod.

In the turmoils of the events after 1185 he took a great part; the date of

his death is uncertain.

His son Izyasldv, Prince of Lutsk, was killed at the fatal battle of

Kdlka in 1224, which subjected Russia to the Tatar yoke.

232. unoxodbnu a horse moving both side legs at once, each side in

turn; also an ambler.

32. Hcmjuuy, literally, extended. Dubenski suggests CTaray

strengthened.

545. u cxomu 10 There has been much emendation and conjecture.

E.g. Abicht u cxumu eio na xpoeu etc. I see no reason not to read

u c* xomw ua Kpoeamu pern. Others, e.g. Weltmann make greater

changes: the last-named translates u ejiowujiu cio na Kpoearn* eosiAawaa

npiodn have begun to dress, nmuu,* as elsewhere nom. fern. I suggest

^HBX may be supplied as the bird of ill-omen.

presumably the commander at the battle.
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309. SapuauDKJtJi This has been one of the great conundrums of the

CJIOBO. The word has no meaning. The following are some of the

reconstructions.

(1) KoH tiaK 1B H Fast. But why should the copyist have boggled their

names here and not elsewhere? Why should Konc*ak cry and Gza gallop?

(2) Vyazemski Zul Karnein, (Persian). This is very remote and

not very apt.

(3) A misreading of njia^B H awia, [==ateJia] So Weltmann. Cf.

JIaBp. 1186 H 6ticTi> miaHB H CTename.

(4) Some form from Kapa chastisement personified, like otfn^a,

e.g. Kapa acHBaa a sjiaa, Kapa nacHa like chastisement, Kapiraa H

JKeJis etc.

(5) Two Polovetski chieftains elsewhere unknown. All of these

seem unlikely.

I suggest the word is Cumanian for the Accursed one. In 1184

(Hnam.) Koncak's invasion is thus described: IIoineJn> 6aine OKanBHHft

H 6e36o5KHHft H mpeKwmbtu KonnaKTb co MHOHCBCTBOMT> IIojioBem> na

Pyci>, noxynca aico IUTBHHTH XOTH rpa,nki pycKtrfe H noaceHH OFHBML.

Baine 60 o6p*jn Myaca xaKOBaro 6ecypM6HHHa HHCG cxp-BJiaine

CHBIJMI> orHBMb; 6axy do y HHXT> Jiy^ ryan caMOCiptJiHHH, o^ea
50 Myacb MoacameTB Hanpani;H

4 The desperate and godless [i.e. a Magian] and thrice-accursed

Konak with a multitude of Polovtsy invaded Russia, bursting in as

though to sack the cities of Russia and burn them. He had found a man,
a Mussulman, who could aim living fire : for they had stiff bows, self-

shooters, which fifty men could scarcely pull.'...

Konak had got hold ofa man who knew how to manage the Greek fire,

which Theophanes in 941 had used with such dire effect against Oleg's

navy of boats, that had been dragged overland against Constantinople.
The Russians on that occasion leaped into the sea at this 'terrifying

marvel' fJIasp. 941] of fire spouted out of pipes (Nestor XXVI).
The Russians never mastered the art: the Turks gained Constantinople,

through being more adaptable.
In 1184, however, it profited the enemy but little; for this artificer was

captured by the Russians.

In the Codex Cumanians Kargizlu [by -form Khargezli] means

tnaledictus\ and this theory makes the sentence a poetical narration of

the facts of the Chronicle.

Cf.
'

algesli
'

blessed, ibidem*

171. EcuiMb The Kayala is probably the Kagal'nik in the First Don
district, rising S.W. flows due West, crossing the erkasski and Rostovski

OKpyrH [departments], or a river rising in the second Don district and
flows S.S.W. into the Don.
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242. KUKaxym* The TB is as often added on the termination axy,
aie: often in sentences conveying a general impression of frequency, or

proverbial.

KHKaiB to cry '&,' used for birds and not inept for ploughmen
crying

*

Gee-up !

'

121. KAeKmo.m KJierraiB, KJieKiaTB to cry like an eagle or hawk,
cf.

572. KJUOKCIMU a word very variously explained.

(1) on crooks, flying like a witch on broomsticks Abicht.

(2) illusions or crutches or ? emend to Kjn>KaMH= ham-strings

(no^KOJitHKaMH) Weltmann.

(3) some special implement of war Vyazemski.
The word primarily means a pole or stake: also craftiness, e.g. KJIIOKH

BT> HeMt He 6-fe. This is the meaning I translate taking no^nptca, not

as a slip for nojjnepca [no^nepeib to prop up v. 1. 480] but as the simple
aorist of no^nopOTB, [nopoiB to rip; napHBaiBJ.

373. Kttwra, probably the same as KHHija, KHHca [4 and H often inter-

changed in S. Russia]. Weltmann defines KHHca, as the *

connecting-

pieces of the roof-rafters.
5

Vyazemski and Dal5

substantiate this inter-

pretation.

648. Eo6xKoea I emend -oey dative.

34.5 Ko6nKa Kobyak is mentioned with Koncak in 1150, when

Svyatoslav in alliance with the P61ovtsy and his brothers seeks aid against

Vsdvolod of Suzdal', who has treacherously imprisoned Svyatoslav's son

Gleb. This Svyatoslav was the eldest brother of fgor ;
for he says to

fgof [Hnai. 1180]
4
1 am older than Yaroslav, and thou, fgof, art older

than Vsevolod, and now I am left in the position of a father to you.'

[i.e. as eldest son], fgor was left at ernfgov to hold the rear: and was

attacked by David of Smolensk. Igor, allied with Kobyak and Kontsak

[u, and H dialectical varieties] was defeated and escaped in a boat with

Kontsak, and another Polovetski chieftain designated as KOBCJH,

CoTanoBHTB * Goat Satanson.'

In 1183 Koncak became unfriendly, for he invaded Russia and is

called OKaHbHufi. In 1184 at the battle on the Ugol Kobyak was

captured (30th July 1184), and, as appears, from this narrative was

conveyed to Kfev, and made to do obeisance, or else killed.

Bonyak, another Polovsk chieftain, is also mentioned in 1185 [Fycm.

J[nm.]
*

They disputed into which country they should go: Kon&ik wished

to attack Kfev and avenge his brothers, saying
' There have our men

been oftentimes beaten: there was our great prince Bonyak killed.'

This is a confirmation of 1. 350 1.
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640. KoeuMw KOBHJife masc. feather-grass : cf. also KOBUJIHTL to

hobble, limp, halt. Probably here the steppe-grass.

746. Eoiausi Karain>, Koram> the original form of Xant; so Byzantine
Greek Xayai/o? Xai/r/?, M. Lat. Chaganus Chacanus, Turkish Kaghan-

According to Miklozis, it was borrowed from the Avars in the seventh

century.

524. KOC used adverbially
*

why
'

or * how.
'

142. Kootcyxbi KcwKyxt a S.W. Slav word for cloak (myo'a, Tyirymi

a full suba, waistless, generally of sheepskin, covering the whole body):

very suitable in
early spring on this expedition.

47. KOMOHU This text, unlike the contemporary Chronicle, uses only
this form; never KOHB.

674. Usually punctuated KOMOHI, nojiynoniH: OBjryp-L CBncny aa

p-feKOK).
* Horse at midnight

'
is not very good sense : Vyazemski

suggests roMOHi> clamour: the P61ovtsy were drunk on fermented milk

(KyMHCl>).

Which feature is best abandoned of the story: the riotousness of the

enemy, or the horse commissioned by Ovlur ?

55. Konew used adverbially, v. 1. 90.

721. EoHHtun v

621. Konia nowm* Great doubts have been expressed whether this

line belongs to the section of the poem which now begins YarosMvna's

complaint as to the preceding. As Smolensk is not on the Danube,
there is no doubt that these words must be attached to Yarosla"vna's wail.

Vya"zemski and others suggest an emendation to noOTB (from noarb):
I do not see the improvement: I also do not accept that in the Cjtoo (as

in the BLIJIHHH) we can admit of the common confusion of ^OHT> and

JfyHaft, nor of the use of ^ynafl as river generally : examples of which

recur everywhere in the Ballads.

Retaining Konia it is possible either to regard the line as a gibing

quotation from Boydn when Russian spears did ring on the Danube, or

to take it that YaroslaVna in her imagination hears her father, Yarosldv

of Galicia, preparing his men to relieve fgor.

But compare the amended form 1. 756 ,U,tBHi;H nonri Ha
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I feel sure Konia is a corruption for some sound of evil omen : and,
as B and K are easily confused, I suggest eonujiu. Bonujia or Kputcca
was the mourner or shrieker at funerals: also she sang when a bride was

forcibly transported to her new master's house.

eonumb BOIUIL means loud lamentation.

168. iconicM* dative plural.

482. Kopojteeu In medieval Russia Ropojt* King and Zfapt Tsar are

only used of despotic rulers of alien nations or tribes, such as the Greeks,
the Magyars, the Turanians. Here it is the King of the Hungarian
Magyars.

567. Komopoe Abichts suggest Komopow or Komopa from Koropa dispute
or enmity. The emendation is possible, but not necessary. If so, I would

read Komopoto.

360. Kowtieeo. Sow/eu in the Chronicles means a common Polovetski

captive-slave. The derivation is clear; Cumanian Kue, Kucermen coerce,

cue"-?!; with the termination of the agent. In 1170 one Gavrfl'kov, be-

longing to Izyaslav, called a Kwutfu gives information to the enemy, his

kinsmen of the P61ovtsy. Cf. Turkish qus a groom or quSi.

In the Russian of the ballads Konjeft became identified with the

Mongol invaders, and was turned into a dread magician; later still, in the

Cica&cu he is transformed into a giant of the Indian Pushkin sort, with

his soul on an island, dreadfully guarded.
Last of all, owing to a false derivation from KOCTB bone, he became

a deathless skeleton, a sort ofwandering Jew, or miser: possibly a reflexion

of the Mongol baskak or tax-collector.

214. KpaMOJty Koeauie Middle Latin Carmula [JJajib]: KOBaib to

hammer on the forge; but KOBT>, KOBBI is used for an ill-plot, KOBapHoe

fl-fcjio, i.e. one who forges chains [KOBBI OKOBH fetters BSSH nyia etc.].

626. KpoeaeuM full form feminine: Nom. plur. -HH -ua -as.

87. Kypnnu Kursk, situated at the meeting of the rivers Kura and

Tuskor. The principality extended to the River SeTm, and from 1137

became an y^lurB hereditarily held by the descendants of Svyatoslav

OPgovic'. The line became extinct after 1280.

87. K*Mcmu. KMCTT,. Polish kmet a peasant, defined by Weltmann

as a '

settled villager, possessing his own single house [^B0pi

pei;i>].' Old Prussian and Lith. Kumetis : peasant.
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According to Cpe3H6BCKift and IIoTetfHa from comes comitis: in Old
Slav KMeTt is ajudge or magnate; in Old Serb a vassal ; in Slovenian,

Cech and modern Serbian a peasant.

76. Kueen This form is older than Kt'eBi; the bi, as in Church Slav,

may have had a nasal value.

623. KbiHcm* cf. KHKaxyiB used of the birds: a sharp high note:

e.g. swans: also to wail.

315. JtadTf Jia#a sweetheart or consort, either sex. Abicht notes that

this word is found in Lycian inscriptions.

635. Jiadu Jia^t peace, love. cf. note to 1. 315. aa#a agreement.

The abstract used for the concrete.

The pre-position of the genitive to its noun, and the separation of

Ha from BOH is distinctly curious.

On 1. 635 (Ha Jia#H BOH) we can take Jia^H as a possessive adjective.

501. jtamumcKUMU i.e. foreign, States belonging to the Latin Church.

700. jiejmmwy dat. sing. masc. pret participle Jiejr fearb so CTJiasray.

334. Micy Jioacb, or Jiaca means in Early Russian, wrong not merely

lie. Cf. Jlaep. 1078 JiK>6jiK> Bora, a <5paia csoero HenaBH^a aoab

ecib I love God, but hating my brother is a *
lie.'

Kors reads acbJiy from ace.na, lament

Weltmann Jiay advantage.

346. Jtyxy Mopa jiyKOMOpte; Jiyica is a grassy bend, in a bend of a

river; so used in the CicaBKH: according to Abicht it here means the bend

of the sea of Azov at the mouth of the Don.

519. JLyu,K* Lutsk, the principality of the Yaroslav^i, is a town in

Volhynia on the river Styr, said to date back to the seventh century. In

1452 the principality was taken over by the Poles, and Polish border

influence must have been strong.

44. Jtyv/e K before the paletal vovels e and u can become H or ij

according to dialect. In the Chronicles alternative forms are found,

e.g, KoHHaKt and KoHii;aK'i>.

659. Jiy^y ? a feminine form equivalent to Jiyrb ; (661) JIVHH from

bow. One should read JIVKLI ace. plural
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1. *nno. For this phrase cf. inter atia H.H&T. 1170. A Jrfeno HLI

6mio, 6paite Biapane na EOJKHID HOMOHB... Were it not well brothers,

looking to divine aid...

311. AiodeM* is found in E; omitted in II, but translated in the Russian
version. Probably the omission in II was a printer's error.

591. JiwdeM*, KHweM* dative plural. A general object is understood:

and (cf. 1. 485 pa.ua) I read with II pa#ame, as it is unlikely pa^HTb
Polish radzic (from the Teutonic) can be intended.

In modern Russian cy^HTt H pa#HTb is to think oneselfa competent

judge in everything.

pucKawe raced do- implies as far as the greatest distance ; npe-

nepe- he crossed.

576. jwmwMz Instrumental of comparison. Such animal similes arc

quite in contemporary style.

525. MWKUU Polish. On line 501 the poet scoffs at Ingvar's Latin

foreign armament. Here he specifies.

411. MCWM, IHapoKawo v. note on 1. 345 sub

In 1107 Bonyak and the elder Sarokan made a foray on Luben (near

Kiev), and forded the river Sula. The P61ovtsy were defeated, and fled

beyond the river Kh6rol, and several chieftains were captured, Taz [cf.

Strabo ot 6*e 'P<t)6\avoi c\ovr$ trrpaTvjyov TCKTIOV]; Sugr, Bonyak's
brother was killed. The Russian princes were Vladimir II, Oleg

Svyatoslavic, Svyatoslav Svyatoslavic', one Mstfslav and a Vya&slav and

a Yarop61k.

In 1110 the Russian princes followed up their success at the battle

on the rivers Degeya and Salnitsa. The implication here is that Sarukan

has been at last avenged.

419. MCHU instrumental plural.

484. Mena a passage which makes nonsense. Most commentators

emend BpeMCHbi to 6peMena,
*

hurling burdens through the clouds
'

a feat

in good <5miHHa style, to describe Ilya Miiromets but out of proportion

in this accurate and poetical appreciation.

I read MenaBT> peMeHH npeat BJIRXH ; beating back the Wallachs

of Moldavia with hunting-whips. Nestor, in his introductory descriptions

of the peoples bordering on Russia, gives a very unflattering portraiture

of the Roumanians and Wallachs.
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432. Moiymu v. C* uoiymu.

730. Mojteumt the third section. The conversation of Gzak and

Konak, v. the prose narrative for another version: p. xxxiii.

164. MOJtuiji cf. Norse mjolnir.

143. Mocmu instruments
' as bridges.' Cf. a similar incident in the

CKaana of Daniel the Hapless (AeaHacLeBT>). Dubenski quotes from

Nestor, where Vladimir commands : nepetfnie nyxn, H MOCTH MOCTHie.

'beat out the roads and bridge the bridges.'

495. Mcmucaaee. Mstfslav Rostfslavic', the son of Rostfslav Mstfslavifc

Prince of Smolensk. In 1171 with his brother David (q. v.) he aided

Vladimir Mstislavic of Dorogobug to take Kiev, and in 1173 arrested

Vsevolod Yiirevic (q. v.) at Kfev and dethroned him in favour of Rurik

(q. v.). Audrey Bogolyiibski sent an ambassador to order Riirik to quit

Kfev; Mstfslav, who was at that time abroad, shaved the ambassador's head

(thus converting him into a monk) and declined to be Andrey's vassal.

Andrey besieged Mstfslav at Vysgorod for nine weeks and was repulsed.

In 1179 Mstfslav was elected prince of N6vgorod and successfully

campaigned against the Esths. He died' in 1180. The Chroniclers say

Mstfslav was the jewel [yKpameme] of Russia, warred only for glory,

despised gold, gave all his booty to the Church and was universally

beloved.

The reference to PoMaHT> might be to Roman MstfSlavic q. v., in

view of the references to the Lithuanians etc.

520. Mcmucjtaeumt v. genealogical table: the first cousins of Ingvar
and Vsevolod.

Note mpu and nemupe in Early Russian take the plural, not the dual.

19. Mcmucjtaey died 1033 or 1036. He battled against the Kozars

(or Khazars) on the East; in 1022 crushed the Kasogs (or Kosogs); in

1023 attacked Yaroslav at Kfev, and in 1031 aided Yaroslav against the

Galician cities. Nestor says for the year 1022 :

* Yaroslav proceeded to

Berestya. At this time Mstfslav, who was at Tmutarakdn, marched against
the Kasogi [I prefer the reading of E, which accords with the Chronicles

for KacoacBCKMMH]. Hearing of this, the Kasog prince Redelya advanced

to meet him, and when the two hosts [noJiKOMa] confronted each other,

Redelya said to Mstfslav * wherefore [HLCO pa^H : this Old Slav genitive
does not occur in fgor] should our men slay each other ?

'

It goes on to

describe the single combat in which Mstfslav prayed to the Mother of

God and vanquished his foe.
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437. MyacauMibCA An impossible form. I restore to the simplest

rather than MywauMUcn. The mistake arose from a contamination with

Possibly MyacaHB'fecH, 1st person dual.

But for this form cf. Pycm. 848 cTpoenia #o6pora He

454. Mucjtm npUAcmwrnM v. note to 1. 10.

Also cf. this passage in the Sa^onmHHa, reminiscent of several in

the CJIOBO.

* He npopaaHMca MHCJiiio no BOMJIJXMH ; ncManeM* nepewx* wmi,

epcMena; noxBajiHMt 6oapiraa [? Boana] ropaana iyd*w B-B KieB-fe.

TOTT 6ojipHHi> eocKjadawe i&pasubui ceoa nepcmu ua OKWUH cmpyw*.'

443. Mwme&b MHTB is mostly used of birds : fgof, the falcon, if in

disgrace, should not have thus affronted the dignity of the house.

633. Muvewu from areaTb to rush, hurl.

671. Mnpum* The Donets flows into the Don at Novo-erkask ;

assuming Igof to be in captivity in the government of Vor6ne2, from the

Don to the Donets would be at least 300 miles.

The prose narrative is more explicit: it calls (3vlur Lavor ; names

the town of ^OHen.'B: and defines the line of march on the expedition as

past the Donets, the Oskol [or Vorksol] and the Salnitsa.

Donets, as a town,is (so says Vyazemski) the modern Slavyanoserbsk

100 versts from the river Tor, on the borders of Ekatermoslav and

Kharkov, fgof took eleven days walking to Donets (a Russian outpost),

after wearing the horse out

364. na lopax* v. Eopuveey.

621. HO, Jfyuau, i.e. in Galicia, Yarosl^vna's home.

225. ua Sauuny... A passage very hotly disputed, and very obscure.

In the first place this battle took place on the HexaTHHa EHBO.

What can KaHHHy mean ?

(1) It might be the Cumanian Kan (also Turkish) blood. This is

unlikely.

{2) According to Weltmann it stands for KOHHHy, from KOHT on end,

the fatal field.

(3) It might stand for Ha OKantHy a desperate: the epithet applied to

tyrannous and unscrupulous princes in the Chronicles e.g.

Svyatop61k I.
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(4) According to Pauckcr it might be the Polish kani silk-worm, and
refer to nanoJiOMy 'TreTrXwywa.

(5) It may be a river near the neacaTHHa HHBa cf. JIaBp. 1152.

HoH^oina KT HepHHrosy nepeine^me CHOBL; cxama y FypHieBa,
6JIH3-B ropo^a nepeine^me KaHHHb.

The last is the simplest reading. If so, in 1. 229 Kaajibi must
either be emended to KaHHHbi [so Weltmann]: or this line be taken to

indicate the home of Svyatopdlk's father-in-law v. note CT> Toa-ace infra.

448. nauuHe not from HHKHyTb but equivalent to modern Russian Ha
HHTTO Ha HHiero.

330. uapuwoutf cf. 1. 69. The whole of this passage is repetition.

569. Ha cedbMOM* enurb. Quite apart from special difficulties, there

is no doubt that the whole of this passage is corrupt. Probably the order

of the lines is misplaced. The facts: are that in 1065 Vsslav marched
from Polotsk, attacked Pskov; in 1066 sacked N6vgorod; but on the 3rd

March 1066 was defeated on the Nemiga [or Nemen] with great slaughter:

was treacherously induced to go South to Kfev: was imprisoned: released

and for seven months ruled as Grand-Prince, fleeing secretly at the

approach of Izyasldv and his Polish allies.

I suggest the following re-arrangement and new reading of the lines.

Eomopu 60 6tme HacHJiie

01"b 36MJIH IIOJIOViKblU.

Ha Ce^bMOM'B B'felJ'B TpOflHH

Bp-tace
BcecJiaB-b actpe6iH.

Omude K* Hccn,
CHH 6njiy ibny.

OiTBopH spaia Hosyrpa^yj

pacmnfie cjiasy HpocJiasy
CKOHH BOJIKOM'b ffft HeMBTH C1> J^y^yTOK'b
Tltfl KJIIOKaMH ....

ymp-iwe ensnu e mpu Kycu.
Ha HeMH3t .....

i.e. Great feuds arose from the lands on the river Polota. In the seventh

generation from Rurik, Vseslav cast lots perhaps a Pagan ceremony.
He set out to the river Issa (on the way to Pskov), forded it, taking off

his thick white sheep-skin cloak (rona).
-

[It is obvious no satisfactory
sense can be got out of dneuwj: whereas this reading makes the passage
a continuous narrative of action] sacked N6vgorod: he defeated some

prince Yaroslav; [possibly, YaroslaV Yarop61kovi who died in 1103]:
went to meet his foes at the Nemfga; was captured by wiles (nodnptca)
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after all (o KOHU): but attained sovereignty: only to flee secretly from

Belgorod. The great battle on the Nemiga was very fierce.

The writer of the CJIOBO generally gives Vseslav great prominence,

and shows close knowledge.

[Course of corruption :
-

1. 53 H^eKHc*cwa6*jiyioiony
2. o flCBHcli c a^liJiK) ny
3. ofl'BBHijyce6'BJiK>6y

the change from 1 to 2 would be more easily followed if Cyrillic type had

been available. In linelw and u are superscripts].

224. ua cyfa i.e. his desire for fame led him to the Judgment-seat, a

phrase for death, found in the BLIJIHHH.

358. uacunawa. This plural verb is very hard to understand. I read

HacLiname in the imperfect: the continued result of the perfective noipysu.

743. ua w read nan gen. loc. dual a. Koncdk points out that the

P61ovtsy will be Russianized.

This brief dialogue no doubt is intended to point a moral.

719. ue for this negative of comparison cf. 1. 69.

69. ue 6ypa etc. A good instance of the primitive method of syntax

of comparison, by negative: 'it was not C was D, but A was B.' i.e. like

C on D, A on B. Cf. Vedic usage of nd in semi-subordinate sentences.

For this metaphor v. Nestor 1096 H c6nina Yrpu aKti BT>

AKO ce COKOM cweaemb

52. ue 6ujio a. Abicht reads He 6HJIO Ha. The meaning is that

this valiant brood was not intended to be disgraced by defeat in the chase,

or the battle-field.

677. ue 6wMb He intimates to fgof that, unless he escapes, he will be

slain by the returning hordes: fgof will not understand: it was dishonour-

able to break parole and cheat the enemy of their ransom, v. Prose

narrative. I emend Gumu or 6ucmi>.

542. ue 6u my is better than II He CHCB xy; 6ti 3rd pers. sing, aor.:

He <>LiCTb xy would be as good.

466. ue eaw Baro gen. dual of TLI.
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428. ne eu&cdy a passage often restored and emended. But BHHC^y

is a possible Church Slav form of BHacy.

276. ne docma For this phrase cf. Chron. Hnam. 1185 aico H opyacta

B pyicy ero He

108. nesnaeMtb (v. 470) unknown, or nameless (?) The following terms

define the limits of the territory of the P61ovtsy; i.e. the V61ga, White

Sea coast [i.e.
the gulf of Onega 'in the North], the land on the

banks of the Sula\ the sea of Azov [formerly called Cypoact ; after a

trading centre Suro? in the Crimea] K6rsuri or Kherson i.e. the Cherson-

nese, now the Crimea] and lastly, Tmutarakdri, a principality named after

its capital in the peninsula of Taman bordering on both the sea of Azov

and the Black Sea. It was called Tajmarapxa by Constantine TIop<f>v-

Strab'o is useful in this connection. E/cTrXeoiTf S ev

TroXiyyii KCU a'XXo? \i]u.r]v XefipovtjariTwv. CKKCITCU yap
7rl T*JV fjL<rri/uL/3p'iav aicpa /jLeydXrj Kara TOV -rra/oaTrAofj/ . . .

e(j>' $

"Spvrai TroXt? 'H/oa/cXe(Ta>j/ f [? connected with the PaxMan. mythical

elements in the ^HJIHHBI] otTTOi/co? TCOV ev liovrw. Ev TO TVR

HapOevov iepov SaifJLWOf TLVO$. [i.e. ^feBHii;a, ^HBHii,a. Herodotus

IV 9 dealing with the Snake-maiden may have intended something

co-related].

Merafi' Se T^? TroXeoj? KCU Ttjs a/cpa? \ijuLvc$ Tpei$ ... KOI

avrijv \t]u.r]v (rrevocrTOiuiog KdO' ov fjidXia-O' oi Tavpoi J

0vo$ [? c.f. the river Top-B Chron. 1185] TO Xytrrripiov

Tmutarakan is called 6 Ta/JivpaKOv KO'XTTO? by Strabo, coupled with

6 }LapKivtTOv i.e. the gulf of Perek6p or Kerkinit. It served as a border-

land for the U3iou (descendants of the royal house who got no principality

owing to the decease of their father) and went to carve themselves out a

domain. It was in the midst of heathendom.

623. neauaeM* This must be amended: ? aesHaeMt or HesHaeMH in the

foreign land.

308. ne Kpncumu cf. Hnax. 1151. Cjiwraa Hsacjiasa

njianiomaroca Ha^i> 6paxoMi> CBOHMT> Bojio^HMepoMi*-pene 'Cero

nana ye He Kp-fccHTH.'

1. ne Jinno. A proem in which the poet approaches his subject
and recalls the great epists of old.

f Cf. 3a#oHin;HHa : MaMafi ace ijapt nana npHSHsaTH <5orn CBOH :

riepyna, Casana, TaiioKoma, PQKJUJI, Typca H BeJiHKaro noMom;HHKa
AxMexa.

% ? origin of Typi in
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582. HeMuiu v. notes of Vsslav. Supposed to be the river Neman
(German Memel) which rises in the Minsk province and flows by Minsk,

Vilensk, Grodno and Kovno.

These geographical names are inserted to show the extraordinary

rapidity of Vseslav's movements. From Novgorod to Pskov is 100 miles;
from Pskov to Polotsk 200; from Polotsk to Kiev about 350; and from

Polotsk to Minsk about 100; i.e. as the crow flies.

588. HcMuan nom. dual possessive adjective.

651. He c-icua E reads Hecjiaaa. I prefer H. *
If only I had not sent

my tears to him across the waters,'

The order of words in II and E here varies.

II a 6tixi> ne cjiajia K-B HCMV cjies-B Ha Mope pano HpoBJiasna pano

E a 6fcixT:> .... cjiest na Mope pano HpocjiaBna na Mop-fe

I prefer E as it does not repeat paHO : and begin the next sentence

pano as in E.

708. He niaKO Jiu. The contrast is introduced of the hostile river:

and a new historical reference.

In the year 1093, on the death of VseVolod I, the P61ovtsy invaded

Russia. Svyatop61k advised peace, but Vladfmir(II) war. A fierce battle

was fought on the river Stugna near Trep61' (South of Kfev). Rostfslav,

Vladimir's brother was drowned, and the Russians beaten. " Rostfslav

began drowning before Vladimir's eyes. Vladfmir longed to grip hold ofhis

brother and was nearly drowned in the attempt... Svyatop61k marched

out to the river 2elan [and another defeat ensued].... They dragged the

river for Rostfslav and found him, and his mother [of Polovsk blood] wept
for him [H njiaKaca no HHMI. Main ero] and all the people sorrowed

mightily for him." [Nestor].

708. He maKO-Jiu If this is a question, I can only translate by taking

He TaKO-JiH in the sense of OUKOW,
* was it not thus that...' or colloquially,

* She did turn up, didn't she ?'

521. ue xyda It has been suggested to emend to HOKyaa, but it seems

unnecessary.

309. HU Mcuo Cf. MOJIO Toro=eme tfojrfce far from it: or the Cockney
'not 'alf?

77. Hoempadn Is this N6vgorod Severski, the principality of fgor,

or N6vgorod the Great ? Probably the former.
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496. HOCHTL sac-B VMB na fl-BJio. I accept KorS's emendation: fgof

was the brother of the wife of Yarop61k, the uncle of these two brothers:

and so might be called yfi maternal uncle.

The ordinary emendation has been Baim> VMT>.

25. wb. In the text of fgof, * is often sounded but generally mute.

So too v. Introduction.

620. m poau HOCM One of the corrupt and unintelligible lines.

Sederholm translates 'aber ihnen ackert horntragend Vieh die fetten

Fluren' and states that xo(5oTBi are the loose sods of earth left by cattle or

horses' hooves; cites a ballad on the authority of Kajiafi^oBHTB.

OHI 6'ferajrB-CKaKaji'B no ^nciy nojiio

xotfoTBi MeiajTB no TOMHUM-B jrfecaarb.

yxo6omtbe is the chaff after winnowing corn ; and KOHHTO hoof,

according to Sederholm, is used for the sods of loose earth raised by

passing hooves, ^ajit confirms the use of yxo6oTi>e, but to XOOOT-B he

gives the general meaning of '
coil

'

e.g. a tail, an elephant's trunk, the

twisted haft of the hammer, the proboscis of goat; a bow etc: something
bent arch-wise?

But this rendering is forced; and there is little authority for such an

interpretation of xo6omu.

The meaning required is that Vladfmir I (who as a younger son first

held Smolensk) fought for his country vigorously : whereas the latter

princes of Smolensk, though brothers, will not let their banners meet I

therefore read:

H-B pOBBHO ca HM-B xo6oTBi nainyTB, literally: 'but to them at variance

poles [the poles of their banners cmasu] waver at their hafts.' For

naxaiB naxaiBca to waver, ramble: there is the authority of Sreznevski

who cites from the Sa^onmiraa: namyTca xopioroBH 6epHaiH [cf. 1.146],

an imitative passage : but showing that the author of the 3aOHm,HHa
understood this sentence, as here interpreted : Vydzemski also quotes a

ballad
He rHymajiHCB Totfoft Kpacntia B-B#B fl-feBHijBi;

ie6a opajia KT> KpyacKH fla XO^OTHCTBIH

The fair maidens did not abhor thee : they chose thee for the rambling

dance; xo6oiHCTBiH Vydzemski interprets KOJiodpOMcenie, 'gadding' or
*

roaming
'

: the same sinuous sense which seems implied in all the diverse

meanings of xo<5oi"B.

If xo6oTT> according to .ZJajiB, in one meaning, is
* the lower end of

the handle of a pig-iron hammer
'

it may presumably be applied to the

lower end of other long tools : it also can be a lever [pBrian.]: i.e. any-

thing bent.
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For naxaTb in this sense: there is also the authority of Srezne"vski ;

pasemamwR, and cf. JJajib, naxaxt MOFHJIBI: to visit the grave-yard; and

generally to walk.

This meaning may by derived from the to and fro motion of the

ploughman naxapt.

For this use of nawytm cf. Sa^oHmnna : and v. note on

31. HUunwHJiio. The poem was literally contemporary, and finished

before 1187 when Yarosldv, King of Galicia died : the episode narrated

occurring in 1185.

352. HibMyu. This exaggerated praise ofSvyatosldv 1 1 for his campaign
of 1184 incidentally reveals the limits of geographical knowledge. Cf,

Hnax. 1111, where the Greeks, Hungarians, Poles and Czechs, and

Romans are specified as distant nations. At the same time unMmi may
mean 'foreign' in general; and BeHe^HijBi may be the Veneti of Rome

(the Wends, now found in Southern Saxony, and formerly in Serbia)

the usual translation of ' Venetians '
is most improbable. Safaffk derives

from the Nemeti of Caesars.

83. o6a ecen. Notice the dual forms in full use.

63. 06a nojtu Sederholm suggests that the poem was written in

two sections before and after the flight; the exultation at the finish being
out of tune with the melancholy in the first part.

Dubenski's explanation is more convincing. He cites from the

Chronicles the following passages.

1097. Hera BacnjibKa H cBflsama c CHenrae flocicy ci nenn H

B3Ji03KHina Ha nepcn ero H c-fe^ocra o6a-nojibi H He Moacecxa y^epacaiH.

1104. CToame cojraite B-L Kpya-fe, a nocpe^* Kpyra Kpeci-L, a

nocpe^t Kpecra cojraije, a BH* Kpyra o6a-nojin ^sa coJIH^a a no^i.

coJiHAeMi> Kpoirfe Kpyra ^yra poraMH Ha c-fesepb.

Thus o6a-noJiLi isfrom both sidts i.e. past and present.

288. 06uda One of the most poetic and controverted figures in the

poem. The best translation would be v/3pt$, and this passage has led

Vyazemski and Petrtisevic to attribute classic models: indeed the note

here is quite in the style of a Euripidean chorus. But the source is pure

Russian.-Tpoana seMJia is discussed in the Introduction.

Strabo (v. note to 'Hesnae.vvb) supplies evidence of a virgin-goddess

in the Crimea. Whether this cult can be attached to traditions ofHelen

of Troy, as Vyazemski puts forward is a matter of dispute. At any rate the

and CKasKH have a regular cycle of tales ofthe Siren-Swan, who
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sometimes turns into a snake and lives underground, or is a Fata Morgana

erecting palaces on sloughs (v. GHJIHHLI of Mikhaylo Potyk and JLjaHHJio

BescnacTHLift, and Mapta JIe6e^b-nTHua). In these tales she is an un-

faithful fairy-wife who ultimately elopes with Kos'c'ey the Deathless, Tsar

Vakhramey Tiigarin [the Tugorkan of history]. Here Mischief, Contumely,

is personified as this legendary figure : the evil counterpart of Cjiasa,

glory (1. 224).

,ZJ1>Ba, JJtBHii.a is a regular epithet of this baleful being: and I suspect

that the Southern Russian dialectical confusions of w>-[=e] and w, has

led to a fusion of JjHBHija the female ^HBT, and
<

BBHn;a=,n'BBKa maiden.

v. Note 06iw 227.

227. o6udy 3a with the accusative, as a rule means after. KHaaa is

objective genitive: 'after the affront to the prince.' Vladfmir is censured

in the preceding lines; as not listening to Oleg's just claim for his father's

title to the principality of Cernfgov.

578. ofhbcucji not from oC-BCHTb to send the evil spirit [<)1>ci>] into one;

but o6Blim;aTL, oo'B'BCHTb to cover up walls with hangings, e.g. curtains:

'he curtained himself.' Note the locative without a preposition.

200. OeapiCKM Nestor relates of the Avars, or 06pe how after their

defeat (in 796 by Charlemagne) their trace vanished utterly. He calls

them 06pe. "The 06pn warred on the Slavs... They were great in

stature and proud of mind and God destroyed them ; so that they all

perished, and not one was left: there is a proverb in Russia to this day,
*

they are ruined like the Avars '

[norH<5oina aKH ofopt."]

675 Oejypif was this man a groom ? derivation from Cumanian
oitlu his son from ogul son. He whistled that the horse was ready. The
writer of the S16vo omits all that the Chronicle relates of the tremours

and prayers of Igor before departing.

365. odrbeaxwne. A coruption. Either o^tBaxyTL or OfltBacxe 2nd

pers. plural. I prefer the latter.

554. owepeMe a necklace; or in older Russian a fur collar. But why
should the soul come out of his necklace.

I emend ipest JiaTH o acepejTB. The repetition or transference of

the 3 turned JiaTLi (armour) into 3Jiaro: as at line 487 o and the Cyrillic
character & for OTT> have been confused: then o acepeJTB was re-written

oacepeJiie by an anxious scribe. Mep*o is voice or throat, also mouth

''gueule (of a river, cannon etc.). The idea of the soul issuing forth from
the mouth is very ancient and common.
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572. o KOHU This cannot be KOHB horse, a form studiously avoided

in the text but KOHb end.

Notice the alliterations in K and c.

141. OKcaMumu, Late Greek ea/j.tTOv German Sammet, velvet:

English samite.

394. Qjiei* u Cexmocsae* i.e. Igor's infant sons, born 1175 and 1177.

His eldest son, Vladfmir, accompanied the expedition, and in captivity

married KonSak's daughter.

v
212. OAe^^ CenmocJiaeuHZ. The ancestor of fgof and founder of the

faction of the (M'govici was a very notable figure. The writer of the

CJIOBO is a declared partisan of this house, and says very little for

Vladfmir II, who obtained the throne of Kfev, though one of the younger
line. Yet the Chronicle does not exaggerate the merits of Vladfmir II

in concluding his obituary with the words [1126] 'a terror to the heathen,
faithful to his brothers, a lover of the poor and a good champion

[cTpa;jajiem>] for the Russian land.'

Oleg Svyatoslavic", the grandson of Yaroslav I, is first noticed in 1075,

when, with his brother Vladimir, he aids Boleslaw the King of Poland

against the Cechs. In 1076 Svyatoslav his father died, and Oleg received

as his y.H'fc-TB the city of Vladfmir Volynsk, from which he was however

ousted and dismissed to Tmutarakan. His brother Gleb was murdered

in the same year 1078. Vsevolod's injustice cost Russia dear; for in 1078

Oleg, and his first cousin Boris Vyac"eslavic for the first time led the Pagan

P61ovtsy on to Russian soil to fight Vsevolod, whom they defeated at

Orzitsa [or Suzitsa, in Nestor Ci>JKHi;a]. But Izyaslav Yaroslavic joined

Vsevolod, and in the bloody battle on the Nezatin plain Boris Vyaceslavic
was slain (v. 1. 223). Izyaslav was murdered in October of 1078, and his

body was taken on boats to Gorodets (just by Kfev): 'and all the town

thronged out to meet him, and received his body, and carried on a sleigh

[aa CEHH]; and, to the hymns of the priests and the clergy he was borne

into the city. The singing could not be heard for the weeping: all the

city of Kiev mourned for him. Yarop61k came to meet him, and wept
with his druzina.'

From this battle Oleg barely escaped to Tmutarakan, and, with the

connivance of Vsevolod, was arrested by the P61ovtsy and despatched to

Constantinople, and thence sent to exile at Rhodes.

However, in 1079, Roman his brother again with heathen allies

attacked Vsevolod, who bought his enemies oflf[cTBOpH MHpi>]: whilst in

1082 Oseri, the chief of these Polovtsy died. In 1084 or 85 David of

Smolensk (another brother of Oleg) was established by Vsevolod at
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Vladimir Volynsk. This is the period when Van was influential in council

(v. Introduction. Boydn).

In 1093 the great battle on the Stugna was fought (v. note He TUKO-JIH)

where Rostfslav Vsevolodovic" was drowned.

In 1094 Ole"g again appears in the field, leading the P61ovtsy of

Tmutarakdn and burning and sacking the city of ernfgov. This was

held by Vladfmir, afterwards Vladfmir II who deemed it prudent after an

eight days' siege to capitulate and retire to Pereyaslavl*.

The house of Kfev was eager to subdue the Pagans, but Olg was

a doubtful ally, in 1095 and 10% scornfully refusing succour, or to attend

councils. In 1096 his insolence [HO noft^y Ha cy;jT> KT> eiracKonoMt,

nryMenoMt H CMep^OMT> [I will not come to the judgment of bishops,

abbots and villeins] made war inevitable, and, after a 33 days' siege

of Cernfgov, he capitulated: he and his brother David were required to

attend at Kfev. At this time Bonyak, the Polovsk leader was attacking

Kfev, and Tugorkan (another leader) besieging Pereyaslavl'. Tugorkan
was defeated by Vladimir and his brother Svyatop61k at Trube2:

Svyatqp61k brought the body of Tugorkdn to Kfev Tugorkan was his

father-in-law and foe [TBCTH H Bpara] and buried it at the cross-roads.

(Cf. 1. 231).

Oleg fled North, in 10% was defeated on the River Klyazma (near

Murom), whilst 10%-7 his brother David distinguished himselfby joining

in the conspiracy to blind Vasfl'ko Rostfslavic, with such gross treachery,

that even at this time, all Russia rang with it.*

Meanwhile N6vgorod (the great Northern capital) would not admit

Oleg, and Mstfslav, the son of Vladfmir II, successfully captured Ole^s
Northern strongholds.

In 1097, in view of the urgent danger from without, peace was

patched up at Lyubec" [on the DnSpr] and Ole"g was assigned N6vgorod-
Severski, as a descendible y^'fe.i'b, held in the third generation by the

igof of this poem.

In 1098 and 1101 Oleg sat on the diets, but took no part in the

campaigns until the year 1107, when the P61ovtsy under Bonyak and
Sarukan forded the Sula, but were defeated and pursued as far as the

river Khorol. In 1115 he died.

As noted in the Introduction his grandson fgof shewed an

equal friendship for the P61ovtsy, and was just as vengeful towards the

reigning house at Kfev. The poet ofthe CJIOBO, patriotic as his inclinations

are, has no charity for the foes of the Olgovici, whose relentless assaults

on Russian unity he never blames.

517. OMOGUHU On reference to the prose narrative [v. Introduction]
it will be seen that Svyatoslav sent to Riirik, David Rostfslavic', and
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Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic' for succour: possibly to others as well; those

specified in the poem. The poet interrupts his appeal to the contemporary
princes with a narrative of the attempts at relief.

517. OMOWHU i.e. fgof's party which has gone to war.

434. Ojn>6epu v. CT> Moryru.

227. Qjuoey. xpatipa agrees with the implied genitive of this possessive.

625. OMOHIO otiMaiHBaTb steep, or soak: future i.e. perfective form.

531. onuMi This is a clear corruption : the forms onuft onaro are

modern Russian and, at that, rather legal. One might read OHaMb thither:

but I prefer roHO-rpoanbiMT.: this compound is justified by the references

in the Chronicles. In 1130 [Jfyctn.] Mstfslav, seeing the evil customs

[ajionpafiie] of the Polotsk princes, banished them with their wives and

children to Greece. They were accused of selling their subjects into

slavery. If so, they deserved to be called roHorpoanbift, cruel hunters.

Cf. also Nestor 1066.

The successive corruptions would be KOHO KT> OHHM OHUMT>.

142. opwiMOMu aira Xeyo/xei/oi/. According to Abicht from the

Cumanian artmac defined in the Codex Cumanicus mantica duos habens

peras. According to MeJiiopaHCKifi cf. Turkish ort to cover
;

Persian

ortme a covering.

I prefer this theory to Weltmann who reads opHHijaMH, with a very

difficult derivation, or Petrusevic* from apr*j/u.a and aprdo/J,ai.

477. OcMOMUCje. The poet here invokes Yaroslav Vladfmirkovic" of

Galicia (q.v.). In 981 Vladimir I acquired Galicia from Poland and

united it with Russia. This district was also called HepseHCKie ropo^a
from Cerven, the principal town. During the years prior to the Synod
of Lyribec (1097) these cities were governed by landless [Harofi] princes,

Vasfl'ko and Volodflf Rostfelavifc. and were acknowledged as their in-

dependent omnuna by the Synod.

After YaroslaVs death (1187), this line of rulers became extinct with

Vladfmir Yarosldvic ; and Roman Mstfslavi? of Volhynia was elected

prince. After 1340 Galicia was re-incorporated with Poland.

The word OCMOMUCJC has occasioned, much doubt. Emendations

such as ocMoipoMtJCJie, the circumspect, ocmpoMVCM, keen-witted, are

easy and obvious. Or again cMbiinjieHHift (cf. 1. 7 and 1. 607).

Dubenski states there is historical annalistic authority for this name;
and the Volhynian Chronicle has such names as FocTOMHCJib and

SCMOMHCJIb (962)
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Vydzemski and Petrus'evic' retain OCMOMUCJC, with fantastic lore as

to Pythagorean significations of the Eight senses, or even the Hindu

notions of the Eight faculties of man.

But in II E and C the first word of the line is TajiuwM ace. plur., not

FaJiHHKtifi nom. sing. masc. Further, the poet ofthe CJIOBO is exceptionally

well acquainted with Galician geography and defines Yaroslav's territory

with great accuracy I therefore emend Oc.wo.wwc.te to OCJIOMU o Bucjn.

A mistake from .w to .* is easy in MS.; the rest is a scribe's natural

tendency to read MUCAC, especially in view of the use of MUCJI* in this

text [v. MUCJiiw].

The Rivers San and Vistula, were YaroslaVs Polish frontier.

Cf. my emendation to line 484

611. cmonamu. The second reminiscence of the great men of old;

referring to Vladfmir I.

580. omeopu HE have OTTBOPH, the same confusion of (B and o.

refers to the capture of N6vgorod.

487. omeopaewu. HE have OTTBOpaemn: the same confusion of

and o. The reference is to Yaroslav's influence over Kfev, e.g. in 1153

and 1158. The Chronicles in this decade are full of details of conflicts

with Galicia.

336. omem> Svyatoslav was their first-cousin; unless oieni'B is to be

taken as 6aTioinKa; i.e. on the supposition that as representative of the

elder branch Svyatoslav is called OTenvB; (in later Russian 6aTiomKa). It

is easier to apply this passage to igofs father, Svyatoslav (M'govic and
to suppress 'rposHtifi BejiHKifi KieBCKift.'

205. omux gen. of OTCHB old possessive, modern Russian oxijOBCKifi.

576. omuuxi, II. OT-B nnx-B.-Weltmann reads oxony^y thence. But
the plurul pronoun can be understood, as referring to the citizens of Kfev:

so I prefer II OTT> HHXT>.

The writer of the CJIOBO, as usual, follows the Chronicle very closely.
When Izyaslav returned with his Polish allies, Vse"slav clandestinely
fled from Kfev to Belgorod (now B&gorodka), forty versts away, and
thence to Polotsk.

140. naeotoKU JJajit cites : npin^e OjierB KO Kiesy KO csoeny
Hropio, Hecn8 sjiara, H naBOJioKBi, OBonj,H, H BHHO, H BC&KOO
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y3dp6"ie. A passage which must have been in the mind of the writer of

the CJIOBO. [Oleg arrived at Kiev and brought his prince Igor, gold, and
woven robes (of cotton or silk), vegetables, and wines and patterned

raiment]. Cf. also Nestor 844, 969, etc.

226. HcmoAOMy from TlaMOJiOMa, Vydzemski and Paucker suggest a

derivation from TreTrAtOyua, and the word is repeated at line 366. This bed

of green reeds has a Celtic touch, such as sometimes occurs elsewhere,

e.g. in the GHJIHHH, in Yaroslavna's lament.

Otherwise it occurred to me the word might be a corruption of no-

neJiOMt ynocTJia (Little-Russian nonejit, Polish popiet}-, ynocuie being
a double compound and suggesting ynoKOHBaiL to lay to rest.

IlanojiOMa cf. nejiena, Old Slav mi-fena, Cech plena, plma, linen and

TrerrXo? TreVXco/ia. MikloziS adds Lithuanian plene\ or plene thread,

Lat. pellis and Greek Tre'AXa (skin).

500. nanopw. According to SrezneVski nanopsoKt a shoulder-blade,

also cuirass. According to Abicht it is a misreading for npanopnjH, Polish

proporzec, proporcy, Little-Russian npanopen,t, and the meaning requisite

for the passage is something that shakes the earth e.g. cavalry with lances

and pennons.
There is a word npanop'B, meaning standard, npanopenTB the pennon

on the lance, or the lance itself. npanopmHKt in modern Russian

stands for an ensign.

Either interpretation is satisfactory.

400. napdywe, according to Abicht not to be corrected into napflyme.
The following extracts from the Chronicles illustrate this word. 964 (cited

by Weltmann).
CBaiocjiaB'B HropeBHHt jierico xo^a EKH napycT> BoftHM MHOFH

TBOpame. In Hnam. 1160 Rostfslav Mstfslavic' on his accession conciliates

Svyatosldv (Mgovic' and gives him presents ; including a nap^yct and

*^sa Kona 6opaa.'

It is hard to account for the Dice termination.

14. nepeuxb epeMem. It is difficult to dissociate this phrase from

subsequent references to the time and date of Boyan, e.g. Ha ce^BMOMi

Bin,* TpoaHH (1. 569) and the historical invocations from Vladfmir I

downwards. These '

first times
'

must mean Rurik and the first Igor.

Also v. note Mticjiiro.

759. Hwpmowteu a church founded in 1136 [Hnar.].

277. -ZTupa. The metaphor is of a marriage feast: amongst the guests

would be the marriage-broker, the ceamu. Here the CBaiti are the
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enemy: the hosts (i.e. the Russians) could not give any more wine (or

blood) as they were exhausted, and could not draw any more from their

numberless nomad foes: there was insufficient of the wine they could

provide to make the festival complete, i.e. to gain the victory.

750. njieuw gen. loc. dual miena.

767. no6opan no6apasi I emend no6opioHH, nom. plur. masc. pres.

part. act. of no6opOTt perfective to conquer in fight (German erstreiten).

395. noeojiOKOcma cf. naBOJiOKH supra noBOJiOHb to trail about; also

used of clouds, otfjiaica HOBOJIOKJIHCB Ha K).3.

504. noepiiaiua from nosepraTb cast down.

401. noipy3ucma, nodacma (2nd or 3rd p. dual aor.): npocTpomaca

(3rd pers. plural aor.).

119. no do6m v. 6-fcflH ero.

680. nodeusawacH Church Slav for no^BHramaca. They rushed by
as he galloped. I omit the second ex. This line has a galloping motion.

536. nod* KJIUKOMZ, ? read KJIHKOMB instrumental singular. From 1067

the P61ovtsy were making serious inroads on Russian territory.

480. no^nep^ from no^irapaTB.

710. no^tcp^wu acpaib devour nom. sing. fern. past. part. act.

is however nom. sing. masc. pres. part, instead of HM^amn fem.

768. noAKU I emend HOJIKH ace. plur. This spelling is in Early
Russian more or less optional: the nom. plur. would noJiu;H.

3. nojiKy for reasons stated in the Introduction I follow the

Peksirski text (as emended by Sim6ni). The other forms used in II

show that the scribe was converting the Russian vocalization to the

orthodox Cyrillic norm.

55. nojia HojioeewKaio. Hnai. 1107, 1110, and 1152 give some in-

dication of the extent of the Polovsk territory, beyond the River Sula,

containing the rivers Khorol, PseF, Golma, Vorksla, the towns Liiben,

Sarukan, Sugrov;
'

the land between the V61ga and the Dnepr.' v. also

(note).
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725. no Jtoaiio Jioaa a rod, JIOSLC brushwood.

139. noMvawa sna-rfc lay hands on, seize. The nomads travelled in

tents with their families: and, judging by the numbers of the Russian

princes who intermarried with the P61ovtsy (including Igor's son Vladfmir,

when in captivity), their maidens must have been not altogether distasteful.

The enemy had retreated behind and beyond their tents, awaiting

reinforcements, and the Russians pillaged.

61. no Mucjteny dpety v. note MHCJiiio. Is there a reminiscence of

Yggdrasil, the tree of thought ? the Russian rulers down to Vladfmir I

retained their Scandinavian tongue and tradition.

560. noK-uaumt read -HTH infinitive : supply nopa : a common con-

struction. [It is meet, time] to......

Or else noHH3HT6 imper. 2nd pers. pi.

180. nojjocu plural of nopoxt, Russian npaxt. Observe all through
the alliterations and assonances.

324. no Pyccicou ae.vjnt these words recur three times here: I suspect

a corruption in the original MS.

195. nocKovawe here 2nd or 3rd person singular.

136. nomonmawa TonxaTb trample, 3rd plur. aor.

44. nomxnty. Dative: in modern Russian the instrumental is

more common in this use e.g. CorartiMt GUTL. norarb is the part

participle passive of HOTHTH (noTHyrb, noTHHait); a, as usual in Russian,

standing for g.

439. noxwmuM^ or noxumuM*. cf. XHipufl sly. Igor tried to gain fame

stealthily and without consultation. IIoxoTHifb a suggested emendation

would be rather tame. off. 1. 523.

29. JJwttix Me ft new section. The narrative starts at 1. 38,

Tor.ua Hropb...

437. npadthduww npa^^ib greatgrandfather. These are some of

the older Russian terms of kinship and affinity.

deeeptf the husband's brother; xmpoto the husband's brother's
wife.^ 5|

cdfKop* the husband's father; ceeiepoe* the husband's mother.

[deeep* the husband's brother]; soAoetca the husband's sister.

f For these words cf. Gk. Saijpy Lat. levir\ socer socrus\ German

Sch-wager etc.
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mem* the wife's father; mew/a the wife's mother. \
-|

ceoxHUHO, orceecw-the wife's sister ;
ceoxK* wife's sister's husband I 1 1

*

vtypum the wife's brother; J !j[

Mm* son-in-law or sister's husband. ^

CW<m,-daughter-5n-law.
affinities in

daughter-in-law or brother's wife.
one family-

Maxuxa stepmother; owmwa stepfather; nacunoK* stepson;

stepdaughter; njuxutHnum njtCMRnnu^a nephew and niece generally: but

cunoeew brother's son, Gpamanua brother's daughter: 6pamam first cousin

otherwise ^Boropo^Htift 6paTT>.

mentKa uncle, aunt generally.

but %u maternal uncle: fern, yfiica.

cmpuu paternal uncle: cmpun paternal aunt.

grandson and dn>fa compounded with npa can denote an almost

indefinite series: npauiyp* is a great-great-great-grandfather.

These special designations do not quite exhaust the Russian vocabulary
of relationship.

Cousinship is expressed by deoKpodnwu (paim first cousin, wpoto-
etc.

Cousinship removed by the use of j\nj\n e.g. rpoiopo^Huft flaj^a,

second cousin once removed of older younger generation.

187. npaopoduwa. The Bulgarian forms pa Jia, and Russian opo
OJIG are used with free alternation as also in the Chronicles.

718. npeKJomuo. It is rare to have the perfect part. act. used as a verb

without an auxiliary.

615. npweoadumu to nail. Is there any sub-reference to the Russian

legends of Svyatog6r the Earth-giant buried underground by his own

weight [v. RybnflcovJ to the Gogs and Magogs of the Cica3KH [v.

AeaHacbeBT/j over whom Alexander rolled the mountains, leaving trumpet-
holes through which they blare their woe ? Anyhow the line rings very
much like the tales of the legendary Barbarossa waiting in a cave to rise

at the trumpet-sound and save his people.

Generally the writer seems to proclaim that YaroslaV I & Vladfmir I

held Russia in secure unity: that Vseslav even ordered and organized
his principality, when it had become independent: but now there was no

single rule; everyone acted with or against the enemy to maintain their

own demesnes.

606. npwuwKy refrain e.g. in this poem, sa paHU Hropeuu 6yero
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338. npumpenenuu* npn renders TpeneraTb, to tremble, transitive.

? read npnipenajit in older Russian, to conquer, attain, vanquish:
cf. 1. 543 which repeats the word.

Abicht suggests reading npumpena wn>.; but *
to handle bodies

'

is

hardly good sense.

Dubenski reads npumencM*, quoting from the Sa^OHianna : H Mana-

ma MH03H rjiacH rpyfrb paTHLixt rjiacHTH, H uapraHH menytm
(=yflapaTT>). MHKJIOSHUIL also gives authority for this form.

658. npocmpe 2nd pers. sing, simple aorist npocTHparb extend put
out: CT>npaHce not from cnparaxb to join, but cnpaacHTb cnpariH to

burn: same, similarly aaxbiKaib saTKHyib choke up. v. ^OTHC (note).

Also v. npocTpe (note).

663. Hpucny HpbicnyTb npucKarb 3rd sing. aor. to spirt, burst.

287. nycmuHU Unless we read nycTbiHK), this must be taken as

locative.

78 & 629. HymueMb the principality of Vladfmir, Igor's son, born

1173. It is here that Yaroslavna, fgof's wife laments. Putfvl' is a town

in the Kursk ryoepma on the River Seim.

67. nncnn locative, as in older Russian, not needing a preposition.

I prefer n-feCHb, accusative, the reading of II. This word shows that

Csoeo is a subsequent title, and the original was a song (irfccHb). But

yco6HD,-fe below continues the locative construction: unless this is N.V.A.

plural, v. dwmi4c. So 1. 18.

136. nan* II nHTKi> for naxi>KT> is a better reading.

610. paseiM present part. nom. sing. masc. ,e.mHW perhaps read

MMihiOHe ace. plural masc. of participles in bi ymH H, [or a JHIJH a] (nom.

plur. ame, yme ; ama, ym J ama, yma). But in Russian -yia became

an indeclinable gerundive: and the strict rules of Church Slav are not

observed in the CJIOBO. Anyhow jieJitiOHH or -ma must be the accusative

agreement with Kopatfjra: or else JiejitiOHK) in agreement with wm, but

it is easiest to reject these emendations and take -ynn as the Russianized

vocative: Church Slav ynjb.

469. paneuu. I should emend paHenii old Russian nominative plural,

or paneHHH, full form.

457. pacKponumu cf. KponnTL sprinkle.
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138. paccywac* 3rd plur. aor. paccoBtiBaibca disperse.

523. pacxumucme for this verb cf. noxbiTHMT> (note).

242. pamaeen, : should be -ese regular Church Slav plural cf. CHHOBe

in modern Russian.

paxaft a vassal who held land by military service: thus also plough-

man who incites his horses. Cf. in Sa^oniUHHa *H BT> TO BpeMH... HH

paiaH HH naciyxH BT> nojiii He KJiH^iort,' a clear paraphrase of this

sentence.

20. Pedejw v. Mcmucjaey (note).

461. pesauib. from pljaaTB, a section 'bit.' 6ujta in this sentence is

probably the dual in concord with its two subjects.

298. peKocma dual by implication : in full 6paia peKOCia, 6pai"i>

6paxy.

438. peKO&ne 2nd pers. plural. Svyatoslav intends more than Igor

and Vsevolod whom he is addressing: or else, perhaps, emend to peKOCTa.

745. pern Eonm etc. One of the most corrupt passages. These have

been some of the suggestions:

(1) Abicht transpose na. But Haxo#u can only mean finds not

expeditions.

(2) Abicht read nt CTBOpija sang of the hero or actor.

(3) xo#H emended to rop#tiHH pride: or lodunw seasons.

(4) Dubenski and others read HCXO.AH.

My reading is based on some of the conjectures. Certainly, trans-

position is essential.

The sense is: Boyan related the wars of Svyatoslav I against the

the Kagan (or Kogan) of the Khozars: this Svyatoslav was killed in a

fight against the Pecenegs and his skull used by the enemy as a drinking

vessel. Hence KpoMib not 6e&> nJtewo, out side the shoulders. In 1. 753

the poet of the CJIOBO reapplies this quotation to Russia without fgor.

Boyan not only smg of these nepebui epeMeua but also of those (ciapoe

BpeMa) and Yaroslav I [v. notes under these headings], and of Oleg of

Tmutarakan, the ancestor of Igor.

I restore 031 to supply the sense in line 747. 3 often lapses before

cm in the MS of the CJIOBO.

Thus Boydn's minstrelsy extended back to the glories of the first

agesofTroyan (Rurik and his grand-children). It is observable that

Olga the wife of fgof (the son of Rurik f 945) laments him in these terms

[cf.
He Kpncumu] yace MH1> Myaca cBoero He
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13. pet* must be the noun.

80. Pent 1 read peHe with IL against E. and C.

66. puw/a nom. sing. masc. present participle pHCTaxt 'gallop.'

495. PoMane. PoMam, McTHCJiaBHTt prince of Galicia. In 1168 he was

prince of N6vgorod. In 1173 on his father's death he took over the prin-

cipality of Vladfmir Volynsk and was for fifteen years occupied with the

defence and maintenance of his lands against the Yatvyagi and Lithuanians.

His career is most interesting after 1187 the date of the death ofYaroslav

of Galicia. Roman made a bold bid for the sovereignty of Galicia, and
in 1202 took Kiev and set up Ingvar Yaroslavic (q.v.) as sovereign. But
these details of a romantic life do not come into the purview of these

notes. He was murdered by the Poles in 1205.

If Kors's emendation of 4sa CT> yeaib' holds good, and there is

authority for the fact that Yarop61k (paternal uncle of Roman) was fgof*s

maternal uncle, thus making Igor himself related on the mother's side

it seems certain PoMam> McTHCJiaBHHt must be the hero mentioned

in this passage ; possibly McTHCJiaBT> is his son.

As the reference may be to PoMant PocTHCJiaBHHb but less probably,

I append a note on him as well.

22. Poxanoeu. I. The Old Slav (and Polish) dative single in OBH

(OBH) is common in this text.

II. This is Roman Svyatoslavic* of Tmutarakin, the grandson of

Yaroslav I. Like many other Russian princes he was in alliance with

Pagan foes against the head of the house. In 1079 (v. Nestor sub hoc anno)

he advanced with his allies as far as the river Voin [in the principality of

Pereyaslavl']. Vsevolod I (who ruled at Kfev) met the army near

Pereyaslavl', and made peace. Romdn went back with his allies and was

murdered by them: and 'his bones still rest in that hostile soil.'

495. PoMam Pocmucaaeuwb the son of Rostfslav Mstfslavic, prince

of Smolensk and Grand Prince of Kfev. In 1151 he aided Izyaslav

Mstfslavic to save Kfev from Yuri Dolgoruki and defended ernfgov.

In 1152 he came to the help of Izyaslav against Svyatoslav <3lgovic; in

1154 was elected to be prince of N6vgorod, but expelled that same year.

In 1158 he assisted R6gvolod against other princes of Polotsk and in 1159

took the part of Svyatoslav (Mgovic agatnst Svyatoslav Vladfmirovic; in

1169 was amongst the army that, under Andrey Bogolyiibski, sacked Kfev.

Andre"y set Roman on the throne of Kfev but deposed him two years later

and banished him to Smolensk. By 1177 Roman had regained Kfev; but

in 1177 Svyatoslav VseVolodovic (celebrated in this poem) once more
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banished him to Smolensk. The Chronicles praise Roman for his

peacefulness, charity and piety, and at Smolensk Roman seems to have

been a thoughtful ruler.
" He was very powerful but hated war, and only

waged it perforce." He died in 1180 [Hnax.] 'And all the men of

Smolensk bewailed him, remembering his kindness of heart towards

themselver; his sons wept for him bitterly; tear flowed down their faces.....
'

Roman lost all his possessions in his efforts to improve Smolensk, and

died in poverty, and the citizens had to subscribe for his funeral rites.

510. Pocu. Pen is as good. The Ros is a stream near Kiev, frequently

mentioned in the Chronicles, e.g. 1151, 1187. The Suld is near the Ros.

711. pocmpe paacrepeTb to grind, v. 1. 658.

732. pocmpnjjiem 1st pers. dual present: future sense, v. notel. 437.

56. Pycuyju, Instrumental plural (soft form) : the sons of Russia,

with the patronymic *< PycHHb.

Pyc-b. The historical meaning of this word has varied.

At first it designated the Norse invaders of the Slavs: to this day the

Finnish Ruotssi stands for Swede. The conquerors were thus distinguished

as Pyc* from their subjects; as appears from Constantine Porphyrogenitus,

(911 945), who [De adm. imp. cap, 9] in naming the rapids ofthe Dne*pr,

gives their designations /OOXTJOTT/, in Norse, and (TK\afti<rTi in Slav.

The country was in Greek called 'Pwor/a.

As the conquerors merged with the natives, and adopted Slav speech,

the word Pycb, was first applied to the governing classes, and then to

the Kiev district, not to Su2dal, N6vgorod, or other outlying dependencies

and colonies.

In the reign of Alexis (16541670) the modern name Poccia first

came into use, being modelled on the Greek form: variants such as Pycia
also appear. The adjectival form is still pyccKift, pocciftcKifi being only

used in official documents.

116. pw. Church Slav imperative 2nd pers. sing, penn: equivalent

to the Russian CJIOBHO like.

469. pwcjtajcw* plural verb with collective, as always.

618. PiopuKoeu #o0wdoe i.e. Ryurik and Davyd Rostfslavic q.v.

The Rostislavi^i contested Kiev against Svyatoslav Vsevolodic" and the

6lgovii; and there was eternal discord.
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465. PwpuKb PocmucjKMUH*, son of Rostfslav Mstislavic, Grand Prince

of Kfev, and great-grandson of Vladfmir II is first mentioned about 1157

as Prince of Ovruc. From 1159 1169 (when his father died), his name
occurs in many small civil fights and feuds. In 1169 he joined in electing

Mstfslav Izyaslavic* to the throne of Kiev, and made an expedition against

the P61ovtsy; in 1170 he was in the army of Andry Bogolyubski that

sacked Kfev: and was set up as prince of N6vgorod, where the free

atmosphere did not suit him, for in 1174 he was back again at Ovruc.

Andrey Bogolyubski suspected him of being implicated in the murder of

his brother Gleb Yurevic (v. Introduction II 13) and wanted to purge
Southern Russia of the Rostfslavift : Ryiirik seized Kfev in 1174, but was

compelled to retire to Belgorod, on the approach of Andrey with a

formidable army. In 1177 he made an unsuccessful foray on the P61ovtsy
he had married a daughter of the Polovsk chieftain Beluk and

resigned Kfev to Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic Cernfgovski
4 not wishing to

devastate the Russian land.' In 1180 Svyatoslav was again in flight

beyond the Dnepr, and Ryiirik reoccupied the throne ; but resigned it

anew for
* he loved peace more than war and wished to live in brotherly

love.' In 1183 he with Svyatoslav, the Grand Prince, defeated the P61ovtsy,

and, on Svyatoslav s death in 1154, finally succeeded to the throne: to be

dethroned again, and die at Cernfgov in 1215, after some further years

of similar family feuds and raids on the nomads.

489. Cajmauu. Generally taken as a variant of Cyjcmauu Sultans.

But there is little trace of the Arabic form in saltan being found in Russia

at this date; and there would not be a plurality of sultans to chase behind

Yaroslav's territories. I suggest reading CaJitiaHH, the men of Salatyn,

a reg on in the Lower Tatra, the mountainous district whence came the

barbarian auxiliaries such as the Topaki v. ca Tampanu,
Note aa 36M.KHMH in the instrumental defining CajrfciaHH, and not

governed by the verb.

106. cmcm-b senpum ...cmaadu. A passage over which there has

been much dispute. Unless emended, it makes no sense. It is omitted

in E, but translated in the version annexed ' a noise of beasts arose in

their lairs/

Abicht's restoration is CBKCTTB 3B*pmn> BT>cra; sjitjft ^HBI> etc.

Weltmann: CBHCTT> 3B-BpHHT> Bi>CTa, a6M AHBT>, commenting that

the sudden attack of the Russians disturbed the enemy, who with shrill

horns gave the alarm.

I suggest, as less violent, to read:

CBHCTT> 3B <

fepHHi> Bi>3CTa;

3-BBtI ^HB1> KPHH6TL BptXV ^peBE.
3T>BM being the present participle active of 3BaTb.
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82. Cenmjiuu, This may be a title; e.g. in the treaty of Oleg with

the Greeks (912 A.D.) the subordinate princes are called CenrnjuM

233. Cemnou Coftiu undoubtedly confuses the burial-place of Izyaslav

Yaroslavic, Svyatop61k's father, also slain at this battle with that of

Tugorkan. Izyaslav amid great weeping was taken by Yarop61k his son,

prince of Vyseg6rod, to the Church of the Holy Mother of God at Kfev.

Nestor LXX].
v. CT.-TOH ace.

22. CeflrmcjaeiiHM). The T> is sounded. In Older Russian wo and

not ny is regular.

351. Ceamtcjaeju i.e. Svyatoslav III Vsevolodovic, first cousin of

Igor.

336. CexmicjaeT*. If this stands for Svyatoslav Ol'govic, fgof's father,

the following brief account of his career is apposite. Svyatoslav Ol'govic,

the grandson of Svyatoslav, about the year 1 137 was invited by the citizens

of N6vgorod the Great to be their prince, a position he forfeited in 1138,

and could not maintain on a subsequent attempt in 1140. On the accession

of Vsevolod Ol'govic" his brother to the throne of Kiev, he attacked

Andrey Vladimirovic to expel him from the principality of Pereyaslavl',

and was repulsed. In 1142 he and his brother Igor were discontented

with the shares allotted by Vsevolod (M'govic", who would not give them

N6vgorod-Severski nor the land of the Vyatici. So they allied themselves

with the princes of Cernigov, and under this compulsion Svyatoslav ob-

tained Cernon'tsk and Kletsk. In 1146 Vsevolod died, and was succeeded

by Igor Ol'govic, who was soon expelled by the citizens of Kiev; and

Izyaslav Mstfslavic (his second cousin once removed) replaced him.

Hereupon Svyatoslav in alliance with Yuri Vladimirovifc of Suzdal'

(his second cousin and uncle of Izyaslav Mstislavic), Vladimir of Ryazan
and Berladnik, the exile from Galicia, attacked Izyaslav, who found allies

in the Davydici of Cerm'gov. Again Svyatoslav almost failed ; but, in

alliance with the Polovtsy, he enforced peace. In 1147 Igor, his brother

was murdered at Kiev. Fighting broke out anew : Svyatoslav and Yuri

expelled Izyaslav from Kiev; and Svyatoslav was assigned the territories

of Kursk HoceMbe (the country, round the river SeYm or CeftMT>), Snov

and Slutsk; and Yuri held Kiev for Suzdal, until the great defeat on the

river Stugna (v. note ne Taico-jra) ; he fled after this battle, and Izyaslav

Davydovic was instated at Kiev, and gave Cernigov to Svyatoslav of his

own good grace: but this did not purchase fidelity, for Izyaslav Davydovic*

attributed to Svyatoslav a defeat at the hands of Yarosldv the King of

Galicia, and had to quit Kfev.
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Svyatosldv then attached himself to the next ruler at Kfev, Rostfslav,

the brother of Izyaslav Mstfslavi^; but veered round again to Izyaslav

Davydovic on hearing, that Andrey Yurevi?, the powerful monarch of

Suzdal, was prepared to support this claimant.

Svyatosldv died in 1165.

These details illustrate how all through medieval Russian history

there was no patriotism. Collateral inheritance, assignment of territories

for life, uncertainty of tenure, made these princes careless of everything
save their own advancement, and Svyatosldv, his father Olg, and his

son fgor, the hero of this tale, were all equally ready to assail or to utilize

the pagan invaders. When the Mongols were established at Saray (near

Pereydslavl'), servility was added to the vices of disunion.

These details also serve to confirm that the reference in the text is

to Svyatosldv VseVolodovic", the prince of Kiev, and to his campaign of

1154, and that OTeu,T> must be interpreted 6aTK>inKa. I think rposHijfi

BCJiHKifl KieBCKifi a marginal gloss interpolated.

208. ceuvcui, o6umui something like fjOetriv eOecrtv. Generally com-

pare the prose narrative in Hnai., which confirms this account of

Vsvolod's prowess.

446. Ce MO a line difficult to construe.

If KHflace is adjectival, it is forcing a possessive adjective too far to

make it mean ' the evil proceeding from the princes,' or ' the misfortune

of the prince
'

; and, farther, if Henocotfie be predicative, it must be in the

dative or instrumental.

To read KHaaeMb for KHaaceMi dative plural does not make things

much easier.

I suggest, ce BJIO, KHaace MH, He noco6HMo: with all the more con-

fidence, in view of the assonahce of PHME infra.

It is also possible to read Ht ce SJIQ, KHasce MH, He no cofa> : i.e.

but this woe, my liege, stands not alone; .... for they are crying out at

Rim

48. cuneio flony.

I. The gen. masc. sing, of adjectives is regularly oio o, as in Church

Slav: not *o MO as in modern Russian.

II. The genitive in this sentence seems to have the general distributive

meaning of the Homeric use: e.g. Iliad. X 352; and, negatively

XVII 372: at ya/o re ftowv TrpoQepca-rcpal etcriv e

vcioio paQeiw ve<f>o? 6" ov (j>aivero irdcrw

III. The Don was well beyond the bound of *

Pycb.'
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61. CK3na present part., nom. sing. masc.

76. cjiaea. This personification is used throughout the CJIOBO: the

opposite quality is o6H^a, vfipis. For a full note v. 1. 288.

763. C.taea Iliopto CeRmoC.meMHa-a in E; BJIKHB in II. This points

out to a difficult reading in the lost MS.; I accept CBJiTOCJiaBKHb, taking
these forms as vocatives not datives.

135. c.iaew This phrase repeated from 1. 99 makes it doubtful whether

CJiaBLi should not be read in the first passage. But the meaning is the

same.

63. cjiaeu. Dubenski suggests altering c*aeu to cjiaBLH from COJIQ-

Beft nightingale. I prefer the text as easier sense.

643. Cjoeymmw. Abicht Weltmann and Dubenski Maksimovic and

most of the commentators agree that CjLOBVTa is the Cossack name of

the Don: perhaps the word should be spelled CjiaByxa. The word is

here used to personify the rivergod and give him a patronymic. Yaroslavna

here speaks of the victory of Svyatoslav Vsevolodic over Kobyak for

notes on which v. line 345.

311. CMaiy CMara Little-Russian for acapt heat, also drought.

664. CMOP'UU generally taken to be nom. plural: cf. cyMepKH cyMOpOKt
darkness; cf. MpaKT> idem: in Church Slav coMpaKi>.

607. CMuwAeuuu Vyazemski reads CMfcicJieny. The emendation is

welcome but not necessary.

404. cnccecn The sense requires e*3uececx. Cf. Sa^OHimma
ceca cjiasa PycKaa no sceft

583. cnonu for this metaphor of sowing and reaping cf. 1. 257.

732. COKOJUHO, i.e. Vladimir, Igor's son. Vladimir did in fact marry
Konc"ak's daughter.

386. COKOAOMO, dat. dual. npn-feinaJin perf. part, active having been

unhorsed, going on foot. Notice the alliteration.

153. comjy Kpenemy probably references to Polovetski chieftains so

called.
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and ICoHHaKi,. Both of these are historical, v. Introduction;
but it may not be fortuitous that the Codex Cumanicus provides
emblematic meanings to their names Cosac [c=k] the vigilant, Konvcak
the envious. If my reading of KapHanxuia (q.v.) holds good, such plays
on Turanian words would not be out of place, especially as the friendly
intercourse with the tame P61ovtsy, the Pecenegs and the BepeH^HHH,
the constant intermarriages must have made Cumanian familiar. Thus,
too, there is a play between 6-fecoBH (q.v.) devilish and 6ycoBa (q.v.) ;

cf. one leader of the P61ovtsy in the Chronicles called Ko3ejiT> CoTOHaHJii,

the Goat Satanson !

306. COKOAT*. Either Igor, in which case HTHUL must be the enemy;
more probably the enemy, who has led Igor and his men into captivity.

6ba pres. pan. masc. sing., cf. CKa rm.

391. coJHU,a. The simile of the heavenly bodies is common in this

style. Cf. the death of Olga, Nestor 6477=969: ' She was the baptist of

Christian lard, like the dawn before the sun: like the gloaming before

the light, like the moon at night-time.'

The suns are fgor and Vsevolod; the CTJiT>na (cTOJi6i is also declined

as though it were CTOJIHT.) stand for Svyatoslav OPgovic, Igor's nephew,
and Oleg, the younger son of Igor. Vladimir Igorevic accompanied the

expedition : but the obloquy may be supposed to cover both.

656. co.tnue. This passage rings like a Pagan hymn to the Sun-god.

754. Cojwu-e. The last jubilant section of Part III the deliverance of

Igor. All the omens are good: the sun is not obscured: the maidens of

Galicia sing, not the mourners.

363. cow*. It is curious that the Slavonic languages, with three

different words for sleep (.upeMJiaib, cnart, cnyib) have no expression

for
' dream

'

: not even such a secondary form as the Latin somniare.

49. cnaja. This passage has been the occasion of many conjectures.

Abicht reads CJiasa, a violent alteration. Certainly cnajia from cnaib

to sleep or cnaciH, cna^aib to fall is unsatisfactory.

I suggest cnajifl, and translate accordingly, for naJiHTb to burn; cf.

Chronicles Ilnar. 1180 pacnojrfecfl rH-feBOMT> (where the Chronicle here

drops into a poetical style, not unlike the CJIOBO) he was incensed with

anger. If so, there is no reason to change DOXOTH from noxoib lust; and

the imperfective verb cnajifl, [cnajin perfective] followed by aacrynn

(perfective), suggests an inceptive, and would make a very good contrast.
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HcKycHTH may be taken literally to taste, like KymaTb, and the

genitive is partitive, as modern Russian nHTb liaio. So HCIIHTH, a few

lines lower.

71. cmadu instrumental plural.

30. Cmapaio B^aduM.epa. i.e. Vladfmir I. Bjia^HMepi> "Ml>pT> is the

older and better authenticated form.

442. cmapy. Cf. note to omew> as to Svyatoslav's seniority. As the

generations at this stormy time went he was an oldish man; as far back

as 1141 his father had given him Turov as his KHaaceciBO. He died in 1194.

2. cmapuxu cjoeecw. I. The instrumental plural of feminine nouns

and adjectives regularly takes the termination -MU as in modern Russian:

but masculine nouns have the older form u (soft) for the nominative

plural e.g. o6jiaKbi (in soft nouns H) for the instrumental plural.

Cjiocecu an old s noun: like KOJO wheel KOjeco.

II. The 'old diction,' must, as Abichtsays, refer to the skilled artistic

poetry of the epists, as compared with the loose style of the writers of

the 6biJiHHti, with their free metre.

Duberiski says with great probability that cxaptiH in the CJIOBO

always means the days of Vladimir I.

761. cmapUM* KHRSCMO [dat. plur.] etc. Cf. usual end to ballads:

MOJio^tiMt jiK>,nflMT> na

a cTapuMi) JIK)#HMT> Ha

426. cmeopucme. One might expect -era dual. But the thought may
be generalized to include fgofs associates.

Cf. peKOcme. [note].

391. ctmna Bulgarian form: the Russians call the false sun that

appears at a time of keen cold nacojinije (German Nebensonne} nacojiHije

CT> yinaMH with ears: when there are several such reflections nacojime

cinojidoeoe or cmo.t6u: CTOJltiu is also used for the Northern Lights, e.g.

ciojio'ibi na He6ls KT> xojio,a;aMi>, the flaming columns.

705. cmpexcawe 2nd pers. sing aorist CTOpoaciiTb cxpeJKHTL e must

mean Aim: eio is required. But I leave 'e 3

taking it, as the old Slav

ace. masc. sing: u or e cf. u he.

472. cmpemm read a the dual to agree with
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175. Cmpu^ootcu enyyu. This description of the winds has a very

classical look: but, to elaborate this obvious simile, might be out of place;

as classical traditions do not obtain elsewhere. Strfbog was the god of

the winds.

CrpHKycu v.

711. cmpyiu ace. plural cmpyii barges.

The alliterations in this passage are very strong.

147 & 574. cmpyjicie a plane [Abicht] or smooth shaft CTpyri. a

carpenter's plane: also a barge: ? here a silver model ofa barge: ? derivation

from ocrpo opyme a sharp weapon.
There is no authority for this word, meaning a lance; but the

derivation ocxpo-opyacie (Mr. A. P. Goudy) is almost certain : and the

investiture of the throne of Kiev was conferred by a symbolical dubbing
with a spear [Abicht].

138. cmpnjKut'U. Instrumental of comparison Cmyiua v. Ha mano Jtu.

692. cmydenyto : CTy#a cold are southern words: cf. Cech studcny\

the CJIOBO often disregards Northern forms such as

216. cmynaemb v. note on Oleg Svyatosldvic. 3Jiam^ cmpeMen* a

symbolic ceremony of coronation, as also 1. 574 the touching of the prince

with a spear.

78 & 146. cmm^. O. Norse stong, Swedish stdng, a bar, pole. Here

used for the standard.

181. cmxsu i.iaiojucm'b the fluttering of the banners was taken as a

as a prophecy or omen.

So in SaflOHmHHa
' CTSSH pesyTt, xopyrsn aKH KHBH namyrca.'

485. cydu, pxda present participles. In this series of participles

nodnepit is perf. act. part. ; sacntynu&b Mevaeii aorist participle, the latter

imperfective, the former perfective: all of them nom. sing. masc.

531. Cyjia. The Suld was the frontier river between Russia and

Polovsk land: it was stained with blood.

The Dvind (on which Pereyaslavl' lies: the river Polota falls into it

at the town Polotsk) is here said to flow sluggishly : for the old heroic days
are forgotten.

At this point the poet begins to point his moral from the history of

Polotsk. This outlying district became a descendible y^tJit as early as
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the reign of Svyatoslav II; although the other princes (v. the note on

Vseslav) contested the claim: Vseslav Bryaceslavic held his ground

against all odds. This branch of the family thenceforward was inde-

pendent: and the people may have been different, for Nestor in describing

the early Slavs, states that they took their names from the streams and

instances the TIoJionaHe. v. 1. 75.

504. Cyjiuw a kind of lance or mace.

136. C^ 3apauin. The poetical detail of the engagement very closely

agrees with the prose narrative, though derived from independent sources,

as the variance in the names of the rivers etc. shows.

250. C^ sapauia . . . The poet resumes the direct narrative of the

battle.

432. &> Moiymu etc. It has always been supposed these are tribes

under the dominion of Yaroslav of Galicia. Their names are mostly

unrecorded.

I. Moiyma, Moioma abstract collective noun; forces (MO'ib posse).

1 1. Tampanbt. TaTpaHHHT> clearly a man from the Tatra, the highest

peaks in the Carpathians.

III. lllc.u>6upw. I cannot trace this name. The termination 6np 6wp

points to a Turkish origin. Vyazemski cites a Polish word Szalbierz

meaning rogue, and in the government of Irkutsk a verb oinaJibo'epHTL

meaning to strike.

Melioranski cites a Kalmyc word Silbyr, a long whip. However,

UleJibdHpHH'B must be congener with the remainder of the series.

IV. TonnaKbt. This word has an unmistakeable Turanian form: cf.

Cumanian toprak corn; or [MeJiiopaHCKifl] a certain sort ofhorse {topcak}.

But I suggest identifying them with the inhabitants of Topczewo a village

in the province of Grodno, 20 verst from Bielsk, or Topczykaty a village

seven miles from Grodno.

V. Peeyiu. E. and C. read net not H CT>. But this is probably a

slip for H CT>. PeByn looks like Rewuca in the Slovak country in the

county of Gomor (Hungary) on the South side of the Tatra mountains.

In German this place is called Rauschenbach [cf. pefiliTb, pesyrb roar];

there is also a Rewucza in the county of Liptau. The Stoivnik Geograficzny

KJ ulewslwa Polskiego also mentions a place Reiuucha, all more or less

in the same region.

VI. Oju>6epu Cf. Ilnam. 1159 Yaroslav of Galicia is attacking Kiev,

and despatches a messenger to Mstfslav at Belgorod, who that night sent

a reply through Olbyf Seros'evic'.
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There might be a connection with ajia(5opHTb to make a disturbance.

In the Polish gazeteer, there occurs a village called Olbierzowice in

the Sandomir county: owned in 1627 by Marcin Szitko Olbyerz, on the

left bank of the Vistula, 196 kilometres from Warsaw.
The name of a Turanian tribe mentioned in 1151, Oimnepuuo&c

seems not dissimilar.-.-- "

These historical facts sufficiently identify the Ojib6epbi. The patro-

nymic explains the difficult word IHepeuiHpbi v. mu 60 MOMCCWU.

On these grounds I reject Melioranski's conjecture of the Mongol
olybyr, weak ill.

VII. As to IIIepoineBHTb, cf. Szeresz6w, a hamlet on the river Lsna
168 versts from Grodno, or Szeryszor, a stream in Bukowina or IIIepumeBKa
a village on the Sula, 10 versts from Luben in the province of Poltava.

229. C* mon ace Eaxau etc. A difficult passage, certainly corrupt,

as noBejrfen makes neither sense nor grammar.

Svyatopolk. Musin-Puskin in his note in II does not know which

Svyatop61k. It cannot be Svyatop61k I Vladfmirovic, [born 980,

succeeded Vladfmir I 1015], who had Polish sympathies, and was an

unpopular ruler (called OKaHbHbift for his tyrannies in the Chronicles), as

the writer of the CJIOBO traces his history forward.

Svyatop61k II Izyaslavic, the grandson of Yaroslav I, was born in

1050, and died in 1113. In his father's life-time he held N6vgorod and

Turov, and in 1093 Vladimir II resigned to him the throne of Kiev, as being

of the elder branch. He took part in the blinding of Vasil ko Rostfslavic.

Svyatop61k and Vladimir worked together very well, and repeatedly

defeated the P61ovtsy.

In 1094 Svyatop61k married the daughter of Tugorkdn, the Pol6vsk

leader: but was still severely impartial against the national foe, for in 1096

he and Vladimir won a victory on the Trubez, where Tugorkan was slain.

This being so, there seems to be no reason to alter CBSTOIIOJIK'B to

HponoJiKT. ; (Yarop61k Izyaslavic the prince of VySegorod, murdered in

1086 by the Rostfslavici), and, accepting OTiia, to make verses 1. 229....,

refer to the death of Izyaslav at the battle of Nezatin.

Kaajibi can be retained as implying the home of Tugorkan, far

beyond the river on which Igor is fighting.

Grammatically something must be done.

Petrusevic reads noBftTL 6aine Tecxa; Vyazemski noBejrfc HTH Tbija;

the latter is the nearer to the original.

In the TycTHHCKaa JltronHCb 1096 we read: Y6ieHT, ace Ty H

TyropKaHi. TCCTI> CBaxonojiHb ; ero ace aKH mecmn u epaia noeesib

63xmu CBaTonojiKT> H BCSTH flo Kiesa, H norpeoe ero Ha BepeciOBO

Ha pacnyiaxTb na MorHJTE. (Tugorkdn was there killed. He was the

father-in-law of Svyatop61k: but, as his father-in-law and foe, Svyatop61k
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bade him be carried to Kfev and buried at Berestovo at the cross-roads);

and the same words almost are found in Nestor 1096 [B3a aKO Tbcia

CBoero H Bpara]; and the direction of the other road (to the Monastery)

is stated).

There can be scarcely any doubt the passage refers to Tugorkan,

not to Izyaslav who was slain at the battle against Oleg in 1078.

One other reading, Karamzin's, noctnt,
*
after the battle

'

for noseJi'fe

is too violent.

In interpreting this passage; either it refers to Izyaslav, in which

case om,a may be retained, but CBaxonoJiK'b must be read HponojiK'b,

or to Tugorkan in which case oxu,a must be read Xbexa or uyra. In any

event, as CBaxliii is an inflection alien to the grammar of the CJIOBO, I would

regard Kb Cfiaxlift CotyiH as a marginal gloss, subsequently incorporated.

I therefore suggest reading H noBeji-fe axH ma CBoero.......

Petnisevic gives the authority of the TpOHii,Kaa JH>xoriHCb 1216,

1217 and 1408 for the forms TITK> xrja for xecxro xecxa; and Vyazemski
cites uyreM-b.

Alternatively I suggest (with Weltmann) H no Bajit a xbija CBoero

and took his father-in-law in the fight.

Cf. Cech valeno den, valeno den vteri [cf. C.IOBO 1. 269 and 270

6miiaca eHb, diimaca flenb .npyrift] and Russian cBajiKa a fight.

417. cbiuoena i.e. nephews, brothers sons. This puts Svyatoslav on

account of his age in the position of .zja/jH uncle, a term of respect.

Svyatoslav was a first cousin. Dual verbs all through, down to CTBOpucxe.

432. Tampaubi v. CT> Moryxu.

726. meicmoMTt onomatopoeic v. KJieKXOMT>.

374. mepeMtb xepeMT> the medieval Russian term for a mansion or

palace; probably from Tepe/mvov.

815. mu an 'ethic' dative, as in Latin: 'as you know' : cf. develop-
ment from Homeric TOI originally dative of <Tf.

369. mjtoKoeum Russian xojiKaHT> a vagabond, xoJiKaxb to roam.

Cf. Nestor (907) H^e O-Jien. Ha Tpeic-b, Hropa ocxaBHBT, KUCB-B, noa
HCC MHOHCbCXBO Bapn> H CjOBtHT* H THBepUJK ame CyXb TOJIKOBHHbl

[i.e. nomad Slavs].

384. TMymopOKOHM. The only accessible way to Tmutarakan would

be to strike North by the Russian settlements, and so South ; all the

South side of the Dnepr, all of the modern provinces of Yekaten'noslav,

the Don Cossacks and most of Voronez was hostile territory.
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247. mo 6u.io... After this the poet resumes the direct narrative of

the battle, and re-introduces the subject (cHueft... I. 249).

414. moida. This adverb heads a new section of this intermediate

portion. Evidently, as Sederholm thinks, the poem was written in two

parts: the third section being additional. The note in this second part is

mourning at defeat: ce JIH cTBOpHCxe aca^HH BeceJiia etc.

The lament of Svyatoslav begins: followed by an appeal for help to

contemporary princes.

38. Toida Eiop* etc. read B-baspt Cf. Hnar. 1185. Hropb ace

Boasp-feBT) Ha ne6o H BH^-fc coJiHije cxoame HKO Mtcanyb... (fgof looked

up at the sky and saw the sun standing like the moon). For the date of

this eclipse Abicht's note is instructive. He collates the Chronicles with

modern astronomical data, and assigns the hour and day at 3.50 p.m.
Moscow time Wednesday 1st May 1185.

Weltmann quotes another Chronicle, which accentuates the detail:

COJIHU,e yHHHHJIOCb flKO M-ECfllVb, H3t pOFb JKC CFO flKO OFHb FOpaiUb

HCXOflarae: 'the sun became like the moon; and out of his horns, a burning
fire issued': a good description of the corona at a total eclipse; and also

illustrating noracocra 1. 392.

68. moio (Ojiwa). Both II and E bracket Ojibra (Ojira). Dubenski

asserts that Musin-Puskin said it was his own explanatory gloss.

Ojibra looks like a g'.oss incorporated in the text, and there seems

no object here in insisting on fgof's ancestry. But Oleg Svyatoslavic

was associated with Vseslav, to whose court Boyan apparently belonged.

So that the gloss may have been intended to explain what was Boyan's

generation: i.e. if it is a gloss Toro Ojibra is in any case rather prosaic.

I had rather cut out xoro Ojibra BHyiey as extrinsic to the original text

from which Musin-Puskin copied, v. Introduction on Boyan and

Troyan. The variants ntcb, n-feCHt have already been noted, and the

same remarks apply. What follows is an adaptation or imitation of

Boyan's style.

218. To Mce seom .... a corrupt passage.

I. 3BOHI is applied to the sound of bells: the citizens of

Tmutarakan had been summoned to a Btie or assembly.

II. HpocJiaBb must be amended HpocjiaBJib or HpocJiaBiK As

Yaroslav was the father of of Vsevolod and Svyatoslav and grandfather

of Oleg: the latter emendation is easier and makes sense.

III. Svyatoslav (1027 1076) was the third son of Yaroslav I and

Vsevolod (10301073) the fourth. In 1054 he received ernfgov. He was

a notable and capable prince. Vsevolod received PereyaslavF in 1054.
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IV. Oleg Svyatoslavic became a naroft, a grandson without

patrimony, the ytfbjiu being descendible or, rather, assignable laterally.

In 1076 we find him expelled from Vladimir Volynsk (the principality of

that name) and departing to Tmutarakan. Vsevolod (v. preceding note)

promoted his son Vladimir to Cerm'gov.

Hence, with Wiener's translation, I transfer CMHT> BceBOJiOJKb to

the next sentence, to Vladfmir II to whom it refers: and the meaning
seems to be ' Yaroslav who justly gave to his son Svyatoslav the city of

Cerm'gov, heard Oleg's appeal, though he had died.' Vladimir shut his

ears to the cry of justice: and would not admit that Cerm'gov was a

descendible fief of SvyatoslaV, whose faction took its name from Oleg,

(the Olgovici) and frustrated Russian union.

598. moMy. This miraculous gift of hearing cf. TO ace 3BOHT> cjibiina

;jaBHift BCJiHKift Hpocjias'b 1. 218 implies, I think, not magical gifts, but

extent of sway. It is a pardonable echo of the exaggeration of the boast

of speed of Vladfmir I, who posted from Cerm'gov to Kiev in a day.

10. mo pacmnKawemcx. This passage has been endlessly contro-

verted: but taken in connection with line 61 no MHCJieny #peBy, the

meaning is clear. [Some commentators read Mbicbio, mouse, interpreting

Mticb as 61iJiKa squirrel, so as to complete the sequence of animals,
whilst Abicht conjectures MLicjiiro an inversion of CJiaBiK), nightingale].

Boyan's thought soars on the tree ofknowledge [into which something of

Genesis, and something of the Scandinavian Yggdrasil may have entered],

swifter than wolf or hawk. He used to send out his ten fingers on the

strings of the rycJiH, the Russian harp, like warriors or hawks on a flock

of swans-here as elsewhere always associated with music;--and the

strings he tochued sang of themselves.

As a modern parallel, cf. the^opening of 06jiOMOBT> :

" Mbicjib ryjiajia BOJibHoft nxHijeft no JiHijy, nopxajia BT

Ha...ry(5bi, npaiajiacb BO... Ji(5a...."

586. mov/rb TOKT. threshing-floor [also stream].

282. mpaea Nature, as before sympathizes with the Russians.

Tpoam v. 11. 66, 209, 569 and Introduction.

3. mpydnuxT, xpy^-b according to Vyazemski and Weltmann is here

equivalent to aeS\ov or TTOI/O?, e.g. the seven labours of Heracles.

368. mpydoM* with Weltmann, I emend TpyTOMT>, Tpyn>, Serbian

ipyi from repeib, dust: cf. Russian xpyxa chaff.
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692. tnpycH ipycHTB to strew; rpycHTb to fear.

662. myioto notice the alliteration. Church Slav tpga and taga\ so

connected with TaaceciB heaviness, solidity.

260. myioto esudowa. Abicht reads ryrw pi. nom. This would make
better sense: otherwise an impersonal subject must be supplied for the

plural verb. But good sense is obtained by taking Kocmu u tcpoeb as the

subject: the harvest was grief.

274. Ty 3d 6pama dual noun and verb. These concluding lines are

fine in their severe restraint.

162. myna. It seems inevitable to read Ty^H : but Dubenski retains

: a being the regular O. Slav. Nom. plural of feminines in -Mda,

-ma, -ma, -Ha, -u,a and -ma, and -UHR.

572. TT> or vmu. The poet continues the contrast to the modern

degenerates and enlarges on Vseslav and Vladimir I.

369. tmmuMU empty. The Russians emptied their quivers of arrows

to carry the booty.

462. Tu 60 Mowewu. One of the most difficult sentences, no cyxy
certainly points to a contrast of Vsevolod's feats on dry land.

MueuMU is omitted in E and C and may be a gloss inserted to explain

mepeinnpti as living objects.

Hlepewupu a7ra \eydjuLevov the meaning is unknown.

I. Leo Wiener translates as a term for the tubes containing Greek

fire.

II. Vyazemski explains as a device for catching fish cf. mepecnepi>,

mepext 'chub.'

III. Abicht cites the Arabic sursar, the plural ofsaristru, a small bird

a little larger than a sparrow; and thinks the passage like living sparrows.

IV. Meliordnski says the word must mean some implement with

which they throw, not out of which: and cites the Persian tircar, a device

to hurl metal weights or tubes with fiery substances, i.e.
*

living fire.'

V. If the word is a simile, it might be a corruption of inepineHbMH
like living hornets.

VI. It seems impossible not to associate the passage in Hnam.
1160 mentioning Oji6upt mepoineBHTb v. note to ct Moryrti.
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VII. On the other hand, if the word means a tribe, the Magyar seres

[s
=

s], to worry, suggests an easy derivation.

It is all mere conjecture. Personally I incline to reading IHepenrapti

as CT> IIIeperiiHpLi [the CT> being mute] and identifying them as tribes

deriving their name from the stream Szeryszor; v. ct Moryru. It seems

more in style; for the feats of Vsevolod are being cited to flatter him.

If so, the reference mast be to a campaign against the Glebovy,

princes of Ryazan, and I divide y^ajiHMH into y^ajiH MH, making MU
ethic dative, and the y^,ajibi CHHM object.: CHKH being the Russian

nom. ace. plural.

Izyaslav Glebovic the son of Gleb Yiirevic and nephew of Vsevolod

of Suzdal took part in the expedition against the Bolgars and was slain

beneath the walls of their Great City. This loss paralysed Vsevolod's

energy, and rendered the operations ineffective.

But the Glebovici referred to in the text must be the descendants of

Gleb Rostislavic, the son of Yaroslav Svyatoslavic. These were the

Princes of Ryazan. At the beginning of the reign of Svyatoslav

Vsevolodovic, there were differences between Svyatoslav of Kiev and

Vsevolod of Suzdal about Ryazdo. Vsdvolod Yiirevic conquered the

Princes of Ryazan, who swore fealty to him. In 1180 Svyatoslav
Vsevolodic of Kiev with Yaropolk Rostfslavic set out against Vsevolod

of Suzdal to recover his son Gleb [i.e. Svyatoslavic] (whom Vsevolod had

imprisoned) and conquered Vsevolod at the battle on the river Vlena. On
this occasion he conciliated Vsevolod Glebovic of Ryazan.

But Vsevolod of Suzdal still had an old score to exact from Ryazan,

culminating in 1206 when the citizens of Ryazan abandoned to Vsevolod's

clemency the last of their princes and all the princely house, and, after

a further revolt, saw their town burnt and themselves transplanted to

Suzdal, a curious anticipation of the Moscovite policy which destroyed
and transported N6vgorod and Pskov in the same fashion.

115. tnnjiirbiu. Sederholm has a note specifically mentioning the

weird sound produced by the rough ungreased wheels at a distance on
the plains, and says this comparison is not inapt.

334. y6ydu. This must be corrected to y6y^HCia, dual verb. Abicht

reads yGujiu, a very violent emendation.

245. yedie : should be yfe^ie, to eat partially, to nibble at.

285. Voice 60 The second part ofthe song begins: a series of reflections

to bridge over the time of Igor's capture and escape.

712. Yuomy. The root yn- for Russian IOH- young seems to be the

older.
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361. Ynuma a fresh section of this episodical part of the action.

Svyatoslav Vsevolodovic, the Grand Prince of Kiev, dreams the disaster

that has befallen his first cousins. The boydrs answer him, and Svyatoslav
then utters the first lament.

360. Ynuma Cf. yHHJiifi weary, despairing.

377. y JlMbH'bCKa .... One of the corrupt passages in the poem.
These are some of the suggested readings: all rather violent:

6 r

feina fle6pt, Ktiane [=KieBJiaHe] ace CHIDJIH...

6ma #e(>pB Kncanio H HH conuno....

He 6l>ce,zvk 6pLKncaxy a Hecomaca

1. ILirkHBCK'L is a city in Volhynia.

II. 6oJioHbe, 6jiOHa a tuberous growth on a tree by a river-bank;

low-lying meadow-land by the bank; Hnax. 1169 Ha 60JIOHBH orb

III. dedp'b a dale covered with forest.

IV. Eucauto generally taken as a proper name: but unrecorded. It is

probably instrumental sing, of KncaHB fern, abstract root. KUC sour:

connected with KBact (old Slav KBICT>) Polish Kisac, Kisnac\

Kwas enmity; Cech Kysati, Kvas feast Kvasan guest; Bulgarian
KUCHCL KuceM torturing cold cf. Cumanian Kis winter. It might
mean sourness or hostility.

dvbwe ? 6nraa. For the metaphor cf. Nestor 1185.

V. ne couLJtw I follow Weltmann's conjecture in part; as the old Slav

Jt and a are very similar.

As Plensk was on the Western frontier, I see no sense in the passage

as it stands and amend thus

ynji-fe H cKaHa6oJiOHH6traa^e 6 pbKn caHro

^ B y n j^ H H H K a H a 6 o x o H H 6 e i^ & HA B yp e K H~H c a&H

HHecoinaaKT>CHHeMyMopio
the 6 in ^e6pt I take for the numeral 2. For the word ucadu v. Ranm. 1182.

*'
might be emended into ew genitive dual of u 'he' instead of a.

449. YpuM* a difficult and controverted passage. A simple emendation

to PnMa makes sense, v. note ce 3*0.

V. the Chronicle for 1185. Vladimir Glebovic" successfully defended

Pereyaslavl', but was wounded. Rimov was sacked and burned. The

citizens of Rim may have summoned help from Vladfmir Glebovic, and

blamed him for not sending reinforcements.
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Rim, called Rimov in the Chronicles, is a town on the Sula60 versts

below R6men or Romny in the Government of Poltava. Weltmann says

that a village called Rim still exists there.

296. Ycoffoma a difficult line. Read as in II KHaseMT> dative plural,

used as a genitive.

My translation is based on breaking up noraHbia into noraHbi H.

The sentence is very concise even then.

Cf. in Hnam. 1170 ' God put into the heart of Mstfslav Izyaslavic' a

good thought for the Russian land [the usual phrase when any prince

bethought himself of attacking the enemy], as he wished well in his heart

to all: he assembled his brothers, and began to consult with them, and

spake thus:-"Brothers, have mercy on the land of Russia, on the

estates of your fathers and grandfathers [i.e. descendible y^tJibi], for

every year they [the enemy] seize the peasant (or Christians) to their own

tents, swear faith with us [pOTy B3HMai04e] and always break it: already

they are cutting off our access to Greece, Salonica(Coji,HHbift)andZalozny

[sic.] and it were befitting [jrfeno Hbi ObiJlo v. 1. 1] for us, brothers, looking

up to divine aid, to seek the road of our fathers and grandfathers and

our own honour/

But nothing stopped these feuds. Indeed, over such an immense

territory, unity was almost impossible : but selfishness abetted nature.

Suzdal grew in power isolated Kiev: with Olgovici ever rending it asunder

sustained the battle against the hordes unaided.-
The succeeding lines are simply repetitions of previous phrases.

14. yco6ifiuvk -tfnivfe -t can be taken as the locative singular, or

nom. ace. plural of nouns in sibilants: Old Slav &. If II is right,

yco6ifiu,a (masc.) like y6iHU,a murderer: the feud- mongers: there is little

authority for such a word.

130. ycne Preterite. Cf. ycnenie, death: also the Feast of the

Assumption. Note the change of the tense: the day has dawned, and

the battle array formed, (for details of which again consult the prose

narrative).

626. ympy yinpait yiepeiL wipe.

579. ymptwce aorist of yTepsarb to rend asunder, or yipi>rHyTH.

Like the uiepeiiiHpti passage this sentence is almost unintelligible.

Attempts have been made to construct a word out of cmpuKycu [Abicht
Little-Russian cmpuKcw o= TapaHi> battering-ram; Weltmann substitutes

(cxp-EJiHTb to shoot): Abicht reads ex&HU from Baaaib bind:

There aie three variant readings.
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For eaj* good fortune, which makes little or no sense, Weltmann
cites Hnar. 1287: 6aineTb 60 H ca\ii> JioBeu,T> ^o6pi>, xopo6opi> ____

H npocjibLTb tfHuieib no sceft SGMJIH, nonesce ^aai> 6arnetb

Bori, eaani, HCTOKMO H Ha o.AHHbixT> jiosext HO H BO BceM-b 3a

ero ;jo6po H npaB^y.---Or again: .JItno-ace KpbCTHHy HcnoB-fe^aTii

sasHb ?

I am inclined to regard crpHKycbi as a ghost-word: and to read

yrp-bace B^SHH ei> xpn Kycbi. [v. MHKJiOBHinb]. He tore his bonds into

three pieces.

It is difficult to make sense of:
* He cast off his luck in three tastes

'

: retaining BaaHH as in C.

508. Ymponn preterite of yxepntib used absolutely, to refrain.

But probably two words have coalesced. Dubenski gives a form

ympnnmu, and MmcJioaHUib ympnamu -rbntu torpescere or rigere. It is

this verb I assume to be the meaning here.

60. yiqeKomajii. The use of the participle in JIT> without an auxiliary

was already creeping in. meKOxaTb is applied to the sound of several

birds, but also means '
to tickle.'

585. xajiyoicnuMH. This is usually taken as a slip in E for xapajiyac-

HHMH, as in II.

At the same time a word xajiyra exists, used in Luke (cited by ^ajib)

U3bidu na nymu u xajiyrn: hedge or road. There seems no reason to

suppose that '/' was accidentally left out in a word so common in the

CJIOBO; 'thick as hedgerows' would be a strong and pertinent simile: but

xapajiyjKHbift is good sense. The same word xajiyra is vouched by

CaxapOBT> as belonging to the Slovene dialect.

194. xapajyjKHUMu. The meaning is clear. As MeJiiopancKift points

out, not from the Cumanian Karalik, but the Turkish qaralugh black

steel. In the Cumanian dialects initial k often becomes kh: in the Ballads

has the same meaning, v. 1. 424 etc.

503. Xuuoea. If, in the previous passage, I thought it probable that

XHHOBH came from XHHK> in vain and in any event was not a corruption

of xam>, I here think XBHOBP* has a distinct geographical meaning, to

be looked for in the region of the Tatra, whence came the auxiliaries of

Yaroslav Vladi'mirkcvic*.

I identify XHHOBa with Hinowice a village near Brzezari (German

Dries] in the Liptau, Lower Tatra, on the Zlota Lipa. Thence the poet

travels to more Northerly barbarians, the Lithuanians, the Yatvyagi (a

Baltic tribe known from the tenth century, and fairly accurately delineated

in the Chronicles: great campaigns were waged against them in 983, 1038,
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1040 and 1044 by the Russians, because they endangered the communi-
cations from Kiev to the River Bug district, and the banks of the Dnestr

and the ervenski towns. They were finally suppressed by Bolestaw

the Modest of Poland in 1264; in 1257 they joined the Tatars in a foray

on Poland).

The Cervenski towns were ervonogorod on the Danros in Galicia,

Premysl, Bele2, Zvenigorod, Radom and Galic, all of which Vladimir I

in 98 L conquered from the Poles, (v. note OcMOMtiCJie).

Lastly and farthest North the flepeMeja: a people situated near the

modern Dremble, a village in the Rossienski district, near Vidukle on

the river Kroklis (which is 14 versts from Rossien) in the government of

Kovno: thus the JJepeMejia are in the heart of pagan Lithuania.

403. Xuuoeu. A difficult word. Most commentators take it as a

Little-Russian variant of [cf ni^T> no^t] of Xani, : but why this new
form ?

As to words of similar form we find:

(1) XHHB fem. meaning nonsense XHHBK) in vain, XHHHTb to blame,

quarrel.

(2) Cumanian kinaidelar cruciaverunt, kinadi torsit kinalip affligens

se, kinov cruciatus.

(3) XHHyTbca to fall over.

633. XuHoewKbix. Generally taken for XOHCKIH i.e. the Khan. But

this voewl change is violent. I think xuHoewKiu in its third use here is

the Cumanian kinov bent, cruciatus; also kingir.

620. xo6cmbi v. HT> poan HOCJI.

146. xopmoeb MeJiiopancKift derives this from Mongol orongo
standard : but Abicht inclines to a Germanic derivation from Gothic

hrunga shaft.

In the Codex Cumanicus these words occur: Korugd visus koriili

(= kdriingli spectabilis; korgun visus. In tagatai kurum xopyrBb is a

Church or military banner; and the Cumanian derivation seems the nearest,

assimilated in Russian to other loan-words from the Greek X '/
00?-

In the Sa^OHmnna a copy of this passage is found nainyTi> 60 EKH
HCHBH xopyroBH v. m posu HOCR.

246. xomnm'b. I take this as semi-direct speech: what the crows said.

5.3. o:-ow0 as in Church Slavonic, not xoHy Russian. It may be

observed that the text of Igor, like the Chronicles, is innocent of any idea

of oratio obliqua.
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404. xyjia notice the alliteration. The meaning is: Igor had undone

Svyatoslav Vsevolodic's success in 1184.

596. Xipcoeu. On this difficult passage Weltmann has an instructive

note. The route by the Don was impossible, being held by active

enemies. He must have gone through Kherson and Taurida, and so to

a point near Taganrog.
As to Khors, this is a sun-god, mentioned and listed by Sakharov

[Hapo^,HHa PyccKia CKasania] and anthenticated by Nestor XXXVIII,
Jlasp. 980 (when Vladimir set up the images of Dazbog, Perun, Khors,

Stribog, Simargl and Mokos: by "The Virgin's descent into Hell"

[Wiener's translation]
4

They changed Troydn, Khors, Veles, Perun to

gods and believed in evil spirits'; and [cited by Miklozis from Vostokov]

"Mname 6ori>i MHOFH Ilepyna H Xopca. J\ux H Tponna H HHHH

MH03JJ, H6o aico TO HejioB'feu.H 6biJiH cyib CTapMiiiHHbi, IIepyH
rb BT>

a Xopct BT> Kynpi, TpoaH-b Same iiapb BT> PHM-B, a

."-(Believing in many gods, Perun and Khors, Div

and Troyan and all of the others, because they have been men of olden

times, Perun amongst the Hellenes, Khors in Cyprus, Troyan an

emperor of Rome, and others elsewhere.' The facts are useful: the origins

assigned are dubious.

In the 3a,noHmHHa is called Fypct.

But, as always, the writer of the Slovo gets all his Pagan facts from

Old Bulgarian sources, and uses Bulgarian vocalization, e.g. Xp'BC'b,

Bejieci) for Xopci> Bojioct.

I suggest Khors may have the idol (GjitBant, nypt or Lord Kypi>)

at Tmutarakari.

419. wb.rMwm to torture, oppress. /Jajib cites the Chronicles: cecrpa

TBOH, yMHpaioHH, Beji-fejia MH TS aa ca, TEKO peKJia: aib nnaa

H6 IJB-feJIHTb.

According to Sreznevski, it also means weep.

S85. Uiibnu instr. pi. of n.-feni. flail: not ulrnb fern, chain.

460. vaia a word over which there has been much dispute.

After his defeat by Boleslaw of Poland,
' Yaroslav fled with four men

to Novgorod... they laid a tax of four furs (icyHbi) from every man: from

the starosty (elders) 10 gnvni, from the boyars of 18 grivni.

Hnam. 1170. HKO ace BC"EMT> PyccKHMt BoeMi> nanoaHHTHca 40
H3o6HJIba H KOJIO^HHKH H HaraMH H fltlbMH HXl, H HeJIfl^bK) H CKOTbl

H KOHMH. 'So that all the Russian host was gorged to excess with

captives and chieftains with their children (or pages), and personal slaves

and cattle and horses.'

[Chronicles Nestor 1018].
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Hara is clearly the Curnanian cagi potentia. for KOIWU v. note.

Weltmann's emendation of Il'iara is wrong: others g uessed 'fara into

a slave-girl etc. etc.

Melioranski mentions another Turanian root of similar form for the

young of animals.

The Old Russian coinage was original in furs: the nominal values

were one griven (rpHBHa rpiiBeH-b), equal to 10 roubles say ^1, was

divided into 20 Horaibi or 50 piaariH. One of the silver coins was the

(rfcJiLKa, from (rkJib 6*fc.:ibKa squirrel: v. note 6fjjrfe.

Thus this phrase in the text shows the number and low value of the

slaveholdings in medieval Russia.

Hoiama is found in similar forms in Arabic and Cumanian: four KoraTLi

were equal to a marten-skin.

rp-ueua, a collar, Lithuanian gnvina (=--=20 Groscheri) so a weight or

coin.

240. H JoetbKOMb. -OMT? a better dative plural. Notice the impersonal

passive; a favourite construction in modern Russian too. The generations

were very short; v. the genealogy.

154. uepnuu 'black,' besides being ugly and sinister, is an insult;

lepnbie JHOAH were the serfs, or, at best, the lowest class in Russian

society: the nepHbie K.iodyKH are Turanian allies of Kiev.

163. vemupe. In the original ^. Weltmann suggests reading this

as ,a,eHb and discarding cojinrje: but the symbolism is clear; the four suns

are Igor and his son Vladimir, his brother Vsevolod, and Oleg

Svyatoskivic; and, for the simile, cf. inter alia the obituary of Vladimir II

Ilnar. 1126 npocBl>TH pyccKyio aeMJiio aim cojiHu,e jiynii nyuiaa.
* He

lit up the Russian land, like the sun darting forth rays.'

73. W-.?M. HH, sometimes combined with JIB, interrogative particle,

Polish csv- What follows is a second adaptation or imitation of Boyan.

147. HOJiKa. The tuft of mane overhanging a horse's brow: also

ensign: probably here the pennon on the lance: Dubenski cites from

FpaMMaTHH'b 'H noTJiiua craroBHHKa namero n HOJiKy craroByio co-

Toproina co ciHra. 'They despoiled our staff bearer and tore the pennon
of the staff from the staff.'

66. upecT> scan Hbpec IIOJIH Ha ropw [Kopmij] so 1. 70.

367. Hjnncuyytm Hepnam* of a ship to take in water, of a ship, so to

pour.
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98. nmu HTH and cjiast must be taken as dative of object.

58. ffleJOMOM*. The instrumental singular masculine still fluctuates

between OMt and OML. LUoJiOMi, (modern Russian uuieMt) should not
be confused with uieJiOMH hill.

174. wejOMfine.. This refrain is not quite in the same words, unless

He should be read Ha. Retaining He, Abicht reads y/Ke He IIIeJiOMaHe

MH eon, thou art not, I fear[MH ethic dative] any longeron the frontier-hill.

v. CT> Moryra.

128. [Ha] UlejioMHHeM'B ecn. In Old Russian mejiOMH means a hill:

but as Sederholm, TatiScev and others have explained, there is no doubt

ineJiOMJi is a proper noun, a frontier village or height in the principality
of PereyaslavF, bordering on the Polovsk territory.

Cf. Chronicles (IlnaT.) 1184, when Svyatoslav sets out on the same

route, for the river Khorol : Ha BOpOTHHme ace nepeine^tne Xopojn>
Bsofl^oina na IIIOJIOMH rjiajjaiome Kjifk yapJiTL -fe : KoHbiaKT> ace CTOHB-B

y Jiyali ero ace H^yu^e no uiojioMeHH .... * The scouts crossed the

Khorol, and climbed the Aill to see when they could espy the enemy.
Koncak was in the valley, and as he went up the Hill ____

'

Igor's road was via the Fpe6eHHMH mountains on the right bank of

the Donets, opposite to the river Kalftra. 'This ridge of hills was some-

times called Solomya.' Abicht also cites HjiOBaficidft (Kcropia Poccm
I. 262). Hence the meaning of the passage is

' Russia is already in

hostile territory.'

Dubenski quotes from Tatis'c'ev's history, a place Salomnits on the

Al'ta [or Ol'ta or L'ta] in the PereyaslavF principality, thus on the frontier.

The author of the Zadonscina misunderstood this passage:

'PycKaa seiuia, TO nepsoe e H KaKi> 3a uapeMt aa COJIOMOHOMI>

no6tiBajia.
3 ' Oh Russia, how thou art first as thou wast in the days of

King Solomon.' Evidently UIOJIOMH had lost its meaning.

463. IHepeiuupu v. c* Moiymu and Tu 60 MOMCOKU.

520. wecmo'KpbtJi'bKu. A great deal of ingenuity has been spent on

the meaning of six-winged: according to Abicht the fabulous ffldu of

Bulgarian folk-song mentioned in the Bop6a na ^Banaecre Kpajia ci>

TpOflHHTa Kpajie. These beings fly over the walls and so conquer the

city. He also cites the Russian folk-tales of six-legged horses, six-snouted

dogs, six-winged hawks. Or he opines the six wings may be the two

hands, two feet and the plumes on the helmet.

But such monstrous being are utterly out of perspective in this clear,

if poetical, narrative.
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I suspect a corruption uiepOTOKpHJiti a term applied to tropical \\

flyingfish; also glossed by TJajib nojemywa, Kibmpoiom, nenocnda. If so,

in this reproof, it serves as an insult woolly-winged : a bird that cannot

make a long or steady flight, and is not victorious.

12. ^uu3btM^ for modern Russian CHSMMT,.

142. flnouwwHU. Capuchon, cloak enanna Turkish lapanca or laponifa

Polish oponcza, Cagatai yaponci [MejiiopancKift].

476. ttpocjiaee. Yaroslav Vladi'mirkovic', grandson of Volodaf

Vladi'mirovic' and thus fourth cousin to Igor. The date of his birth

seems uncertain. In 1153 he was engaged in war- fare with Izyasldv II

Mstislavic" in defence of the Volhynian cities taken by Vladi'mirko, his

father. In 1158 he was again at war with Russia, claiming from Izyaslav

Davydovic the refugee Galician claimant Ivan Rosti'slavic" Berladnik.

The fortunes of war, and in especial the treachery of Izyaslav's Turanian

allies, the Berendici, dethroned him; and Yaroslav in 1159 set up Rostislav

Mstislavic at Kiev. Yaroslav thenceforth until his death was undisputed

sovereign of Galicia. In 1164 Andronicus was expelled from Constantinople

by his father Manuel, and took refuge with Yaroslav. His domains were very

extensive, bounded by the rivers Dnestr, the San, on the South by the

nomads: on the N.W. by the Poles, on the S.E. by the Magyars to the

East and North by the principalities of Kiev and Vladimir. It was a

wealthy country, able in 1224 in the fight against the Tatars to marshal a

fleet of a thousands boats on the DnSpr. His long and prosperous reign

encouraged commerce, and his hold on 'Little Galicia' secured him the

control of the Danube traffic.

He died in 1187 : this fact fixes the strictly topical nature of the

CJIOBO; for the poet refers to him as alive and vigorous, v. OCMOMMCJIC.

The obituary in the Chronicle (Enam. 1187) is worth quoting.
*

In this year passed away the Prince of Galicia, Yaroslav, the son of

Vladimir [generally Vladimirko] on the 1st October. He was a wise

prince, and eloquent, who feared God and was honoured throughout the

lands, famous for his expeditions. Wherever offence were done to him

[o6n^,a], he did not himself repair with his companies, but used to send
them with generals. He built up his country, and bestowed great alms,

loving strangers and feeding the poor: cherishing the monastic orders,
and with all his might giving them honour; walking in the whole of the

Divine Law; himself approaching the clerical hierarchy and doing good
by the clergy.'-There is little specific reference to his economic work: the

monks to whom we owe the Chronicles insist on the piety of the

sovereigns.
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558. flpoc.iaee. There has been much doubt which Yaroslav is

intended in this section, in which the poet reproaches the laggard princes.

Apparently no descendant of the house of Polotsk bore the name.

Probably the man is Yaroslav Vsevolodic, brother of Svyatoslav, the

reigning prince of Kiev, and Lord of Cernigov. In 1185 [H'tiam.] Yaroslav

collected his
xmen at Cernigov after Igor's defeat, but would not advance:

in 1187 in the winter- it was severe, and the snow was deep-
Svyatoslav and Rurik advanced against the Polovtsy. When tlioy reached

the Dnepr, Yaroslav turned back saying his country was far off and his

druzi'na exhausted. A lively dispute ensued, well told in the Chronicle,
and the expedition broke up in confusion.

622. HpocAaenuM*. II -HpocjiaBHbiHi>. Attempts have been made

(Vyazemski etc.) to take CJibiinaTb as a passive. I prefer to emend

HpocjiaBHa HMT> (rather than -HpocJiaBHbi MH with Weltmann): and so

get a subject and object: rjiaci* as the genitive plural.

I take it with JJy6eHCKift and BflseMCKift as certain that these four

plaints are incantations to each fire, air and water to aid Igor.

For their style cf. the Lament of Deirdre: there is a strong Celtic

ring anyhow.

19. Hpocjiaey i.e. Yaroslav I called My^puft (the Wise), the son of

Vladimir I and Rogneda; he reigned at Kiev 978 1054; in 1015 he fought

Svyatopolk his half-brother in a desperate civil war, and also Msti'slav the

Brave of Tmutarakan, (another brother); he crushed the Pecenegi, a

Turanian tribe, who (like the P61ovtsy a few generations later) were

raiding Russia; and is one of the great rulers in pre-Mongol history.

58t. flpoc.iaey. If this means the glory of Yaroslav, we must amend
to HpocJiaBJiio; the dative-possessive seems out of place. But what is

Yaroslav ? Wiener in his notes suggests a tributary of the Svisloc in the

government of Minsk. The only meaning I can suggest is that it refers

to Yaroslav I, whose descendants the Yaroslavici, as they are called in

the Chronicle, Vseslav successfully defied. Or does it refer to Yaroslav

Yarop6ieic", the nephew of Svyatop61k II ? Yarop61k Izyaslavif in 1070

defeated Vseslav: his son Yaroslav was made a nsroft by his uncle

Svyatop61k, and died in prison.

92. apyiw, a rill or cleft, Serbian japyia; Turkish yarugh [v. MeJiio-

pancKift]. Cf. api> (2) in

190. HpTt-Type. The poet interrupts the narrative with an exaltation of

Vsevolod, Igor's brother, and references to heroes of the past.

The conventional interpretation has been fierce bull, a simile that

would fall apt to contemporary style. Cf. [Hnai.] Chronicles 1201 the
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obituary of the Grand Prince Roman. ' He had striven against the

Pagans like a lion, was wroth as a lynx, and ravaged like a crocodile

[KOPKO/JHJIT..J, and traversed the earth like an eagle, as valiant as a

bull [Typi>].' The sequel though irrelevant, is worth quoting.
' He

rivalled his grandfather Monomakh, who laid waste the pagan Ishmaelites

called P61ovtsy, and banished their Champion to Obezy beyond the Iron

Gates to Srcan who remained near the Don, and lived on fish... Then
Vladimir Monomakh [Tor/ja bringing in a new subject cf. 1. 414] drank

in his golden helm of the Don cf. 1. 58], took all their land and chased

away the desperate [oKani>Hbift] sonsofHagar. On the death of Vladimir,

one fiddler [rjvjeirb, ry^ica the three-stringed fiddle] remained with

Srcan, and sent to the Obezy, saying: 'Vladfmir is dead: so, Brother,

return to thy land; and speak my words, and sing Polovetski songs, ....

But when he desired to return..., they gave him a hut, but he put on

his shoes, and said weeping :
- * Better it is to lay one's bones in

one's native land than to be famed abroad.' And he went to his own

country. From him was born Koncak, who robbed us of the Siila\ and

he went away on foot, carrying a kettle on his shoulder ....

But in Byft-Typi>, Hpt-Typt the first element is undeclined: and

both suggest popular etymologies.

The word ffpmayj.* is Mongol, but used for advance-guard in the

army:
-the termination yji seems specifically Tatar, cf. eeayjrb sentry.

In Cumanian far is light; yarat a root meaning to create, found in

Turkish as yerat (and in other dialects as well). I suggest
is like Byfi-Typt Cumanian for leader.

a Northern tribe probably Sarmatians, i.e. not Slavs or

Turanians; in Polish Jacwieci, Gk.
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